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This thesis explores possible visual approaches for the representation of semantic struc-
tures, such as zz-structures. Some holistic visual representations of complex domains
have been investigated through the proposal of new views - the so-called zz-views - that
allow both to make visible the interconnections between elements and to support a con-
textual and multilevel exploration of knowledge. The potential of this approach has been
examined in the context of two case studies that have led to the creation of two Web
applications.
The first domain of study regarded the visual representation, analysis and management of
scientific bibliographies. In this context, we modeled a Web application, we called Visu-
alBib, to support researchers in building, refining, analyzing and sharing bibliographies.
We adopted a multi-faceted approach integrating features that are typical of three differ-
ent classes of tools: bibliography visual analysis systems, bibliographic citation indexes
and personal research assistants. The evaluation studies carried out on a first prototype
highlighted the positive impact of our visual model and encouraged us to improve it and
develop further visual analysis features we incorporated in the version 3.0 of the applica-
tion.
The second case study concerned the modeling and development of a multimedia catalog
of Web and mobile applications. The objective was to provide an overview of a signif-
icant number of tools that can help teachers in the implementation of active learning
approaches supported by technology and in the design of Teaching and Learning Activi-
ties (TLAs). We analyzed and documented 281 applications, preparing for each of them
a detailed multilingual card and a video-presentation, organizing all the material in an
original purpose-based taxonomy, visually represented through a browsable holistic view.
The catalog, we called AppInventory, provides contextual exploration mechanisms based
on zz-structures, collects user contributions and evaluations about the apps and offers
visual analysis tools for the comparison of the applications data and user evaluations.
The results of two user studies carried out on groups of teachers and students shown
a very positive impact of our proposal in term of graphical layout, semantic structure,
navigation mechanisms and usability, also in comparison with two similar catalogs.
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Introduction
Nowadays, the diffusion of Web applications for real-time access to large amounts of data
or integrated services is widespread. Despite the evolution of interfaces and technical
solutions to offer a fluid and intuitive access to information in a domain, the original and
effective representation and contextual exploration of semantic structures is still an open
field of research. The main objectives of this work are to:
• explore the potential of zz-structures, introduced for the first time by Theodor Holm
Nelson in 1998 [87], starting from the ideas developed in the Xanadu project [88],
for the representation and the browsing on data and knowledge;
• apply on two different case studies that led to the creation of real systems inspired
by Nelson’s ideas.
Among the main features of zz-structures is the wide freedom they offer to semantically
link single information, enclosed in cells, across multiple dimensions. Each dimension
represents a way to semantically link the cells: if we think to cells representing paintings,
a dimension could be the authorship that connects all works of each painter, another
dimension could be collocation which links all the paintings exhibited in a same museum,
and so on. What we get is a potentially very complex multidimensional space that allows
users to navigate in linear paths along a certain dimension and then move, changing
perspective, along another dimension. A metaphor, already found in literature [41], is
that of a subway which allows a traveller to reach a series of nodes in a city by moving
along interconnection lines marked with colors. Each color represents a type of semantic
link between the nodes, we could think that there is a yellow line that connects the
administrative centres of a city, a red line that connects the artistic ones, a blue line
that allows to move between points of commercial interest and so on. It is clear that a
node can be found at the intersection of several lines, giving the traveller the opportunity
to change perspective on his journey, deciding to explore the nearby nodes according to
a different criterion. The device proposed by Nelson for the contextual exploration of
a certain node’s surroundings is that of zz-views which offer one or more ”sustainable”
ways of moving in a structure that is often too complex to be considered as a whole.
One idea that zz-views convey is the visibility of interconnections [86]: in the hypermedia
space of the Web, we are all used to moving through links; the problem is that on
every page there are many links, they are generally not labeled semantically, except
through their anchor, and they do not commonly offer linear approaches to exploration.
Moreover, they are normally unidirectional, leaving to the browser the task of memorizing
the road travelled in order to recover a significant starting point. The user is imposed
the cognitive load of the construction and maintains a mental map of his movements
in the hyper-structure, which the system generally does not provide. The idea of the
“visibility” and the bi-directionality of the interconnections provided by the zz-view offers
the opportunity to know something about what you will visit even before you do so
and, in any case, to be able to meet similar elements according to the current criterion
(dimension) of navigation, in addition to returning to the already visited nodes. Another
important principle, conveyed in this case by information visualization, is the well-known
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Visual Information Seeking Mantra [92]: Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-
demand. Is it possible to combine this idea of overview with that of contextual navigation
conveyed by zz-views? In the first case study we tried to offer an overview of an entire
zz-structure through views that initially concealed both the details and some of the
dimensions. We took care to make visible only the connections between the nodes of the
current ”active” dimensions and to provide mechanisms of contextual and temporarily
highlighting of the set of nearby nodes of a focused one, hiding everything else from
the view. In the context of the second application we adopted a particular zz-view that
presents an overview, according to a subset of dimensions, offering a semantic zoom
mechanism to progressively reveal details and access navigation mechanisms along the
other dimensions. More in particular, the two addressed case studies regard:
1. the modeling, the design and the implementation of the VisualBib Web app; it is
dedicated to the building, refining, representing, analyzing and sharing of scientific
bibliographies;
2. the design and the implementation of the AppInventory Web app, a multimedia
catalog of Web 2.0 and mobile applications.
The original contributions of this thesis are:
1. the extending of the existing models of zz-views with three new proposals: deep-
views, narrative-views and bubble-views described in Section 1.3;
2. the publication of an interactive visual representation of a comprehensive bibliog-
raphy about zz-structures, accessible at http://zzstructure.uniud.it described
in Section 1.4;
3. the modeling and the realization of a Web platform described in Chapter 2, called
VisualBibTM, currently in the version 3.0 and accessible at http://visualbib.
uniud.it, for supporting researchers in the building, refining, representing, ana-
lyzing and sharing of scientific bibliographies. VisualBib enables users to import
a bibliography in a BibTeX format, enrich it by querying Scopus APIs, detect du-
plicated names of authors, integrate the bibliography with new papers by realtime
metadata retrieval from external indexes and carry out visual analysis tasks. Vi-
sualBib inserts and connects new elements in an holistic view of the bibliography
called narrative-view which highlights the temporal collocations of papers, the net-
work of collaborations between the authors, the citation network and the semantic
relationships between papers given by keywords, tags and subject areas;
4. the modeling and realization of AppInventory described in Chapter 3, a multimedia
catalog of 281 Web 2.0 and mobile applications; it is based on an original purpose-
based taxonomy and is freely accessible at http://appinventory.uniud.it. Each
application has been selected, analyzed and documented in multilingual information
cards and original video-presentations with the aim to support teachers, students
and professionals in finding best tools to carry out specific activities. The platform
adopts an innovative approach for exploring the catalog, represented as a 2D space
navigable through a semantic zoom mechanism and linear paths along multiple-
dimensions. The catalog also collects user contributions and evaluations and offers
a visual analysis tool for the comparison of the applications.
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Outline
We outline here the structure of this thesis. Figure 1 shows its representation through a
zz-structure where the zz-cells are the sections which are interconnected by 6 dimensions
labeled by meta-descriptors.
Figure 1: The outline of this thesis in the form of a zz-structure.
Chapter 1 introduces concepts, models and formalizations we apply in the case stud-
ies illustrated in Chapters 2 and 3. In Section 1.1 we start presenting some definitions,
models, guidelines, classifications, technologies and frameworks regarding visualization
methods. The aim is to introduce some general concepts concerning this subject before
contextualising them in the model of zz-structures. This model is then introduced and
formalized in Section 1.2 while the concept of zz-view is presented in Section 1.3 where
a series of relevant zz-views proposed in literature are outlined. In this context, three
new original zz-views are introduced and defined for the purpose of their application in
the two case studies. Section 1.4 presents a comprehensive bibliography on zz-structures
modeled through a zz-structure itself and represented by means of the newly introduced
narrative-view and deep-view. A prototype of an interactive visual representation of the
zz-bibliography has been included in the website which indexes all the collected papers.
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the VisualBibTMproject, a Web application for supporting re-
searchers in building, refining, analyzing and sharing scientific bibliographies.
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The project, inspired both by the Nelson’s zz-structures and by the initial prototype
of the interactive visual representation of the zz-bibliography, led to the realization of
a complex live system which interfaces with external bibliographic indexes to retrieve
real-time metadata and integrate them in a visual environment. The chapter analyzes in
detail related work about tools for the visual analysis of bibliographies and some bibli-
ographic indexes about the exposed data and the offered Application Program Interface
(API) services. After a presentation of the basic functionalities of the system, we intro-
duce the model of a bibliography, based on a zz-structure, and the zz-views built over
it, addressing the topological constraints for the generation of a narrative-view. The
chapter continues with the illustration of a use case scenario consisting in the import of
a bibliography from a BibTeX archive, its enrichment through the retrieval of extended
metadata from Scopus, the detection and merging of duplicate authors’ names, the re-
finement of the bibliography by integrating new references and, finally, its exporting. The
system architecture is then illustrated together with some implementation details. The
user evaluation section presents two studies carried out in order to estimate the perceived
usability of the platform and its effectiveness in performing some research tasks, also in
comparison with a traditional bibliographic index platform. The last section presents the
new version 3.0 of VisualBib which incorporates, in a completely renovated environment,
several features for the visual analysis of bibliographies; the section ends with the pre-
sentation of the results of an evaluation study and a demonstration of a visual analysis
task carried out on a sample bibliography.
Chapter 3 focuses on the AppInventory project introducing the motivations and the anal-
ysis of related work, illustrating the cataloging scheme, the purpose-based taxonomy, the
process of building the repository and some statistics about dataset. After the presen-
tation of the system architecture and the main features of the platform, a model of the
catalogue based on zz-structure is introduced together with a nested version of the new
bubble-view proposal of zz-view, which formally defines the main view of the catalog.
Then we present a data analysis tool integrated in the platform and a guided tour of the
platform, also modeled through a zz-structure. The chapter ends with the illustration of
the two user studies for the evaluation of the system.
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Visual methods and zz-structures
This chapter starts presenting some definitions, models, guidelines, classifications, tech-
nologies and frameworks regarding the visualization methods. The aim is to introduce
some general concepts concerning the information visualization before contextualising
them in the model of zz-structures and in particular of the zz-views. In particular Sec-
tion 1.1 introduces a definition of Visualization method and Graphic organizer, the Visual
Expression Process, a model which describes how visualization improves knowledge ac-
quisition, some design recommendations, then presents and compares three classification
schemes for visual representations and, finally, some technologies and frameworks to de-
velop and incorporate interactive graphic organizers in modern Web applications.
In the next Section 1.2 we briefly describe zz-structures, in order to provide the theo-
retical basis for introducing the data models of the two treated case studies. ZigZag(tm)
is a registered trademark in the USA for zz-structure-based software of Ted Nelson’s
Project Xanadu. Zz-strucutures represent a generalized representation for data, a new
set of mechanisms for computing, and a different way of linking and organizing informa-
tion; they provide both data representation and exploring mechanisms.
In zz-structures information is organized in multiple dimensions lists. Through the zz-
views the user sees a locally relevant view of the information, irrespective of how complex
the structure is, and without losing the ability to navigate all the interconnections. In
the present thesis the zz-structures represent the reference model to manage the complex
data domains of the two case studies, presented in Chapters 2 and 3, together with the
multilevel views and contextual exploration mechanisms. We remind interested readers
to refer to general papers [89, 59, 60] or the complete list of papers on this topic [55].
Section 1.3 presents some relevant zz-views proposed in the literature; then we pro-
pose, in Subsections 1.3.4- 1.3.6, some new and original zz-views which will be applied
in the context of the two considered case studies. Specifically, the so-called deep-view,
narrative-view and bubble-view.
Section 1.4 presents a research project on zz-structures [33], started in 2017 and still
active, with the aim of collecting, at the best of our knowledge, the complete bibliography
about zz-structures. In order to formally model a bibliography, a zz-structure has been
adopted and some zz-views defined on it with the aim to publish the zz-bibliography on
a website using a visual metaphor based on a narrative-view and multiple deep-views.
In addition to this, a traditional access to paper metadata and full text has been imple-
mented.
The original contributions of this thesis presented in this chapter are:
1. the extending of the existing models of zz-views with three new proposals: deep-
views, narrative-views and bubble-views described in Section 1.3;
2. the publication of an interactive visual representation of a comprehensive bibliog-
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raphy about zz-structures, accessible at http://zzstructure.uniud.it described
in Section 1.4;
1.1 Visualization methods and graphic organizers
In order to introduce the guidelines for the design of visual representations of the two case
studies examined in the Chapters 2 and 3, in this section we present some definitions,
models, guidelines and classifications regarding the visualization methods.
The last Subsection 1.1.3 presents some technologies and frameworks for developing and
integrating interactive visual representations into Web applications.
Graphic organizers are visualization methods to represent knowledge, concepts, or
ideas, and the relationships between them [84].
The word visualization often refers to the graphic display of information and knowl-
edge [39]; a more specific definition of a visualization method can be found in [77]:
A visualization method is a systematic, rule-based, external, permanent, and
graphic representation that depicts information in a way that is conducive to
acquiring insights, developing an elaborate understanding, or communicating
experiences.
The benefits of visual representations are widely recognized and have been described
in a many papers [85], [64], [34] but their careful design is a crucial point to avoid common
errors and the possible pitfalls when creating or interpreting visual representations. An
interesting analysis and an extended classification of common visual representation pitfalls
can be found in [39].
In literature we can also find the alternative term “graphic organizer”; a definition [66]
is the following:
A graphic organizer (GO) is a visual and graphic display that depicts the
relationships between facts, terms, and or ideas within a learning task.
The term organizer leads to interpret a GO not only as a representation method but also
as a tool, provided with interactive features to modify, transform and adapt to the users’
view of information.
Eppler at al. [63] extend the concept introducing the Dynagram:
An interactive visualization that allows users to collaboratively create, alter or
extend it to conduct analyses, explore scenarios, make insights, jointly visible
or record experiences, evaluations, and decisions.
This formulation underlines the benefits of such representations in a dynamic and con-
structivist approach to knowledge representation and management.
In general, exploring information in a complex domain becomes increasingly difficult as
the volume of information grows [92]: in this case the availability of an holistic view of data
with direct-manipulation graphical capabilities, can make the difference in identifying
data relationships, in stimulating insight, in supporting navigation and, at the same
time, limiting the perceived information overload.
There are many visual design guidelines but a basic principle, suggested by Shneider-
man [92], is known as the Visual Information Seeking Mantra: Overview first, zoom and
filter, then details-on-demand.
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1.1.1 From visual stimuli to knowledge
In order to analyze the process of transforming visual stimuli into high level data interpre-
tation and knowledge production, Rodrigues et al. [90] introduced the Visual Expression
Process as a scheme, visible in Figure 1.1, which describes how visualization improves
knowledge acquisition. The presence of one or multiple pre-attentive stimuli (basically
Figure 1.1: The Visual Expression Process. Source: [90].
based on position, shape and colors of visible elements) induces a visual perception in
the user. This is a recognition phase which highlights the correspondence (with respect
shape, position, color, to existing mental representations), the differentiation (discrimina-
tion between graphical items), the connectivity (perception of the relationships between
the items), the arrangement (detection of structural clues of a group of items like continu-
ity, proximity, symmetry) and the meaning (matching with interpretations and concepts
in long term memory, to detect meaning from correspondence).
In this model, the third and last phases refer to cognitive interpretation, which pro-
duces deductions, inferences or conclusions from the visual perceptions; the effectiveness
of the interpretation will clearly depends both from the knowledge of the domain of the
data owned by the user and from the visual representation of the data. In this optic,
the presence and opportune organization of visual stimuli and the graphical typology
and design of the information assumes a big importance to the overall interpretation and
information communication.
In order to extend this model to the dynamic visual representations, we could con-
sider the movement as an additional pre-attentive stimulus. In this optic, an interactive
visual representation could be interpreted (besides the functionalities provided to user
to manipulate data) as a way to alter the parameters of the pre-attentive components
in order to stimulate new deductions and interpretations of data. Therefore, giving the
user the possibility to interact with the visual representation to show/hide some items,
to emphasize relationships, to reorganize the size and the arrangement of the elements,
could stimulate pre-attentive mechanism and induce new data inferences and interpreta-
tion of the data domain. This interpretation can be applied to animations and graphic
transitions too, recognizing them a cognitive function beyond the aesthetic one.
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The Visual Expression Process model has been recently improved [69] introducing
the time among the pre-attentive stimuli and redefining the visual perception in two
phases: the attentive selection (recognition of visual analytical perceptions) and the pat-
tern matching (recognition of abstract analytical patterns) both preceding the cognitive
interpretation.
From the perspective of each of the four phases, Rodrigues at al. [69] formulate re-
spective recommendations for the design of a visualization system:
Recommendation 1 : visualizations must present features that are potentially
pre-attentive in a way that users can interactively redefine each visual stimuli.
Recommendation 2 : visual perceptions, which are recurrently observed in
visualization techniques, must be the bases for design, and evaluation.
Recommendation 3 : the design of systems shall consider a perceptual perspec-
tive, offering users pattern and domain-oriented choices rather than design-
oriented choices.
Recommendation 4 : InfoVis systems must define systematic means to aid the
user in recording and accessing the domain knowledge related to the problems
at hand.
1.1.2 Classifications
Many classifications of visual representations have been proposed in literature. Lohse
et al. [80] proposed eleven categories of visual representations emerged from an experi-
mental study. Participants were asked to evaluate a series of visual representations using
ten Likert scales (spatial-nonspatial, nontemporal-temporal, hard-easy to understand,
concrete-abstract, continuous-discrete, attractive-unattractive, whole-part emphasized,
nonnumeric-numeric, conveys a lot-little information). The emerged categories from their
studies were: graphs, tables, graphical tables, time charts, networks, structure diagrams,
process diagrams, maps, cartograms, icons and pictures.
In his analysis, Shneiderman [92] proposed a type by task taxonomy for information
visualization: seven data type have been identified: 1-dimensional data (sequential list of
items), 2-dimensional data (planar data, maps, for example geographic maps, newspaper
layouts, . . . ), 3-dimensional data (real-word objects by 3D computer graphic, 3D ver-
sions of trees or networks, excluding multi-layers of 2d representations), temporal (time-
line representations with possible overlapping of items), multi-dimensional data (complex
representations with multiple attributes items, for example [26]), tree (collections of items
organized in a hierarchical structure where items and links can have multiple attributes)
and network data (a generalization of tree structure to model arbitrary relationships
between items). All these typologies can be combined to generate more complex repre-
sentations. Furthermore the following seven typical user’s tasks on these representations
are classified. Overview : gain an overview of the entire collection. Zoom: zoom in on
items of interest. Filter : filter out uninteresting items. Details-on-demand : select an
item or group and get details when needed. Relate: view relations hips among items.
History : keep a history of actions to support undo, replay, and progressive refinement.
Extract : allow extraction of sub-collections and of the query parameters.
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A significant effort to structure the vast domain of visualization methods has been
carried out by Lengler and Eppler [77]. From an initial set of 160 potential visual meth-
ods candidates, they reduced it to one hundred applying a fixed set of selection criteria.
The resulting set has been analyzed in respect of seven properties (graphic format, typ-
ical content type, application context, scope, difficulty of their application, originating
discipline, vicinity over overlaps to other visual methods).
The collected data have been finally mapped along five independent dimensions to
build a significant classification chart using a periodic table as visual metaphor. The
identified dimension are: groups (data, information, concept, metaphor, strategy, com-
pound knowledge), complexity of visualization (low to high), point of view (detail, detail
and overview, overview), type of thinking (convergent, divergent), type of representation
(process, structure).
Figure 1.2: A periodic table of visualization methods. Source: [77].
The result chart [28], see Figure 1.2, highlights the five dimensions using a set of
pre-attentive stimuli: various background colors for groups, vertical position of items for
complexity, font color for the type of representation, special symbols to mark the point
of view and the type of thinking. This table chart, enriched with interactivity (moving
the cursor over each element, the complete name of the visualization method will appear
together with and a sample), represents an interesting effort to give an holistic view of
the realm of visualization methods and to help researches and professionals in considering
various alternatives for each visualization requirement.
The heterogeneity of the three classification schemes, does not permit a direct com-
parison: analyzing the descriptions and the samples diagram presented by the authors we
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have built a possible mapping between categories of the three schemes, represented in the
Sankey diagram of Figure 1.3. On the left are reported the seven data types described
by Shneiderman in [92], in the middle the classification introduced by Lohse et al. [80]
and on the right the labels of the group dimension in the classification of Lengler and
Eppler [77].
Figure 1.3: A possible mapping of categories in the analyzed classification schemes. On
the left the seven data types described by Shneiderman in [92], in the middle the classifi-
cation introduced by Lohse et al. [80] and on the right the labels of the group dimension
in the classification of Lengler and Eppler [77].
1.1.3 Technologies and frameworks
In order to build and incorporate interactive graphic organizers in modern Web applica-
tions, it is necessary to adopt technologies based on current Web standards: HTML5 for
page structure and contents, CSS for style application, SVG to visualize scalable graphic
objects, JavaScript for the application logic and interactivity, and so on. HTML elements
and graphics objects in a SVG application are mapped into the document object model
(DOM) of the page and can be accessed / manipulated by standard API. These native
API set is rich and comprehensive but not particularly expressive and generally provides
primitives to manipulate one element at a time. For these reasons application code often
results verbose, hard to read and to maintain.
To overcome this problem, many toolkits (such as Processing [25], Flare [29], Info-
Vis [30], ProtoVis [31]) have been proposed for the development of graphic applications.
Each toolkit provides abstract and specialised API or classes for the graphic modelling.
While highly facilitating the task of building applications, this additional layer introduces
intermediate representations that encapsulate and hide underlying structures preventing
the developer to access directly to them, also when advisable. The higher abstraction
level brings with it the benefit of an higher efficacy and speed in writing code but intro-
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duces some drawbacks too [38]: a computational overhead in execution, the necessity for
a developer to learn a new framework without taking advantage of his/her deep knowl-
edge of the Web standards, the lack of integration with already existing efficient standard
solutions (for example CSS3 transform and transitions, SVG graphic paths) and, finally,
a not easy debugging of applications due to the additional abstraction layer introduced.
An alternative and more agile approach is to integrate the native DOM manipulation
primitives by introducing specialised class and functions: JQuery [27] is a successful
example of this philosophy, providing a powerful alternative to interact efficiently with the
DOM through a declarative selection mechanism and numerous manipulation methods.
Nevertheless, it is not the ideal tool for graphic manipulation due to its inability to strictly
tie the data with DOM elements in order to create, update or delete them when data
changes. Another elegant approach to DOM manipulation is represented by XSLT that
provide a declarative method for transforming the object in the page but it has not the
flexibility of imperative or object paradigms to face with complex operations.
To build our prototypes for the case studies, we choose D3.js [38] [32], a modular
JavaScript library for creating interactive documents with a strong emphasis on Web
standards HTML, SVG, and CSS. Similarly to JQuery, D3 provides a powerful DOM
selection mechanism based on declarative CSS patterns, a rich library of methods to
create complex graphical representations and layouts and to act, with the same syntax,
both on single DOM elements and on sets of them.
The idea is to strictly tie data to HTML or SVG elements realizing a so-called data-
driven approach to DOM manipulation. Through a set of powerful methods, it is rel-
atively easy to create, update and remove elements in a Web page when data change.
Transitions and animations can be defined using specific functions that smoothly inter-
polate, over the time, the style properties of a selected set of elements. D3 provides also
many helper modules to define dynamic axes and scales, to parse data files, to interact
with asynchronous http requests, to manage and transform data and to support rich visu-
alizations through specialized layouts. An overall view of the D3.js (version 4) framework
which highlights its modular structure is visible in Figure 1.4.
Typical steps in a D3’s application are:
1. Loading data from an external source in JSON, CSV or others delimited formats.
The source can be a local file or the response of an asynchronous call to exter-
nal APIs. The data are generally loaded in an array of objects and, in order to
build complex visualizations (tree layout, pie layout, chord layout, . . . ), it could
be necessary to perform data transformations using specialized layout functions.
Of course the loading data step can be repeated in the application’s life cycle to
retrieve new data as a consequence, for example, of the user’s actions on the visual
representation.
2. Binding data to a set of DOM elements in order to create the missing elements,
to delete those not used anymore and to update the previously mapped. It is also
possible to bind event listener functions to any element in order to implement the
interactive functionalities of the application.
3. Rendering the data applying specific properties to the attached DOM elements
(typically SVG elements), positioning them using scales functions, defining transi-
tion to smoothly change the properties from their current values to new ones, easily
obtaining animations and dynamic data rendering.
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Figure 1.4: A map showing the modular organization of D3 v4.0 library [32]. The d3-
names identify the corresponding D3 modules: each provides one or more groups of
methods.
The D3’s choice of not hiding the underlying DOM structure of the application [43]
makes it possible to take advantage of the integrated debuggers generally embedded
in modern browsers. These powerful tools help the developers to easily navigate into
the DOM, to examine and change markup code and object properties, to dynamically
inquiry and modify the style attributes, to debug code by watching variables, inserting
breakpoints, analyzing stack, local storage and finally, to monitor the network activity, see
Figure 1.5. In summary we chose to adopt D3 as the reference framework for developing
all the Web applications presented in this thesis, for a number of reasons:
• the richness of object and methods provided; agile coding thanks to methods chain-
ing;
• its transparency towards the underlying DOM layer;
• the compatibility between browsers;
• the capability to attach data to DOM elements;
• same methods for getter and setter; setters accept accessor function as argument;
• easy management of animations and transitions.
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Figure 1.5: The DOM inspector with the style editor integrated in the Chrome browser.
1.2 Introducing zz-structures
Zz-structures were first proposed by Ted Nelson [87, 89] and then revisited in succes-
sive works [59, 60] and more recently in [55, 56]: they introduce an intrinsically non-
hierarchical, graph-centric system of conventions for data and computing.
As proved in [83], zz-structures are general data structures, since subsume lists, 2D
arrays, trees, polyarchies, and all edge-coloured directed multigraphs. Furthermore, they
enable to associate semantic interconnections between vertices; manage, in an holistic
view, different contextual dimensions which can be simply highlighted on demand; focus-
ing the attention on a specific item, offer local comprehensive view; and, finally, represent
a general conceptual model to, formally and informally, describe our knowledge domain.
A zz-structure can be thought as a space filled with cells, called zz-cells, connected
into linear sequences. Cells are connected together with links of the same color into linear
sequences called dimensions. A single series of cells connected in the same dimension is
called rank: a rank is in a particular dimension and a dimension may contain many
different ranks. The starting and the ending cells of a rank are called headcell and
tailcell, respectively, and the versus from the starting (ending) to the ending (starting)
cell is called posward (negward).
Preliminary definitions
Preliminary, we remind some basic concepts of graph theory, that we will use below:
multigraph, edge-colored multigraph, and degree of a vertex.
Definition 1.2.1. Multigraph - A multigraph is a graph where are possible parallel
edges, that is, edges that have the same end vertices.
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Definition 1.2.2. Edge-colored multigraph - An edge-colored multigraph is a triple
ECMG = (MG,C, c) where: MG = (V,E, f) is a multigraph composed of a set of
vertices V , a set of edges E and a function f : E → {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V, u 6= v}. C is a set
of colors, and c : E → C is an assignment of colors to edges of the multigraph, where no
parallel (i.e. joining the same pair of vertices) edges have the same color.
We note that in an edge-colored multigraph the colors may be substituted by labels;
for this reason, a zz-structure may be equivalently defined as a labelled multigraph.
Definition 1.2.3. Degree of a vertex - The degree of a vertex x of a graph, denoted
deg(x) (respectively, degk(x)), is the number of edges incident to x, (respectively, of color
ck).
Formal definition of zz-structures and their primitives
There are different ways to formally define a zz-structure. We use the definition proposed
in [58], where zz-structure is described as a colored multigraph generated by the union
of subgraphs containing edges of a unique color.
Definition 1.2.4. Zz-structure - Consider a set of colors C = {c1, c2, ..., c|C|} and a fam-
ily of indirect edge-colored graphsD = {d.1, d.2, ..., d.|C|}, where d.k = (V,Ek, f, {ck}, c),
with k = 1, ..., |C|, is a graph such that:
1. Ek 6= ∅ is the set of edges of colors {ck};
2. ∀x ∈ V , degk(x) = 0, 1, 2.
Then, S =
⋃|C|
k=1 d.k is a zz-structure.
In a zz-structure, V is the set of vertices; E = {E1, E2, ..., E |C|} is the set of edges;
D the set of dimensions. Each vertex of a zz-structure is called zz-cell and each edge a
zz-link. The set of isolated vertices is denoted V0 = {x ∈ V : deg(x) = 0}.
A simple example of zz-structure is proposed in Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: An example of zz-structure.
Normal, dotted and thick edges represent respectively green, black and orange colors.
Different colors link zz-cells into different spatial dimensions [83], and describe different
semantic ties [59].
Definition 1.2.5. Dimension - Given a zz-structure S =
⋃|C|
k=1 d.k, then each subgraph
d.k, k = 1 . . . , |C|, is a distinct dimension of S.
Each series of cells sequentially connected in any dimension identifies a rank [89].
Definition 1.2.6. Rank - Given a zz-structure S = ∪
|C|
k=1d.k, ∀ dimension d.k = (V,
Ek, f, {ck}, c), k = 1, . . . , |C|, is called rank each of the lk (lk ≥ 1) connected components
of d.k .
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i , f, {ck}, c), where i = 1, 2, . . . , lk, such
that:
1. Eki ⊆ E
k and Eki 6= ∅;
2. degk(x) = 1, 2, ∀x ∈ V
k
i , where V
k
i ⊆ V .
Definition 1.2.7. Ringrank - A ringrank is a rank Rki , where ∀x ∈ V
k
i , degk(x) = 2.
Figure 1.7 shows the 3 dimensions and the 5 ranks contained in the zz-structure of
Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.7: The three dimensions and related ranks and isolated zz-cells.
As we may see, each dimension is composed by a set of connected components and
a set (eventually empty) of isolated vertices. In our example, d.thick is composed of
two ranks {v1, v2, v3, v6} and {v4, v5}, and one isolated vertex v7; d.normal is composed
of two ranks and no isolated vertex: the first rank is a path {v1, v4}, the second one
is a ringrank {v2, v3, v7, v6, v5}; finally, d.dotted contains a rank {v1, v4, v5, v6} and three
isolated zz-cells v2, v3, v7.
Cells
There exist different typologies of cells:
• referential represent the package of different cells;
• composite contain more than one type of data;
• maincell stands for the whole - denominating one cell as the cell to refer to when
we wish to refer to the whole unit. The maincell may be the headcell or tailcell of
its rank. A maincell is expected to be connected directly to its supporting cells.
• compound contain cells or, in general, zz-structures;
• positional do not have a content and thus have a positional or topographical func-
tion.
In the following, a compound cell is addressed by the following notation [56]: a ring
over the letter v̊ denotes a compound cell, and V̊ a set of compound cells. In Figure 1.8
is shown an example containing two typologies of compound cells v̊ 1 and v̊ 2: the first is
composed by a zz-structure and is linked to the cell v8 by the dimension d.dotted; the
second groups a set of cells semantically joint from the dimension d.dashed, the same
that connects v8 to it.
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Figure 1.8: Two compound cells are connected with v8.
Dimensions
Dimensions may be:
• passive and nominal receiving and presenting data; linking them through semantic
connections.
• operational: other dimensions may be operational, programmed to monitor chang-
ing zz-structures and events, and calculate and present results automatically. For
example, d.clone [89] is an operative dimension which connects all clones of a given
cell as a single rank. The headcell holds the contents; each clone, when displayed,
shows the contents of the headcell. Clones represent an implementation of the tran-
sclusion concept at the cell level. This means that the same cell contents can have
multiple references at the same time.
Local and global orientation
For any dimension, a cell can have only one positive and only one negative side [89]; of
consequence, only one connection in the posward direction, and only one in the negward
direction. This ensures that all paths are non-branching, and thus embodies the simplest
possible mechanism for traversing links. This idea is formalised in [58] introducing the
concept of local and orientation: a vertex has local orientation on a rank if each of its (1
or 2) incident edges has assigned a distinct label (1 or -1).




i , f, {ck}, c) of a
zz-structure S = ∪
|C|




i → {−1, 1}, such that, ∀x ∈ V
k
i ,
if ∃y, z ∈ V ki : {x, y}, {x, z} ∈ E
k
i , then g
i
x({x, y}) 6= g
i
x({x, z}). Thus, we say that each
vertex x ∈ V ki has a local orientation in R
k
i .
Thus, local orientation is a property related to each vertex of a rank. The vertices of
the zz-structure also have a global orientation, i.e., we can extend the previous property to
all the ranks and dimensions. Moreover, all the local choices of orientation are consistent.
Definition 1.2.9. Global orientation - Assume a zz-structure S =
⋃|C|
k=1 d.k has l =
∑|C|
k=1 lk ranks R
k
i = (Vi, E
k
i , f, {ck}, c), i = 1, . . . , lk, and k = 1, . . . , |C|. Then, S
has global orientation iff, ∀{x, y} ∈ Eki , ∀i = 1, . . . , lk, and ∀k = 1, . . . , |C|, we have
gix({x, y}) 6= g
i
y({x, y}).
Definition 1.2.10. Posward and negward directions - Given an edge {a, b} ∈ Eki ,
we say that {a, b} is in posward direction from a in Rki , and that b is its posward cell iff
gia({a, b}) = 1; else {a, b} is in negward direction and a is its negward cell.
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If we focus on a vertex x, Rki = . . . x
−2x−1 xx+1x+2 . . . is expressed in terms of negward
and posward cells of x: x−1 is the negward cell of x and x+1 the posward cell. We also
assume x0 = x. In general x−i (x+i) is a cell at distance i in the negward (posward)
direction.




i , f, {ck}, c),
a cell x is the headcell of Rki iff ∃ its posward cell x
+1 and 6 ∃ its negward cell x−1.
Analogously, a cell x is the tailcell of Rki iff ∃ its negward cell x
−1 and 6 ∃ its posward cell
x+1.
1.3 Zz-views
Zz-structure generates a pseudo-space that is somewhat comprehensible visually; there is
no canonical viewing mechanism for zz-structures [89]. In this section, we introduce some
existing relevant zz-views proposed in literature with the intention of extending these
proposals with new and original zz-views to enhance the exploration of the information
domains of the two case studies treated in Chapters 2 and 3.
1.3.1 H and I views
Typical views are the two 2D cursor-centric views called the H-view (or column view)
and I-view (or row view).
Figure 1.9: The H-view (left) and the I-view (right) centered on the vertex v2 of the
zz-structure of Figure 1.6 relative to the d.thick (horizontal) and d.normal (vertical)
dimensions. In this example the ranks along the d.normal dimension are not treated as
ringranks but as simple ranks.
These two views make use of 2 spatial dimensions at a time, and locally flatten a
subset of the neighborhood around a cursor (i.e. a selected node). More specifically they
visualize the subset of nodes that are connected to the cursor’s node via edges along
the two chosen dimensions. This subset of nodes is embedded in a (non-Euclidean) 2D
manifold, which is then displayed in a flat, 2D view [83] as visible in the example of
Figure 1.9. In this Figure we can note how multiple instances of a vertex appear as it can
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be reached along the chosen dimensions starting from different vertices. H and I-views
generally enable users to move the cursor in the four directions (up/down and left/right)
and change the horizontal or vertical dimension in order to navigate through all available
ranks connected directly/indirectly to the selected vertex.
Since H-views and I-views do not, in general, make use of all the space available in a 2D
view, McGuffin in [82] proposed two corresponding augmented views, called respectively
H+-view and I+-view, in order to possibly fill the available empty slots with cells reachable
along one of two selected dimensions. In particular, a H+-view (respectively I+-view) is
built, starting from the H-view (respectively I-view), by possibly filling each empty slot
with a cell connected to the adjacent ones along the horizontal (respectively vertical)
dimension. The process is then repeated for the other dimension in order to further fill
the view. Figure 1.10 shows the H+ and I+-view obtained by enriching the standard H
and I-views of Figure 1.9.
Figure 1.10: The augmented H+-view (left) and the I+-view (right) centered on the
selected vertex v2 of the zz-structure of Figure 1.6 relative to the d.thick (horizontal) and
d.normal (vertical) dimensions. In this example the ranks along the d.normal dimension
are not treated as ringranks but as simple ranks.
These views have been introduced in [83, 82], and formally defined and extended
into n-dimensions H-views and I-views in [57, 59]. Figure 1.11 shows an example of 3-
dimensions extended H and I-view which includes all the dimensions of the zz-structure of
Figure 1.6. All the vertices accessible along the third dimension (d.dotted) starting from
the cells belonging to the main rank (horizontal in the H-view and vertical in I-view), are
made visible and connected along the diagonal direction.
Drawbacks of H and I-views and their variants are represented by a possible complex
representation of the zz-structure due both to the presence of multiple instances of a
same vertex, and to the significant reorganization of the view after the movement of the
cursor or the change of one of the selected dimensions.
For these reasons, in literature other views have been proposed and specific zz-views
are introduced to deal with particular information domains, as those presented in the
case studies in Chapters 2 and 3.
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Figure 1.11: The 3-dimensions H-view (left) and the 3-dimensions I-view (right) centered
on the vertex v2 of the zz-structure of Figure 1.6 relative to all its dimensions. In this
example the ranks along the d.normal dimension are not treated as ringranks but as
simple ranks.
1.3.2 Star-views and the m-extended star-views
A further two views are formally introduced in [59]: the star-view and the m-extended
star-view. A star-view focused on a vertex v enables user to directly explore, in posward
direction, the adjacent vertices, along all dimensions.
Figure 1.12: A star-view focused on vertex v1 (left) and a 4-extended star-view focused on
the same vertex v1. The 4 extension is reached only by d.dotted and d.thick dimensions.
The m-extended star-view presents, for all dimensions, up to m vertices in posward
direction, along all dimensions. Figure 1.12 shows these views for the considered zz-
structure, centered on vertex v1.
These types of views give users an overall visualization on how the selected vertex
is connected along all dimensions and permit to move the cursor posward to any visible
vertex but do not allow negward direction movements unless a mechanism is provided to
“invert” the view and display the vertices, along all the dimensions, which have links to
the selected node.
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1.3.3 List-views
A simple new zz-view, useful to navigate along a single rank of a zz-structure, is the
list-view. It displays an ordered list of the connected cells. This typology of view has
been used in our case studies, offering users mechanisms to change dimension/rank and
to re-order the list according to different criteria. Figure 1.13-right shows an example of
list-view applied to a rank of the d.normal dimension of the zz-structure of Figure 1.6,
while Figure 1.13-left shows simple navigation mechanisms.
Figure 1.13: A list-view relative to the 2nd rank of the d.normal dimension of the zz-
structure of Figure 1.6. In the example the selectors for the dimension, rank and order
have been included.
1.3.4 Deep-views
Another new proposal of zz-view is the deep-view. A deep-view can be applied to a single
rank or to compound cells. In the following we introduce the definitions of the deep-view
in the two cases.
Definition 1.3.1. Deep view - Given a zz-structure S, a rank of cells {v1, . . . , vm},
joint along the dimension d.k and with maincell v1 (respectively vm), then the deep view
of focus v1 (respectively vm) and dimension d.k displays a graph, where:
• V = {v1, . . . , vm};
• E = {(v1, vj)|j = 2, . . . ,m} (or resp. E = {(vj, vm)|j = 1, . . . ,m− 1}).
In other words, the deep-view of a rank displays a link from its maincell (headcell
or tailcell) to all other cells of the rank, enabling users to directly explore each of them
moving from the focused cell. Figure 1.14 (left) shows two examples of deep-views of a
given rank (top-left), respectively centered on the headcell v1 and on tailcell v6.
The deep-view can also be applied to compound cells:
Definition 1.3.2. Deep view for compound cells - Given a zz-structure S, and:
1. a compound cell v̊, constituted by a set of cells {v1, . . . , vm}, joint along the dimen-
sion d.k;
2. a cell v ∈ V and an edge in the same dimension d.k, which links (̊v , v) (or indiffer-
ently, (v, v̊));
then the deep view of focus v and dimension d.k displays a graph, where:
• V = {v, v1, . . . , vm};
• E = {(vj, v)|j = 1, . . . ,m} (or resp. E = {(v, vj)|j = 1, . . . ,m}).
Figure 1.14 (right) shows a deep-view of focus v and dimension d.k applied to the
compound cell v̊. A specific application of this view will be presented in the end of
this chapter to offer a visual representation of citing relations between papers of the
bibliography about the zz-structure. This model will be extended and generalized in
Section 2.5 in the context of the VisualBib platform.
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Figure 1.14: On the left two examples of deep-views of a rank along dimension d.k (top-
left), respectively centered on the headcell v1 and tailcell v6. On the right a deep-view of
focus v and dimension d.k applied to the compound cell v̊.
1.3.5 Narrative-views
Another new proposal is the narrative-view; it is applicable to zz-structures in the case
that each element can be attributed to one or more agent(s) and has a time mark asso-
ciated to them. An application of this view will be presented at the end of this chapter
where an interactive narrative-view representation of the scientific production about the
zz-structures will be illustrated. A generalized model of this view has been also integrated
in the VisualBib platform presented in Chapter 2.
Definition 1.3.3. Narrative view - Given a zz-structure S consisting of:
• a set V = P ∪ A ∪ T of elements p1, p2, . . . , p|P | ∈ P , |P | 6= 0, each of them
attributable to specific agent(s) a1, a2, . . . , a|A| ∈ A, |A| 6= 0, and associated to a
specific time mark t1, t2, . . . , t|T | ∈ T , |T | 6= 0;
• a set of dimensions {d.time, d.a1, . . . , d.a|A|} where:




i each linking the elements in P associated to the time mark ti;
– d.ai are the agent(s) dimension(s), each of them linking the elements in P
attributed to agent ai;
a narrative view displays:
1. an horizontal timeline t1, t2, . . . , t|T |, drawn left to right; under each
ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , |T |, in vertical, is positioned the parallel rank R
ti
i , belonging to the
time dimension d.time, and containing all the items p ∈ P , marked by ti;
2. ∀p ∈ P the dimensions d.a1, d.a2, . . . , d.a|A| as linear paths that links each agent to
all its elements. The linear paths are time ordered;
Figure 1.15 shows an example of narrative view (right) of a small zz-structure (left)
composed by 13 vertices (elements p1, . . . , p7, agents a1, a2, a3 and time marks t1, t2, t3)
and 4 dimensions (d.time, d.a1, d.a2, d.a3). The narrative view is built according to the
following guidelines:
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Figure 1.15: An example of narrative view (right) of a zz-structure (left) of 13 vertices
and 4 dimensions. In the narrative view the ti vertices are rendered as labels placed
along the time axis, d.time dimension’s paths are replaced by a vertical grid, the agents’
vertices are displayed as labels on the left of the view and agents’ paths connect elements
in time order.
• the ti vertices are displayed as labels placed along the horizontal time axis; in this
example the time marks are equidistant but this is not a requirement of the view;
• the links of the d.time dimension are not explicitly represented being replaced by
a vertical grid, representing the ranks Rtii ;
• the agents’ vertices ai are displayed as labels on the left side of the view; in general,
if the first element of a certain agent is associated to a time mark ti, i > 1, the
corresponding agent’s label is placed in the column ti−1;
• the ranks relative to all the dimensions d.ai are ordered by time and the links are
stylized in a common way: in order to distinguish the path of a specific agent, user
interaction mechanisms can be provided to highlight the the involved elements and
links (e.g. by coloring them when user clicks on the label of an agent);
• the method of positioning the elements along the vertical axis should avoid the
overlapping of labels and elements.
1.3.6 Bubble-views
These new zz-views have been introduced to model the holistic representation of the
multimedia catalog AppInventory illustrated in Chapter 3.
A bubble-view is focused on the maincell (headcell or tailcell) of a rank and displays
it as a set (represented by a circular shape or other closed curve) which contains all the
remaining cells of the rank.
Definition 1.3.4. Bubble view - Given a zz-structure S, a rank of cells {v1, . . . , vm},
joint along the dimension d.k and with maincell v1 (respectively vm), then the bubble view
of focus v1 (respectively vm) and dimension d.k displays a circle, marked by label v1 (resp
vm), containing the set of cells B = {v2, . . . , vm} (or resp. B = {v1, . . . , vm−1}).
This view visually represents the relation between the cells of a rank along the di-
mension d.k, as the belonging to a common set represented by the headcell of the rank.
Figure 1.16 shows two examples of bubble-views of a rank (top), respectively centered on
the headcell v1 (bottom-left) and on tailcell v6 (bottom-right).
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Figure 1.16: Two examples of bubble-views of a rank along dimension d.k (top), respec-
tively centered on the headcell v1 (bottom-left) and tailcell v6 (bottom-right).
The bubble-views enable hierarchic representations of zz-structures along specific di-
mensions as in the example of Figure 1.17 where a 2-dimension zz-structure is represented
by means of two levels of nested sets. The size of each circle is set to be proportional to
the number of elements contained in it.
Figure 1.17: A two-level nested bubble-view of the zz-structure along the dimensions d.k
and d.j.
This two-level nested bubble-view model has been applied and generalized in the
context of the AppInventory project presented in Chapter 3. In that context, since
multiple dimensions are considered, any cell in common to different ranks is duplicated
in the view in order to avoid intersections between inner sets, as illustrated in Figure 1.18.
1.4 Building a bibliography on zz-structures
In order to document the advances in the research on zz-structures we investigated re-
lated work in the last 20 years and collected the significant scientific papers, at best of
our knowledge, about the topic, including case studies and applications in different do-
mains. Up to now, we have selected a set of 60 papers, gathering the full-texts, extended
metadata (date of publication, paper type, category, author names and their affiliations,
abstract, keywords, publisher, . . . ) and cross-citation metadata. All materials have
been organized in a database in order to make them available in a dedicated website
http://zzstructure.uniud.it, enabling users to consult and order the list of papers
with different criteria. Looking for an alternative representation of the bibliography we
considered the zz-structure itself as the base for a semantic organization of the materials.
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Figure 1.18: A two-level nested bubble-view of the zz-structure along the dimensions d.k
and d.j1, d.j2, d.j3. Cells in common to the considered ranks (v3, v5, v6 in this example)
appear duplicated in the view in order to avoid overlaps between bubbles.
The idea was to offer an interactive view of the overall bibliography that highlights the
temporal order of the papers, the authors involved and their collaborations over the time
and the citation relationships between papers, allowing, at the same time, an easy access
to their metadata. The development of this first prototype has subsequently inspired
the idea for VisualBib, a platform for dynamically building, refining and sharing custom
bibliographies, we will present in next Chapter 2 and formalize in Section 2.4.
1.4.1 A zz-structure model for the zz-structure’s bibliography
We present here the zz-structure used to model the complete bibliography on
zz-structures.
In brief, the zz-structure is composed by:
• a set of vertices V = {P,A, Y,DE, FT,BI} where:
– P is a set of 60 bibliographic references (papers or websites);
– A is a set of 51 authors;
– Y is a set of 22 time marks representing each year between 1998 and 2019;
– DE is a set of 60 composite cells containing details related to papers, such as
title, authors, etc., and links to external resources (DOI, Scopus, . . . );
– FT is a set of 60 full texts of the papers;
– BI: the set of 60 BibTex documents associated to the references;
• a set of dimensions
D = {d.a1, . . . , d.a51, d.time, d.citedby1, . . . , d.citedby60, d.citing1, . . . , d.citing60,
d.details, d.full} where:
– d.a1, . . . , d.a51 identify the dimensions associated respectively to each author
a1, . . . , a51 ∈ A. Each dimension connects the papers of the corresponding
author ordered by publication time. The maincell of each dimension d.ai is
the vertex ai;
– d.time connects the papers having in common the publication year and is
therefore constituted by the 22 ranks d.time1998, . . . , d.time2019. The maincell
of each rank d.timey is the vertex y ∈ Y ;
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– d.citedby1, . . . , d.citedby60 dimensions connect all the papers cited by paper
p1, . . . , p60 ∈ P respectively, which is also the tailcell of the related dimension;
– d.citing1, . . . , d.citing60 dimensions connect the papers which cite the paper
p1, . . . , p60 ∈ P respectively, which is also the headcell of the related dimension;
– d.details dimension connects each paper with the de ∈ DE composite cell
containing some metadata of the paper; d.details dimension is therefore par-
titioned in 60 parallel ranks, one for each paper;
– d.full dimension connects each paper with a full text ft ∈ FT cell containing
the full text version of the paper itself; d.full dimension is therefore partitioned
in 60 parallel ranks, one for each paper;
– d.bibtex dimension connects each paper with a text ft ∈ BI cell containing
the BibTex document associated to the paper; d.bibtex dimension is therefore
partitioned in 60 parallel ranks, one for each paper.
1.4.2 Zz-views for the zz-structure’s bibliography
In order to visualize the bibliography we implemented a specialized version of the narra-
tive view, formally defined in Subsection 1.3.5, which initially displays on a plane:
1. the set P of the 60 references (papers or websites);
2. the set A of the 51 authors’ names, corresponding to the headcells of the dimensions
d.a1, . . . , d.a51;
3. the set of 22 numeric labels in Y, representing the years in the interval [1998,2019],
disposed along the horizontal axis and marked with vertical grid lines;
4. the links relative to the dimensions d.a1, . . . , d.a51 connecting the relative papers.
Figure 1.19 shows the initial visualization of the narrative view. In addition to the
main narrative-view a series of deep-views are dynamically generated to show the cita-
tion relationships between the papers. In particular a couple of deep-views, associated
respectively to the d.citedby and d.citing dimensions, highlight the cited papers and the
citing papers (see Figure 1.20). The deep-views are normally hidden to improve the read-
ability of the narrative-view but they can be made visible on demand, as described in the
following. The narrative-view was made interactive through the management of a series
of events. Users can interact with it in the following ways:
1. moving the cursor over an author’s label ai: all the papers in the dimensions d.ai
and the relative links are colored in red in order to highlight the production of the
author;
2. dragging vertically the icons of a paper or an author’s label in order to change the
layout of the narrative view; the new configuration is maintained for the current
session only but can be saved by the administrator to offer all user an improved
representation of the narrative view;
3. clicking on a paper pi in order to generate and visualize two specific deep-views
(see Section 1.3.4): the first related to the dimension d.citedbyi and focused on the
tailcell pi; the second related to the dimension d.citingi and focused on the headcell
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Figure 1.19: The initial picture of the narrative view showing all the papers in the bibli-
ography, the names of the authors, the labels of the years together with the corresponding
grid and the links relative to authors’ dimensions.
pi. These deep-views are visible in Figure 1.20 (left) respectively colored in green
and orange;
4. double clicking on a paper pi: a view of the composite cell dei becomes visible.
It displays the list of the authors, the publication year, title of the paper, some
bibliographic metadata (journal name or book title, volume, pages, publisher, ISBN,
ISSN, . . . ) and the references to external resources (DOI, Scopus and WOI pages)
together with links to explore the related fti (full-text) and bii (BibTex) cells.
1.4.3 Generating the narrative view
In this section we introduce the guidelines for the generating the narrative view for
the bibliography on zz-structures. These specifications starts from those introduced in
Subsection 1.3.5 and will be generalized in Section 2.5.3, in the context of the VisualBib
platform. Without entering in details of the algorithms adopted, we describe a series of
requirements taken in account:
• the proper arrangement of the papers’ icons on the 2D plane in order to satisfy
some visual cues:
– a correct positioning along the horizontal temporal axis; this has been achieved
fixing a linear scale to map the date of publication (year and month) to a
specific x position;
– the prevention of icons’ overlaps: a minimum vertical distance has been estab-
lished to assure appropriate spacing in the positioning of papers with nearby
publication years;
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Figure 1.20: The new zz-views during interactions with the narrative view: on the left
the two deep-views related respectively to the d.citedbyi (green) and d.citingi (orange)
dimensions focused on the clicked cell pi. On the right-bottom the view of the composite
cell dei containing some metadata of the paper, the references to external resources and
links to access the related fti and bii cells.
– the minimization of the distance along the vertical axis of the papers’ icons
having in common at least one of the d.a1, . . . , d.a60 dimensions in order to
avoid large fluctuations in the connection paths;
– the avoidance of overlapping papers’ icons pi with paths of extraneous authors’
dimensions d.aj : pi 6∈ d.aj, j = 1, . . . , 51.
• the arrangements of the authors’ labels: the criterion adopted, previously intro-
duced in Subsection 1.3.5, was to position the headcell on the column relative to
the year before the publication date of the first paper of the author. For an aes-
thetic reason, all the labels relative to authors with first publication year in the
range [1998,2001] are positioned in correspondence of year 1997. The vertical po-
sition of each label is set to avoid overlaps with papers’ icons and other authors’
labels;
• the drawing of the lines relating to the d.a1, . . . , d.a51 dimensions: smooth cubic
Bezier curves have been adopted to connect consecutive cells. The curve parame-
ters have been calculated in order to possibly avoid overlapping paths for different
authors.
Despite these guidelines, the resulting automatic positioning of papers and authors was
not completely satisfactory, so we have provided a mechanism to move the icons and
labels vertically to allow the user to freely modify the layout of the diagram. Although
the arrangement is not maintained between work sessions, it can be made permanent by
the administrator in order to propose users an effective initial layout. Figure 1.19 shows
the result of a manual adjustment of the automatic disposition of items described above.
VisualBib, as described in the relative Chapter 2, adopts a completely automatic posi-
tioning algorithm releasing some constraints (i.e. not overlaps of paths) and introducing
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new ones, like symmetric positioning of papers.
1.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented some concepts, models, guidelines and formalizations con-
cerning information visualization and zz-structures. The idea is to apply principles and
techniques of information visualization to zz-structures through the mechanism of zz-
views. In particular Section 1.1 gave a general introduction to visual methods for in-
formation visualizations and on technologies for their implementations in the context of
Web applications.
The Sections 1.2 and 1.3 introduced the zz-structures and new proposals of zz-views
to be applied to the considered case studies.
In order to start investigating this approach we developed a prototype of Web appli-
cation with the aim to offer an holistic and interactive view of a “static” bibliography
about the zz-structure literature. Section 1.4 described this project starting with a model
of the considered bibliography based on the zz-structure and two zz-views based on the
previously introduced deep-view and narrative-view.
Both the new proposals of zz-view introduced in the second part of Section 1.3 and
the interactive bibliography about the zz-structure literature described in Section 1.4
represent original contributions of this thesis.
The next chapter will further investigate this approach through the modeling and
implementation of a generalized version of this application in order to represent, manage
and analyze custom scientific bibliographies with real-time data retrieval from external
bibliographic indexes.
2
VisualBib: building, refining and
analyzing scientific bibliographies
The exploration of the scientific literature for creating and saving, in a reusable format,
significant scientific references on specific research topics is a common task for researchers.
The searches are generally carried out on big citation indexes like Scopus, Web of Science
(WOS), CrossRef, Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic, OpenCitations and others, by
specifying a set of keywords, the title of a publication or the author names. The results are
generally presented in a long list of items, where it is not simple to identify the relations
between papers (for example, co-authors, co-citations, temporal order of publications),
the typologies of publications (journal, conference, book) or to get a general idea of a
specific author’s production. Furthermore, each subsequent search brings new results;
attempting to aggregate the data would require a considerable effort for the researcher
who should manually examine them, find the connections and discard duplicate entries
in order to consolidate a set of significant papers.
The idea of adopting visual representations, to show bibliographic data and support
users in their analysis and interpretation, has been widely studied [65] and several tools
for the visualization of citation networks have been proposed [94]. Unfortunately, all these
tools work on bibliographic datasets, which must be retrieved in advance from specific
citation indexes. They do not manage multiple sources of data, except through a manual
merge of specific datasets; they do not offer rapid methods to share a bibliography.
Our proposal, which represents an original contribution of this thesis, is to offer a
new Web application called VisualBib, that interfaces directly with four large biblio-
graphic data providers through API services in order to retrieve updated information
about papers, authors and citations.
From a task-oriented point of view, we have identified three main purposes for using
VisualBib:
• The visual representation of bibliographies through an overall and interac-
tive view that highlights the semantic connections between authors and papers, the
distribution of publications and publication types over time and some collabora-
tion metrics. The proposed VisualBib’s main interface, called narrative view, is
presented in Section 2.2 and formally defined in Section 2.5.
• The support for the creation of bibliographies through the real-time query of
multiple bibliographic indexes, the selection and integration of the retrieved data,
the exploration of the citation networks, the importing of external BibTeX archives
and the progressive refinement of the bibliography.
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• The sharing of bibliographies via the Web, their saving on a cloud space, their
embedding in external Web pages or their exporting in a standard format.
VisualBib has been designed and implemented as an personal assistant for researchers
who would like to represent, communicate and share their selections of the scientific
production in a certain topic/domain related to a given author (or set of authors); it
represents a visual tool able to query in real-time different bibliographic indexes and
provide visual analytics insights.
A first prototype of VisualBib has been introduced in [46, 55] together with some
initial experimental results. A successive work [56] describes formally and informally the
VisualBib app focusing on:
• formal description of VisualBib in terms of zz-structures, with the formal definitions
of two new deep and narrative views;
• integration of the two new bibliographic indexes, CrossRef and Orcid, used in a
combined way;
• introduction of new features, like MatchAuthor ; Import/Export BibTeX ; the inser-
tion of a histogram, representing the distribution over time of the publications; a
stacked area chart, illustrating the distribution of the publications types; and the
possibility of multiple selection of authors to highlight the publications in common
and their number;
• proposal of some new graphic aspects of the application, like the organization of
the search section, the disposition of the items in the narrative view, the highlight
of search result in the view and in the list of papers.
• comparative analysis of the API provided by the major current bibliographic in-
dexes;
• a new quantitative and qualitative evaluation, on larger group of participants, and
on a more extensive and articulated questionnaire.
A dedicated Website http://visualbib.uniud.it documents the evolution of the ap-
plication and allows interested people to use it.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 discusses related work, em-
phasizing open issues and challenges in visual representation of bibliographies; Section 2.2
presents our tool, VisualBib, introducing its basic functionalities and user interface; Sec-
tion 2.3 presents a list of low-level data analysis tasks supported by our tool in comparison
with existing bibliographic indexes and analyzes the API services offered by them; Sec-
tion 2.4 proposes a formal semantic data model of VisualBib based on zz-structures;
Section 2.5 documents the application of the two new original zz-views defined in Sec-
tion 1.3, the deep-views and the narrative-views, in order to generate a representation
of the bibliography and its citation network; Section 2.6 presents a user case scenario to
show how VisualBib can support an author in the import, refinement and export of a
bibliography starting from a set of references provided in a BibTeX archive; Section 2.7
describes the architecture of VisualBib and some implementation details of the modules;
Section 2.8 illustrates a comparative (VisualBib-Scopus) quantitative and qualitative user
evaluation of VisualBib; Section 2.9 presents the last version 3.0 of VisualBib which in-
troduces several new features for the analysis of a bibliography and its management; this
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Table 2.1: Comparing some technical aspects of the eleven visual tools.
section also illustrates the results of an evaluation study and the analysis of a sample
bibliography carried out in the new version. Conclusions end the chapter.
2.1 Related work
A general survey [65] examines 109 different visual approaches to analyze scientific litera-
ture and patents, that came to light between 1992 and 2016; this work, together with an
interactive visual survey [73] of 400 different techniques for text visualization and with
a graphical review [52] of the research on visual languages from 1995 to 2014, highlights
the fundamental role of visual representations for a meaningful use of publications’ meta-
data for scientific communities. Starting from these studies and from the rest of current
literature, we focus our attention on:
• a set of interesting visual tools, which propose graphic representations of biblio-
graphic data and support researchers in exploring bibliographies. However, it must
be said that the purpose of these tools is the visual analysis of large bibliographic
dataset in order to cluster information and highlight relations and data patterns,
while VisualBib is a tool conceived to support researchers in building up and man-
aging small and medium-sized bibliographies as dynamic spaces where it is possible
to add, delete, explore and merge new data. For this reason, the application we
propose is not directly comparable with these tools; hence, we discuss and compare
only some specific aspects, listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2;
• ten, widely-used bibliographic indexes, as, for example, AMiner, Google Scholar,
MS Academic, Scopus, WOS.
Comparison with ten visual tools Table 2.1 compares ten tools considering the
proposed views, the typology of implementation (Web or stand-alone application), the
modality of retrieving data (using pre-built datasets or querying bibliographic indexes in
real-time) and eventually integrating them from multiple sources, and the status of the
development. The last row of Tables 2.1, 2.2 is dedicated to VisualBib.
Some general considerations are possible:
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• the majority of them emerged some years ago, and is no longer under active de-
velopment : the only two active projects are CiteSpace [42] and VOSviewer [95],
two freely available domain visualization tools for analyzing emerging trends and
changes in scientific literature;
• none of them is a real-time application, in the sense that they work on pre-built
datasets, or allow the user to upload limited datasets obtained from WOS or other
repositories; only VOSviewer can download data through API (i.e., CrossrefAPI,
Europe PMCAPI, and several others);
• the possibility of data integration from multiple sources is not supported (only par-
tially by VOSviewer); the tools accept specific input formats (for example, datasets
generated by WOS, or by Scopus, or created manually);
• the majority of them have been conceived not as Web applications but as stand-
alone applications, so requiring the download and the installation.
In experiments performed by Klein et al. [72], they observed that “switching between
completely different visualizations confuse the users”; the variety of views proposed by
several tools becomes a limitation for their usability; some tools, among them, Bib-
lioViz [91] limits the possible views to only table and network 2D/3D views of biblio-
graphic data; VisualBib uses a unique comprehensive, holistic view, while the major part
of them propose several, also very different, views. PaperLens [75] tightly couples views
across papers, authors and references in order to empathize the popularity of a topic, the
degree of separation of authors and the most cited papers/authors; CiteWiz [62] deals
with authors, citations and metadata, features three different views; PaperCube [37],
an evolution of CircleView, offers a suite of alternative visualizations based on graphic,
hierarchy, and timeline structures. Cybis [53] uses a visive metaphor representing both
papers and terms in a cylinder located in the 3D euclidean space. The genealogy of ci-
tation patterns, Citeology [81] connects the titles of papers organized in a chronological
layout, using a generalized fisheye view; PivotPaths [61] uses a graph representation of
authors, publications, and keywords, all integrated in an attractive interface with smooth
animations; the demo available online works on a limited dataset of papers in the fields
of HCI, information retrieval, and visualization (up to 2012). CitNetExplorer [93] al-
lows visualization of citation networks, offering expansion and reduction operations and
clustering of publications. Since most relevant features of VisualBib are the opportunity
for the users to manage bibliographies, creating, updating, and editing them, exploring
cited/citing papers, exporting and sharing them, Table 2.2 considers these aspects.
We noted that all these tools do not allow users to dynamically choose the list of
papers to insert in the bibliography; it is automatically generated applying filter, search
or other similar mechanisms on the datasets. The editing of the bibliography, for example,
identifying and merging duplicate entries for a same author is only possible editing the
dataset; the list of cited/citing papers is often browsable, but only limited modalities
exist to choose each of them and extend the set of papers in the current view; only three
tools [42, 95, 93] enable users to export and only one [93] to share their bibliographies.
Comparison with ten bibliographic indexes We consider the presence of graphical
views in existing bibliographic indexes, which we will analyze in details, on a different
perspective, in Section 2.3 with the aim to use them as possible sources of metadata for
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Managing bibliographies
Applications
Updating Editing Cited/citing Exporting Sharing
CiteSpace Static No Partially Yes No
PaperLens Static No Partially No No
Biblioviz Static No Partially No No
CiteWiz Static No Partially No No
PaperLens Static No Partially No No
VOSviewer Static No Partially Yes No
PaperCube Static No Partially No No
CyBis Static No No No No
Citeology Static No Partially No No
PivotPaths Static No No No No
CitNetExplorer Static No Partially Yes Yes
VisualBib Dynamic Yes Yes Yes Yes
Table 2.2: Comparing features to manage a bibliography.
VisualBib.
Some of them begin to propose some visual representation, mainly relatively to some
metrics (such as h-index, for example). Unfortunately, they do not offer comprehensive
and general views on a bibliography, but visualize single metrics; neither the opportunity
to compare two or more authors at run-time: AMiner [1] is (together WOS, see below)
the most graph rich: it shows some author statistics in a radar diagram, the research in-
terests in a river diagram, all the co-authors in a star graph, and the scholar’s trajectory
in a map.
Google Scholar [17] shows, chosen an author, the histogram of citations over years; Mi-
crosoft Academic [18] uses a similar histogram, adding also the number of papers; Scopus
visualizes for the authors their h-index graph, a histogram for citations, and various
pie/line charts related to their production (documents by sources, by type, by year, by
subject). Scopus [23], WOS [24] and Google Scholar are the only which allow users
to create lists of selected papers: Scopus offers for this specific bibliography pie/line
charts, while WOS proposes for 16 different components (like WOS Categories, Publica-
tion Years, etc.) 16 different tree (or alternatively bar) diagrams, and a set of separated
histograms to describe so-called citation report. CiteSeerX [3], CrossRef [5], DBLP [9],
OpenAire [19], OpenCitations [20], and Orcid [21] do not present visual representations
of (meta)data.
In summary: considering the specific tools, the active projects are few; none of them
uses ”live” repositories; few tools enable users to dynamically update, edit, export and
share their bibliographies; the interfaces are not always usable and the system are not
Web applications; considering the existing bibliographic indexes, they not offer interesting
visual support for a researcher, interested in the creation, management and sharing of a
bibliography.
2.2 Basic functionalities and some screenshots of Vi-
sualBib
VisualBib is an online application, freely available for research and teaching, not for
commercial purposes.
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The first prototype has been released in September 30, 2017; the version 1.0 in Febru-
ary 15, 2018 and version 2.0 in September 1, 2018. In the version 2.21, described in this
section, VisualBib retrieves data in real-time from the Scopus, OpenCitations and Cross-
Ref/Orcid repositories. For querying Scopus, being a commercial service, it is necessary
to navigate in VisualBib from a subscriber’s domain in order to get the required data
from the Scopus API. A more sophisticated version (3.0) will be presented and evaluated
in Section 2.9. The data providers available in the current version were chosen after
evaluating the eligibility of the metadata provided by various data sources (as illustrated
in next Section 2.3).
A user can create or enrich a bibliography in various ways:
1. searching for a paper, by its DOI (Digital Object Identifier), or, in Scopus, also by
Scopus id;
2. searching for an author by nominative, or ORCiD (Open Researcher and Contrib-
utor ID), or, by the identifiers applied by the chosen index, in order to retrieve the
list of his/her papers and then by selecting what to import;
3. uploading a set of references in .bib format;
4. starting from a paper in the bibliography, retrieve and explore its cited/citing pa-
pers.
In the first two cases, user starts choosing one of the 3 available indexes (in Figure 2.1,
top-left, the selected index is Scopus), and fills the appropriate fields of the form; in
the third case, the user selects the button Import BibTeX and upload a file in BibTeX
format; in the last case, the user explores the cited/citing papers, following the procedure
discussed below and illustrated in the Figure 2.2.
The result will be the visualization of the bibliography in a narrative view. Figure 2.1,
bottom displays the narrative view generated by searching the name of a given author
(“Dattolo A.”): in order to disambiguate between homonyms, the list of 4 found au-
thors is enriched with their name, and, if present, ORCiD, affiliation, subject areas, and
OpenCitations’s id. Once the user selects the author, the system will fetch the list of the
publications, showing a progress bar and an estimation of the residual loading time. In
the case of long lists, a stop button is displayed to allow user to interrupt the loading pro-
cess and examine the partial set of retrieved data. A form containing the ordered list of
found papers is then presented to the user who can choose the subset of the publications
to import in the narrative diagram, shown at the bottom of Figure 2.1.
The narrative view (see next Section 2.5) is a 2-dimensional space: the horizontal
dimension is the time, discretized by years; the vertical dimension is spatial and is used
to properly organize authors’ names, papers and their relationships. The diagram includes
the last names of the authors involved in at least one paper of the current set: each author
is associated with a goldenrod line that connects all his/her papers, from the oldest to the
newest, giving an indication of the author’s professional path (clearly limited to the set
of imported publications) over the years. The papers are represented by colored, round-
cornered square items (in blue and green in Figure 2.1). Following the second column of
the legend of Figure 2.1, on the bottom-left:
1The detailed phases of the app development are available online http://visualbib.uniud.it/en/
development/
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Figure 2.1: The main interface of VisualBib.
• the three different icons associated to publications distinguish between journal pa-
pers ; books or book chapters ; conference or workshop proceedings. If the type is
different or unknown, an empty icon is associated to the item;
• the color of the icons indicates the paper’s state: blue is associated to a completely
loaded paper (all the needed data and metadata have been loaded); gray indicates
a partially loaded paper, which has been retrieved during a cited/citing search (this
operation returns only a subset of paper’s metadata); magenta is used to emphasize
semantic relationships during user interaction, as described later; and, finally, green
marks the papers found by means of a textual search (in Figure 2.1, they are the
papers found looking for “museum” - 2 papers found).
Figure 2.2: Adding cited/citing relationships.
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2.2.1 Visual analytics and information discovery
VisualBib enables users to accomplish some visual analysis tasks on the current bibli-
ography by interacting with the narrative view diagram. In the following we illustrate
how our tool supports the extraction of bibliographic data and the exploration of the
relationships and the citations network.
Distribution of papers and publication types over time The histogram above
the timeline in Figure 2.1 shows the distribution of the papers by year of publication,
while the overlying stacked area chart, the frequencies of the three publication types:
moving the mouse over the colored areas or on the three (publication types) icons, the
histogram changes for showing the corresponding counters.
Paper metadata Clicking over a paper icon, a pop-up window (see Figure 2.2, top-
left) shows its bibliographic data, where the authors’ names, the title, the id and the
DOI of the paper are links towards dedicated Web pages. An extended description is
accessible by clicking on the “i” icon: the amount of metadata presented depends on
the source index and can be integrated, querying the Scopus API through the “Seek
metadata” feature, discussed later.
Citation network A click on the four-arrows icon (see Figure 2.2, top-left) and the
next choice of the index where to search citations (in our example Scopus), loads, in a
separate form, the list of cited/citing papers (Figure 2.2, center) found on the selected
data source. Within each selection list, containing respectively all the cited/citing papers,
each item already in the diagram, appears highlighted in blue. Users may select, from the
two lists, the documents of their interest and import them (with the related relations)
in the diagram. In the example of Figure 2.2, the user chooses to import the three pre-
selected papers plus a new one and, as shown on the right of the same Figure 2.2 the
cited/citing relations become visible as blue dashed lines.
The production of an author and some collaboration metrics By clicking over an
author label (Figure 2.3, left), the application emphasizes in magenta the path connecting
all his/her papers in the current bibliography, from the oldest to the newest. The number
Figure 2.3: Visual analytics of collaboration networks and views on the papers related to
a given selection.
in brackets, appended to the author’s labels, indicates, for the selected author, the number
of papers in the bibliography and, for all the other authors, the number of publications
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in common with the first selected one. The authors without collaborations with him/her
are temporarily obscured by applying partial transparency to the corresponding labels,
as shown in Figure 2.3, left, for the author placed under the paper icon. Furthermore,
when we select an author, a search icon appears on the left of the name making possible
to search the papers available on a specific index (the three icons which appear on the
name Dattolo in Figure 2.3, left).
Co-authored papers and multiple collaborations When users select more than one
author, by clicking on each name (Figure 2.3, center) all the papers in common between
the selected authors are emphasized in magenta and the number of papers written in
collaboration with the current set of the selected authors is reported near each name.
Also in this case the authors without collaborations with the selected ones are temporarily
obscured. When an author is selected, or deselected by clicking again on the label, all
collaboration counters, the histogram and the area chart are updated to reflect the current
set of co-authored papers.
Related papers Finally, by moving the cursor over a paper icon, the narrative view
highlights the network of cited/citing papers and the paths related to the co-authors and
their papers (related papers). The focus paper is emphasized in magenta while a salmon
color is applied to related papers (Figure 2.3, right).
2.2.2 Other features
In addition to visual analysis of bibliographies, VisualBib offers a dynamic environment
to progressively expand and refine a them through some features we illustrate in the
following.
List papers To generate the list of the references of all the loaded papers, in textual
format.
Seek metadata To check for the availability of additional metadata for each paper
in the bibliography imported from Scopus comprising the list of assigned keywords, the
abstract, the citation count, the open access flag, the publication name, the publisher
and others.
Match authors Since VisualBib retrieves papers and authors metadata from multiple
providers, the automatic matching of the same author is only applied if a univocal ORCiD
code is available, as explained in Section 2.3. The Match authors feature offers users a
means to check duplicated author names by comparing their respective publications in
order to determine whether they are the same person or not. In this case, the user can
apply a wizard in order to merge redundant data.
Save on local It performs the saving of the current bibliography into the local storage
of the browser. At the next load of the application page, if a bibliography is available in
the local storage, the system will ask the user whether to reload or ignore it.
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Figure 2.4: The Match authors wizard.
Save on cloud It offers users the possibility to save the bibliography in a remote
database. A saved bibliography can be accessed from anywhere if provided by a specific
link: the user can share the bibliography in read-only (or in read-write) mode with
students or colleagues. VisualBib generates also an embed code which allows users to
embody a bibliography, in the narrative view format, into an external Web page.
Email my bibliographies Entering an email address, the list of the owned bibliogra-
phies, including all the read-write and read-only links will be sent to the user. In the
message user will also find the links to permanently delete any of the listed bibliographies.
Export/Import BibTeX It allows users to automatically export (resp. import) a
bibliography in the .bib format. In the BibTeX file produced by export, some not standard
fields are added to encode the authors and the citation information, necessary to recover,
during a next import, all the relations between items.
2.3 Data analysis
In previous Section 2.1, we analyzed the lacking of graphical components in ten, well-
known, bibliographic indexes; since they index millions of papers, authors and related
metadata, they represent for us the real-time datasets from which potentially extract the
metadata necessary for using our tool. For this reason, in Table 2.3, we describe the
relationship mining between the user tasks, supported by VisualBib, the visual interac-
tions and the user cognitive processes, and the possible metadata extraction from the ten
cited indexes. Successively, we refine the specifications, required by VisualBib in order
to get, merge and connect bibliographic metadata from these indexes, with the aim to
identify which of these ten indexes can provide, in real-time, the metadata necessary to
VisualBib. Finally we discuss some open issues.
In the Table 2.3, applying the analytic task taxonomy in information visualization
proposed in [35], we list, in the first column, the low-level data analysis tasks, supported
in VisualBib; in the second, the corresponding user visual interactions and, in the third,
the corresponding items in the taxonomy. Then, for each user task, we indicate if it is
supported in ten of the major bibliographic indexes. We note that, excluding Scopus and
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Legend:  full provided; G# partially provided; # not provided
(a) Citations or references not provided (b) Number of papers, authors, co-authored papers, collaborations, citations, etc.
Table 2.3: List of the low-level data analysis tasks supported by VisualBib compared
with those provided by a set of well-known bibliographic indexes.
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WOS, the other indexes support, in a sparse way or partially, these user tasks. At this
level of analysis, we considered the functionalities usable directly by the Web platform of
these indexes, without considering that some metadata or tasks could be performed com-
bining metadata, provided, for example, by API; a limiting case is OpenCitations, that
only manages simple search operations, but provides an interface for executing SPARQL
queries.
Specifications In order to investigate the feasibility of integrating in VisualBib vari-
ous bibliographic indexes as real-time data sources, we individuate the following list of
specifications: Paper’s metadata by DOI - starting from the DOI of a publication,
VisualBib needs to retrieve metadata such as the title, the publication year, the list of
co-authors (possibly complete of unique identifiers), the type of publication (i.e., confer-
ence paper, journal paper, book or book chapter, etc.) and, possibly, other metadata
such as keywords, external links, abstract, metrics; Citations by DOI - starting from
the DOI of a publication, VisualBib would like to retrieve the lists of cited and citing
papers, possibly complete with the DOIs and the lists of uniquely identified authors;
Authors by name - starting from the name/surname of an author, VisualBib needs
to retrieve the list of the corresponding authors, enriched with their ORCiD (Open Re-
searcher and Contributor ID) and/or internal unique identifier; Author’s papers by
ORCiD - starting from an ORCiD or another author unique identifier, VisualBib needs
to retrieve metadata related to the current affiliation, subject areas, list of the publica-
tions, complete of DOIs and lists of authors, possibly uniquely identified.
Bibliographic indexes’ APIs analysis Table 2.4 summarizes, for each platform, the
availability of specific data retrieval functions with reference to the above specifications.
The evaluations have been formulated analyzing the online available documentation, in























AMiner ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
CiteSeerX # # # # # # # # # # #
CrossRef    G# G# # # # #  G#
Orcid # # # # # #     #
DBLP # # # # # # G# # # # #
Google Scholar # # # # # # # # # # #
MS Academic      ?   G# G# G#
OpenAire    # G# # G# # # # #
OpenCitations       G#     
Scopus            
WOS            
WOS Lite     # #  ? ? ? ?
Legend:  full provided; G# partially provided; # not provided; ? not well documented, to be verified.
Table 2.4: Data provided through API services.
Although AMiner provides comprehensive search and mining services for researcher
social networks, and an API service exists [7], at the moment the documentation is not
adequate to use it. At the moment, neither CiteSeerX, neither Google Scholar provide
an API service for supporting third-party applications, while CrossRef and Orcid appear
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be almost complementary: in fact, the API Rest services [6] of CrossRef retrieve the
metadata of a publication given its DOI and, if available, get the references to the cited
papers but for the citing ones. It is also possible to retrieve the list of publications of an
author given the ORCiD but not to search by name/surname. On the other hand, Orcid
provides search service of authors that have registered an ORCiD code: in this case it is
possible to retrieve their metadata and a list (possibly incomplete) of their publications
in the form of collections of DOIs. Orcid APIs do not provide any service to retrieve
metadata about papers.
DBLP offers an API service for the research of authors and publications. Unfortunately
the service is based on textual queries and the DOI or ORCiD identifiers cannot be used
as search keys although these information are often provided in the responses. This
fact, together with the lack of data concerning the cited / citing documents, makes its
integration in VisualBib difficult.
According to the documentation, the integration with VisualBib of Microsoft Academic
could be feasible through the Evaluate method of Paper and Author entities although
some significant fields, like ORCiD and citing references, appear to be absent. We plan
to verify the feasibility of an effective interfacing with the Microsoft Academic APIs in
the future work.
The current API version of OpenAire offers the retrieval of publications metadata but
provides limited features for author search and disambiguation. However, a forthcoming
API release has been announced with improvements; we will analyze the new services in
the future work.
OpenCitations provides a REST API service to query the internal corpus. For each data
retrieval task, VisualBib prepares and submits a list of specific SPARQL queries to the
single OCC API endpoint and extracts the needed metadata from the JSON responses.
Scopus offers a rich set of API [13] to retrieve authors and papers metadata, including
references and citations. The API services of Scopus require that the HTTP API calls
must originate from an IP address inside the domain of a subscriber organization, in
order to be processed. For subscribers, the data provided by Scopus API are complete,
returning rich metadata about papers, authors, references and citing documents.
Also WOS [24] provides a rich set of task based APIs to query more than 70 million
records. The recently published WOS API Expanded is a commercial service that could
provide all the VisualBib’s needed data. A problem arises from the mechanism used to
authorize applications to access the indexes, based on an API key. In absence of other
protection mechanisms, the integration of the WOS API in VisualBib, would result in a
exposure of WOS’s data to not subscribers users, in contrast to their data policy. For this
reason, now we are exploring possible alternative technical solutions that are compatible
with the terms of use of the service. Unfortunately, the service offered by WOS API Lite
returns only a restricted subset of WOS metadata: for example, all cited/citing references
are not provided.
Based on this analysis, we decided to implement at first the procedures to query and
retrieve data from Scopus and OpenCitations as these fully meet all the specifications;
then, observing the complementarity of the data provided by CrossRef and Orcid, we
decided to use them in combination, performing authors searches on Orcid and papers
metadata retrieval from CrossRef.
Issues concerning multiple data sources Many issues may arise during the retrieval
of metadata about specific papers or authors: depending on the data source, some sig-
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nificant information may be missing or supplied in a different form. For example many
papers and authors are not provided with universal identifiers such DOI or ORCiD, or are
marked only by a local identifiers, e.g. Scopus id, applicable exclusively within a specific
domain. In order to match and merge data from multiple sources, these issues must be
managed defining a strategy for dealing with the various cases. A detailed analysis of
these issues and a description of the strategies adopted to deal with are presented in next
Subsection 2.7.4.
2.4 Modeling a visual bibliography by zz-structures
In this section we formally introduce a model of Visual bibliography based on zz-structure
and propose a new zz-view, called narrative view, conceived to support the exploration
the underlying bibliography zz-structure.
2.4.1 Zz-structure model in VisualBib
A bibliography can be thought of as a network of authors and papers, interconnected
by citing/cited dimensions and containing, for each paper, details for associating to it
authorship, title, DOI, editorial collocation, repositories on which it is indexed, etc..
Definition 2.4.1. Visual Bibliography - A visual bibliography V B is as a zz-structure,
where
• V = {A,P,DE, P̊C, C̊P}, the finite set of vertices, is composed by:
– a finite set of authors A, papers P , and details DE, associated to the papers.
DE is constituted by composite cells;
– P̊C and C̊P are compound cells, containing, for each paper:
∗ the set of PC - Papers Cited by it;
∗ the set of its CP - its Citing Papers.
• D = {d.a1, . . . , d.an, d.time, d.cited, d.citing, d.details, d.author-l, d.title-l, d.ID-l,
d.doi-l}, where:
– d.a1, . . . , d.an identify the dimensions, which group the publications of the
authors a1, . . . an; each of these last is the maincell of each dimensions;
– d.time is constituted by the parallel ranks d.t1, . . ., d.tm, which group the
papers of the bibliography published during each year t1, . . . , tm; these time
marks are the maincells of each rank;
– d.cited and d.citing respectively connect each paper to the sets of the papers
cited by it and that cite it; these two dimensions are constituted by parallel
ranks, one for each paper;
– d.details is constituted by parallel ranks. Each paper is associated to a com-
posite cell, containing specific details, which link to external information:
∗ d.author-l: this dimension is constituted by parallel ranks: each author is
connected to a related Web page on the repository which the paper has
been retrieved from (Scopus, OpenCitations or CrossRef/ORCiD);
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∗ d.title-l and d.ID-l link to the paper’s Web page on the repository, respec-
tively using as access key the title or the ID of the paper in the specific
repository;
∗ d.doi-l links to the DOI Web page of the paper.
Furthermore, V B becomes operational thanks the two sets of views and mechanisms,
introduced in next Section 2.5.
Figure 2.5 proposes an example of bibliography, represented in terms of a zz-structure.
The zz-cells of the bibliography are 4 authors {a1, . . . , a4}, 8 papers {p1, . . . , p8}, and 2
Figure 2.5: An example of bibliography represented using a zz-structure.
compound cells {̊pc5, c̊p5}, composed by subsets of papers, respectively cited by/citing
the paper p5. Following Figure 2.5, we analyze the involved dimensions:
• a1, . . . a4 represent the maincells of the four dimensions d.a1, . . . d.a4; each of them
groups the publications of the related author. For example, the dimension of the
author a1 is composed by (a1, p1, p4, p5, p8, p7, p6);
• d.t1, d.t2, d.t3 represent the three parallel ranks related to the papers published in
the years t1, t2, and t3;
• d.cited connects the paper p5 to the compound cell p̊c5, containing the list of its ref-
erences (p1, p2, p3), while d.citing connects p5 to c̊p5, containing the papers (p7, p8),
which cite p5;
• d.details: p5 is associated to a composite cell, containing its details, which link to
external information:
– d.author1-l, d.author2-l, and d.author4-l connect the 3 authors a1, a2, and a4
to their Web pages on the repository which the papers have been retrieved
from;
– d.title-l and d.ID-l link to the paper’s Web page on the repository;
– d.doi-l links to the DOI Web page of the paper.
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Besides these main dimensions, the model owns a wider potential, provided by the possi-
bility to identify new ways to semantically connect and visualize relations among authors,
papers, and related metadata. For instance, papers might be related using “subject ar-
eas”, “keywords”, “users’ tags” dimensions, generating customized narrative views based
on personal labeling of papers.
2.5 Zz-views in VisualBib
Starting from the VisualBib zz-structure model, in order to find an effective representation
that takes into account the temporal, author and citation dimensions of a bibliography,
we proposed two original zz-views called deep-view and narrative-view. In this section we
describe the specific measures needed to obtain comprehensible and interactive views in
VisualBib starting from the formal definitions in Sections 1.3.4 and 1.3.5.
2.5.1 Deep views
In the context of visualbib, we adopted the deep-view model to visually represent the
citation relationships between papers in the bibliography. Specifically, a couple of deep-
views, centered on a paper pi and applied respectively to d.cited and d.citing dimensions,
generates a series of direct connections, rendered through blue dashed lines, from pi to all
its cited papers belonging to the p̊ci compound cell and citing papers in the compound
cell c̊pi.
An example of deep-view is shown in Figure 2.6: on the left we consider an extract of the
Figure 2.6: p5 is connected with p̊c5 by d.cited (left); the deep view explodes the connec-
tions (right).
zz-structure of the Figure 2.5, where p̊c5 and p5 are connected by the dimension d.cited.
On the right, is displayed the deep-view, where the citation link is exploded in three links.
All the deep-views associated to each paper in the bibliography become visible when
user activates the check box labeled as citing dimension (see Figure 2.1). In order to
improve the readability of the diagram, user may highlight the deep-views related to a
specific paper by moving the mouse over it: the involved papers and links are colored red
and all the others are temporarily darkened. Figure 2.7-top shows the complete citation
network of a small bibliography and the highlight of the two deep-views centered on a
specific paper, showing respectively the d.cited and d.citing relationships.
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Figure 2.7: The complete citation network (top) of a small bibliography and the highlight
of the two deep-views associated to the first paper of 2012 (bottom).
2.5.2 Narrative views
The main view of VisualBib consists of a narrative-view, formally defined in Section 1.3.5.
The narrative-view can be overlayed by a series of deep-views showing the citation re-
lationships between papers. As previously mentioned, the layer related to the citation
dimensions can be hidden as well as the visualization of the authorial dimensions. Ap-
plying the Definition 1.3.3 of narrative-view to VisualBib, we instantiate the set of items
P to the papers, the set of agents A to the authors of papers and the temporal marks to
the years of the publications.
An example of narrative view, is shown in Figure 2.1.
2.5.3 Topological constraints in the narrative view
Starting from definition 1.3.3, we specifically describe below some topological constraints
in the visualization of the narrative view in VisualBib.
Given the sets of papers P = {p1, . . . , p|P |} and the set of authors A = {a1, . . . , a|A|},
we introduce some functions and notations:
• position : P ∪A → X × Y , where X ⊂ N, Y ⊂ R, is a function to map papers and
authors in the bi-dimensional space of the view: the X axis represents the years of
the publications, extended, on the left, with an additional year and identified below
by the notation positionx, while the Y axis defines the spatial dimension where to
collocate papers and authors (positiony);
• authors : P → P(A) returns the set of authors for a given paper p;
• AuthorPaths = {(a, p1, . . . , pn) ∀a ∈ A : a ∈ authors(pi) ∀i = 1, . . . , n} is the set
of paths that link authors with all their papers. The papers are sorted in ascending
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order by year of publication. The path is represented by a solid line and its label
is a (the name of the author);
Now we introduce the related topological constraints. The scale of the axes is dynam-
ically computed at every change in the bibliography in order to cover, respectively, the
entire temporal span and the maximum number of items per column. The positioning
of the items along the vertical dimension is critical for a proper interpretation of the in-
formation in the diagram; and a specific algorithm has been designed in order to achieve
the following features:
1. no overlapping of the papers published in the same year; fixed a threshold dmin for
the minimum distance between the papers having in common the publication year
should be:
|positiony(pi)− positiony(pj)| ≥ dmin,
∀pi, pj ∈ P , pi 6= pj, and positionx(pi) = positionx(pj);
2. a balanced distribution of the papers along the vertical dimension; we first identify
a central common axis in order to position all papers around it. With this aim, we
(a) find tmax, the year with the maximum number of publications:
let Pt = {p ∈ P : positionx(p) = t ∈ T} where T = {positionx(p) : p ∈ P}.
Then tmax : |Ptmax| = max|Pt|, ∀t ∈ T .
(b) define the extent of the vertical space, proportionally to the number of publi-
cations and the chosen dmin, as the open interval:
(0, |Ptmax| · dmin)
(c) position the central horizontal axis: chose as unity scale of the y axis dmin = 1;
so, the central axis has the equation:
y = |Ptmax|
2




+ i where i = 1, . . . , |Pt|.
The order of the papers determined by the index i is not significant, any of the |Pt|!
permutations of papers of any set Pt is adoptable. In this context, an interesting
and open point would be to find a set of permutations of each Pt which minimizes
the number of crossings of the authors and citing/cited links that join the papers.
The cardinality of the solution space for this problem is
∏
t∈T |Pt|!
3. the correct positioning of the authors’ labels for each authorPath (a, p1, . . . , pn) ∈
AuthorPaths, we position the author’s label in
positionx(a) = positionx(p1)− 1
For example, in Figure 2.1, the authors’ labels of the paper of the 2008 are positioned
in the 2007 column;
4. a regular space distribution between papers and authors’ labels in every year in
order to avoid collisions with other papers and labels. This is achieved by moving
eventual paper icons and labels in collision towards the bottom. The constraint 1.
is also ensured between labels, but scaled by a constant 0.4, that takes into account
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the proportion between the height of the paper icons and the font used for the
labels. For this reason, the minimum distance between papers is dmin, while the
minimum distance between papers and labels, or labels and labels, is 0.4 · dmin.
2.6 Use case scenario
In this section we discuss a use case scenario to show how VisualBib can support an
author in the import, refinement and export of a bibliography starting from a set of
references provided in a BibTeX file.
Figure 2.8 presents the sequence diagram related to the operation of importing a BibTeX,
which starts when users click on the ‘Import BibTeX’ button, but can be enriched of
metadata applying ‘Seek metadata’ function and refined by ‘Match authors’ function:
• Import BibTeX : preparing and importing in VisualBib a set of references contained
in a BibTeX file.
• Seek metadata: retrieving extended metadata about all the papers and authors in
the bibliography by checking their availability in the Scopus citation index through
its API endpoint. Detecting citation relationships between each pair of papers and
visualizing them in the narrative diagram.
• Match authors : analyzing the list of authors of the papers in order to drive users to
identify and merge corresponding entries, checking for any difference between the
BibTeX and the Scopus data.
In the following Subsections 2.6.1-2.6.3 we analyze in detail these phases both from
a user and system point of view. In the Subsections 2.6.4-2.6.6 we describe, respectively,
the refinement of the bibliography by removing and inserting new papers and, finally, the
export of the bibliography in the BibTeX format.
2.6.1 Preparing and importing a BibTeX archive
The ‘import BibTeX’, function analyzes and extracts data from a BibTeX archive: each
paper entry in the BibTeX is parsed in order to check the syntax and extract significant
metadata, divided into three typologies.
Required metadata for each entry The required fields are document type, title and
publication year of the paper.
Additional metadata A set of recognized fields are author, month, journal, booktitle,
publisher, volume, pages, isbn, issn, url, abstract. Among them, in order to enable user
to use all the functionalities of VisualBib, we suggest users to include at least the author
field, particularly if we do not specify a unique identifier for the paper, for example,
scopusid (see next paragraph). In the author field the names of the authors of the paper
must be separated by the ‘and’ string and specified in the format last name, name; in
absence of the comma, VisualBib assumes that last word is the author name, and the
previous words, the last name.
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Figure 2.8: Importing BibTeX: use case sequence diagram
Non-standard metadata The system recognizes and acquires a set of non-standard
fields like doi, scopusid, citedby, source, references, keywords, author keywords, topics
and authordata.
We suggest users to include at least the doi or scopusid ; each of them represents a unique
identifier of the paper and allows the system to retrieve extended metadata, as described
below in Subsection 2.6.2. Furthermore, the presence of this field enables users to explore
the citation network of the paper.
These non-standard fields are automatically generated by the export BibTeX procedure
in order to allow VisualBib to completely reconstruct the bibliography in subsequent
import operations. In particular:
• citedby identifies the number of citations;
• source identifies the provider (among Scopus, OpenCitations and CrossRef/Orcid)
from which VisualBib retrieved the metadata;
• references identifies the set of cited papers through a comma-separated list of doi or
scopusid. If this field is present, VisualBib generates and shows the citations net-
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work between the papers in the bibliography, ignoring, in this phase, the references
to external documents;
• keywords contains the list of semicolon-separated keywords attributed to the paper
by the citation indexes: i.e. in Scopus this information is explicitly labelled as
Indexed keywords ;
• author keywords is a list of semicolon-separated keywords proposed by the authors;
• topics lists the subject areas associated to the paper;
• authordata: BibTeX format does not give the chance to uniquely attribute authors
to papers. The names defined in the ‘author’ field can be ambiguous and/or can
be written incorrectly due for example to the presence of diaeresis and accents.
Through the authordata field, it is possible to specify, for each author, a unique
identifier like the orcid, the Scopus’s authorId or, in the absence of these data,
a numeric value (which will be used by VisualBib as unique identifier) in order
to map him/her to different papers in the bibliography. In the next example, we
consider a paper, written by three authors; through authordata, we associate the
orcid identifier (prefix O:) to the first author of the paper, a numeric identifier
(prefix I:) to the second author and both the orcid and the authorId (prefix S:) to
the third one.
author={Lastname1, Name1 and Lastname2, Name2 and Lastname3, Name3}
authordata={O:orcid-author1,I:id-author2,O:orcid-author3|S:authorid-author3}
During the import, for each paper in BibTeX the system will check:
• the presence of the set of required metadata (document type, title and publication
year), discarding the paper if missing;
• the presence of the paper in the current bibliography through a doi or scopusid
comparison; if the paper is already present, the new entry will be ignored;
• the presence, for each author of the paper, of a unique id in the authordata field.
If missing, a new author entry will be created in the bibliography: no attempts are
made, at this phase, to match existing authors by name. If an author’s unique id is
provided and it matches with an author in the bibliography, the paper is attributed
to him/her without adding new author entries.
At the end of the importing procedure, the references field of each paper is examined in
order to detect and display the citation relationships within the current bibliography.
Consider a concrete use case; we would like import a BibTeX file2, also visible in the
Appendix A.1, containing an extract of 15 references, cited in the bibliography of this
theis. We decided to minimize the effort in the creation of the BibTeX, including only
the required metadata, and, if available, scopusid or doi.
It follows a typical entry, with required metadata and doi (or scopusid):
@article{Federico2017,
title={A Survey on Visual Approaches for Analyzing ...},
year={2017},
doi={10.1109/TVCG.2016.2610422}}
For demonstration aims, we included also four entries which identify special cases:
2The file used in this example is available online at http://visualbib.uniud.it/biblio-example-in.bib
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case 2 - We insert the list of authors for two papers, written by the same authors, but
we did not fill the field authordata for associating a unique identifier to each of
them. Furthermore, in the first paper the order of the authors is incorrect (the first
author is Corbatto).
@inbook{Corbatto2018vb,
author={Dattolo, Antonina and Corbatto, Marco},




author={Dattolo, Antonina and Corbatto, Marco},
title={VisualBib:Narrative Views for Customized ...},
year={2018},
doi={10.1109/iV.2018.00033}}
case 3 - The last name of the second author is misspelled:
@article{Chen2010,
author={Chen, C. and Ibek San Juan, F. and Hou, J.},
...
The correct last name is Ibekwe-Sanjuan.
As a first action, we upload the BibTeX file using the ‘Import BibTeX’ button. Visualbib
correctly parses the 15 papers and 8 authors, those that we explicitly inserted in the .bib
file. The generated narrative view is shown in Figure 2.9. Narrative view and textual
bibliography, obtainable by clicking on ‘List papers’, contain only the data which we
included in the .bib file. An example is provided in Figure 2.9-bottom where we opened
the metadata preview window related to the single paper in the bibliography published
in 2017.
Now we would like to automatically enrich the bibliography; this operation could be
performed using the ‘Seek metadata’ function.
2.6.2 Seek metadata
Seek metadata analyzes the set of papers and authors of the current bibliography checking,
for each of them, the availability of extended metadata through the abstract retrieval and
author retrieval Scopus APIs.
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Figure 2.9: The narrative view generated importing the biblio-example.bib listed in Ap-
pendix A.1.
The check is performed for all papers having a doi or scopusid and for all authors including
orcid or authorid identifiers.
• Metadata of papers. The metadata retrieved for each paper include, if available,
the list of authors, publication year and month, abstract, list of subject areas, doi,
issn, isbn, publication name, publisher, volume, page numbers, # of citations, list
of authors’ keywords, indexed terms, and the list of references of each paper: this
last one is also retrieved in order to reconstruct the citation network between all the
papers in the current bibliography, and viewable using the ‘eye’ icon, highlighthed
in Figure 2.7.
• Author’s metadata. The metadata retrieved for each author include the name,
last name, orcid, authorid, current affiliation, affiliation history, # of publications,
# of coauthors, # of citations, h-index, list of journals (sources), distributions
of subject areas (topics). All this data are presented in the author details window,
shown in Figure 2.11, accessible by clicking on the ‘i’ icon appearing over the author
name.
During the analysis of a paper, the list of authors retrieved from Scopus is compared
with the current authors’ list of the papers in the bibliography: authors uniquely
identified are automatically matched, otherwise a textual comparison is performed:
if the matching is not exact, a new author is introduced and associated to the
paper. This procedure covers also the case of an incomplete author list, such as in
our example, where we did not insert the major part of authors.
Possible duplication of authors, due to misspellings in names or to the presence
of special characters, could happen in this phase but it will be addressed by the
‘Match authors’ function described in Subsection 2.6.3.
In order to minimize the number of queries to Scopus APIs, both papers’ and authors’
metadata are currently cached for a period of 30 days.
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Following our example, we apply ‘Seek metadata’ function, which extends the view
of Figure 2.9, enriching the metadata for 12 papers and 36 authors. The procedure adds
the citation dimension shown in Figure 2.7-top. If we select now the same paper of 2017,
considered in Figure 2.9, we can observe in Figure 2.10-left the new, enriched metadata.
In Figure 2.10-right, we considered case 1, introduced in Subsection 2.6.1; in this case,
Figure 2.10: Left: Enriched metadata for the same entry considered in Figure 2.11-right:
Metadata for case 1, introduced in Subsection 2.6.1.
the fields scopusid and doi are not specified, and consequently the metadata related to
this paper have not been enriched.
Figure 2.11 proposes the new, enriched narrative view, after applying the ‘Seek meta-
data’, on the bibliography proposed in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.11: The enriched narrative view after the ‘Seek metadata’.
It is evident now the presence of 36 authors, instead of the previous 8 (see the counters
at the top-left corner of Figure 2.9). Furthermore, for each author it is possible to open
the author details window, accessible by clicking on the ‘i’ icon appearing over the author
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name. An example is provided in Figure 2.9-center, where we chose the Kerrer author.
The author details window shows data, metrics, topics, sources and affiliation history of
this author.
In the same Figure 2.11, we highlighted cases 2 and 3, introduced in Subsection 2.6.1.
In case 2, we note that the two authors, inserted in the .bib without unique identifiers,
have been duplicated. In case 3, the incorrect last name ‘Ibek San Juan’ is present, but
the applied procedure also added the new correct lastname ‘Ibekwe-Sanjuan’.
2.6.3 Match authors
The introduced duplication of authors can be checked and corrected through the Match
author function. Figure 2.12 shows the match authors form which includes: the list of
the authors in the bibliography whose last name is present more than once (left); a list
of the publications of the selected authors to help users to establish whether or not they
belong to the same author (bottom); the proposed last name and first name to associate
to the merged entry; the Merge selected button to unify, after a confirmation, the selected
authors in a single entry; after the merge the system will select the next group of candidate
authors; the Select next group button to explore next groups without merging the current
one. In our case, we use this function and we merge the duplicated/triplicated last names
Figure 2.12: The merge authors form.
(case 2), automatically generating the correct order of authors.
A check box, visible above the selection list, permits, when selected, to examine all the
authors; it represents in Figure 2.12 the tail end-point of the arrow which leads to case 3.
In this case, users can freely select and merge any set of authors. This feature is useful
to merge the repeated entries of a same author reported with spelling errors in the name
or in the presence of special characters. Using this opportunity, we find the incorrect last
name of case 3, and we can apply the merge procedure, choosing the correct last name
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or correcting the existing ones. Once merged, all the papers associated to each entry will
be connected to the unified author entry.
2.6.4 Refinement: deleting papers
Starting from the enriched bibliography, the user analyzes the extended metadata and the
fulltext of single papers and can decide to remove some papers because not particularly
significant or not up-to-date with respect to the research topic. VisualBib enables users
to remove single papers through the bin icon associated to them (present for example in
Figure 2.9, to bottom-right). After confirmation the system will remove it and the existing
citation relationships, detaching it from the lists of papers of each involved authors, and
deleting the author(s) without associated papers.
2.6.5 Refinement: find new significant papers
Another refinement of the bibliography consists in finding and importing new or up-to-
date papers. This can be achieved, for example, exploring the production of an author
already present in the diagram to check the presence of updated versions of a known
paper: this operation is performed in VisualBib by clicking on an author name and sub-
sequently on the search icon and on the appropriate source icon, as shown in Figure 2.13.
The author’s productions will appear in a list where the papers, already present in the
Figure 2.13: Exploring the production of an author. The papers already loaded in the
bibliography are marked in blue.
bibliography, are marked in blue. In our example only one paper is already present in
the bibliography. Users can import a set of papers, selecting them.
Another possible approach consists in exploring the cited/citing references of a specific
paper by clicking on the four-arrow icon in order to find inspiring papers of new works
derived form the considered one. Figure 2.14 shows this situation. Users click on the
unique paper published in 2014, then on the 4-arrows icon and visualize the list of 28
papers cited by this paper, and 78 citing it. In Figure 2.14 we selected for importing
the papers marked in blue. In both these situations, VisualBib suggests the retrieval of
extended metadata for the selected papers.
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Figure 2.14: Exploring cited/citing references. The items marked in gray are the papers
already loaded in the bibliography, the items marked in blue are those selected by the
user for importing.
2.6.6 Exporting
When users decide that the bibliography is complete, he/she could export it in BibTeX
format. The exported BibTeX will include all the available metadata about the papers
and the authordata and references fields in order to rebuild, in a next import operation,
the author and the citations dimensions. For each author in the BibTeX, we export
only some metadata, such as name, last name, and the authordata, discussed in Sub-
section 2.6.1, if present. The other metadata, shown for Kerrer in Figure 2.11, are not
exported but they can easily be retrieved by a call to the Seek metadata function. Fol-
lowing our example, we export our bibliography and we obtain a BibTeX file3, where we
can observe the richness of metadata.
2.7 Architecture and Implementation
VisualBib is organized as a single page Web application, based on HTML5, CSS3 and
SVG (Scalar Vector Graphics) W3C standard languages and Javascript ES6; it makes
use of AJAX techniques to perform HTTP/CORS [15] calls to data providers in order
to retrieve needed papers and authors metadata. Although the most of the VisualBib
Web application runs on the user’s browser, a server-side is provided to offer some cloud
services as the saving and retrieving of bibliographies, their indexing and sharing besides
the tracing of the errors/exceptions in the application.
The timeline of Figure 2.15 shows the advances in the development of the VisualBib plat-
form. An interactive version of the timeline is available at https://visualbib.uniud.
it/en/development/; all the features introduced in the version 3.0 of the application
are presented in the Section 2.9. Figure 2.16 shows the architecture of VisualBib and its
main modules, which we describe in next Subsections 2.7.1-2.7.9.
3The file generated is available online at http://visualbib.uniud.it/biblio- example-out.bib
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Figure 2.15: The workflow of the development of VisualBib application.
2.7.1 Data providers
In the following we describe specific features and issues related to each provider.
Scopus Scopus marks all publications with a unique record id, called Scopus id that
is a numeric code which is part of the EID (Electronic id). Authors are marked with a
numeric code called author id. Where available Scopus provides (or can be queried by)
universal identifiers for papers (DOI) and authors (ORCiD).
VisualBib interfaces with Scopus through a series of API calls [13] to get needed data:
• Abstract Retrieval API to retrieve detailed metadata of a paper given its Scopus id
or its DOI;
• Scopus Search API to retrieve the references to cited and citing papers of a specific
publication;
• Author Retrieval API to get detailed metadata of an author and a list of his/her
publications;
• Author Search API to search authors given their name and surname.
Being the calls generated on the client side of the application, Scopus only accepts API
requests originating from domains of subscribers, according to the data policy Further-
more, to avoid misuse of data, the platform introduces some limitations to each API
endpoint by fixing quotas for the number of queries per week and per second.
OpenCitations VisualBib implements the retrieve operations from the OpenCitations
Corpus [20] submitting queries to a single API endpoint which accepts SPARQL queries.
VisualBib uses 8 different query types to get all the needed metadata aabout papers,
citations, authors searched by name or ORCiD and their lists of publications. A known
issue in the OCC indexes is the presence of multiple identifiers for a same author: in this
case it is necessary to consider all the candidates, examine and import related publications
and finally join the duplicate author entries by applying the “Match author” procedure.
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Figure 2.16: The architecture of the VisualBib application.
CrossRef and Orcid Observing the complementarity of the APIs provided by Cross-
Ref and Orcid APIs, we combined their services to implement a third data source. In
particular VisualBib performs the search of authors by name using Orcid API [22] and
then, after the disambiguation of the results, queries both Orcid and CrossRef APIs to re-
trieve the list of the papers’ DOIs of the selected author. The results from the two sources
are merged and their metadata are retrieved, one by one, from CrossRef, querying it by
DOI. Due to this, the retrieval of the publications of an author from CrossRef/Orcid
can result slow because it requires a http request/response for each paper: a stop but-
ton is available to interrupt the current operation and obtain a partial list of results.
About the search of cited/citing papers of a selected one, currently CrossRef can only
provide, if available, the list of its cited papers and not those citing it. Consequently the
corresponding list in the selection form, see Figure 2.2, will always result empty.
2.7.2 AJAX requests management
The interaction with external sources to get real-time data implies the execution of cross-
site HTTP calls that must be managed through CORS [15] specific headers to overcome
the browser security restrictions. VisualBib must receive the Access-Control-Allow-Origin
header in order to access the data in each response. Being OpenCitations, CrossRef and
Orcid APIs open services, the header above is automatically generated by servers without
the need of authentication. Scopus APIs need to receive a previously registered API key
in each request in order to authorize the specific domain, declared by the client through
the Origin header that must match the registered one. This module is also responsible for
the preparation of the AJAX requests for the various data provider, each characterized by
specific endpoints, parameters and request formats. In addition to single calls of APIs it
manages the retrieval of long lists of results, generally returned in small chunks, through
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Table 2.5: Strategy for importing a paper p into the bibliography b. T=true; F=false.
a series of repeated requests to be triggered recursively. In fact, the asynchronous nature
of AJAX calls imposes to manage responses by a rather complicated nested hierarchy of
callbacks; in order simplify the structure and avoid the so-called phenomenon of callback
hell [70] we are planning to restructure the code by means of Promise objects [10].
2.7.3 Metadata extraction and homogenization
This module provides the necessary data extraction from the JSON flow of data coming
from the various data providers. The reception is managed asynchronously through a
set of callback functions. The loading of long data streams is accomplished by multiple
recursive requests managed by the module described above. In order to avoid simulta-
neous API calls and achieve a clearer status reporting to users, this module block new
search requests until the current data receiving and extraction is complete. Furthermore
this module is responsible of the homogenization of the data from different sources, for
example by decoding the identifiers of the typologies.
2.7.4 Data merging and filtering
During the loading of new authors and papers, users are asked to filter the retrieved data
by means of selection lists in order to pick the significant items from the results.
This module performs a series of checks for comparing the new data with the current
dataset in order to correctly insert and integrate the new information, possibly avoiding
the introduction of redundancy. It also manages the exceptions that could arise and
ensures the consistency of the dataset during the importing and the deletions of papers,
the merging of duplicated authors and the import from external BibTeX files.
Table 2.5 describes in detail the process of importing a new paper into the current
bibliography, in the case of lack of important metadata. The first column specifies the
possible missing field(s); the second column specifies, in OOP (Object Oriented Pro-
gramming) notation, the sequence of tests to perform: each test returns a boolean value
(true or false) and, if the test is successful, the found paper is saved in the variable pf.
The third column specify the actions to be taken in consequence of each test, in OOP
notation.
Table 2.6 describes the conditions to test and the actions to accomplish in order to
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∗ ∗ ∗ possible duplicated author; matching authors wizard recommended
Table 2.6: Strategy for the attribution of each author ai of the imported paper p into the
bibliography b.
add or map each author of an imported paper, and to connect him/her to a new paper.
This strategy is applied to each author of a new imported paper, in all the following cases:
after a DOI search, in a search by author (after the selection of the papers to import), in
a search of the cited and citing papers of a specific paper (after the selection of the papers
to import). It is worth noting how the authors’ metadata provided in all the above cases
can be different, also within the same data source.
2.7.5 Internal dataset
The internal dataset contains all the data needed to represent the current bibliography.
The dataset is organized through a set of object oriented Javascript data structures that
reflect the zz-structure described in previous Section 2.4. At this lower abstraction level,
zz-cells are objects, organized in arrays and connected each others through references.
For papers, VisualBib manages a set of significant metadata: title (with external
link), publication year, abstract, authors (with links), subject areas, Scopus or OC ids
(with links), DOI (as link), ISSN, references list and source list. The links connect the
metadata to the corresponding resource on the external index.
For authors, the dataset contains: first, middle and surname (with link), preferred
name, affiliation, ORCiD, local id, subject areas and the list of the considered papers.
2.7.6 Graphic engine and Narrative diagram
To implement VisualBib we have chosen D3.js [38, 32], a modular JavaScript library for
creating interactive documents with a strong emphasis on the HTML, SVG, and CSS
Web standards. Similarly to JQuery, D3 provides a powerful DOM selection mechanism
based on declarative CSS patterns, a rich library of methods to create complex graphical
representations and layouts and to act, with the same syntax, both on single DOM
elements and on sets of them.
The idea behind D3 is to strictly tie data to HTML or SVG elements, realizing a so-
called data-driven approach to DOM manipulation. A set of powerful methods, directly
applicable to dynamic selections of DOM objects, makes possible to create, update and
remove graphic elements in a Web page when data change. Transitions and animations
can be defined using specific functions that smoothly interpolate, over the time, the
style properties of a set of elements. D3 provides also many helper modules to define
dynamic axes and scales, to parse data files, to interact with asynchronous http requests,
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to manage and transform data and to support rich visualizations through specialized
layouts. In order to generate the narrative diagrams, generally characterized by a limited
number of elements, we adopted SVG standard which provides all the needed geometric
elements to represent the cells and their interconnections.
The graphic engine maps the internal data model into the narrative view; previously
informally shown in the previous Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, and Figure 2.3, and formally
in the Definition 1.3.3; the topological constraints, applied by these modules, have been
discussed in previous Subsection 2.5.3.
The papers items are represented by groups of SVG elements being rendered by round-
cornered squares combined with appropriate icons. Each paper has associated a series of
event handlers to manage users actions and apply style properties to the current element
and to the connected ones, to make visible paper details and icons to trigger further
actions. Transition and animation effects have been introduced to improve the user
experience through a progressive highlighting of the semantically connected items. The
authorship and citation relations between papers are rendered with a SVG path element
which describes smooth cubic Bezier curves connecting the respective icons. The paths,
as shown in Figure 2.3, are opportunely stylized and colored and, in order to reduce the
complexity of the representation, any multiple relationships (for example same authors
for subsequent papers) generates overlapped paths.
2.7.7 Computational load estimation
We estimated the computational load for the four phases of the process of importing a
set of Pi papers of a given author into a bibliography of P papers and A authors. Let be:
Ac = number of candidate authors, provided by an author search
Pa = number of papers of an given author, applying a search
then the upper limits on the number of operations are:
1. Retrieve papers and authors data ⇒ # of API calls: O(Ac) +O(Pa)
2. Data merging & filtering ⇒ # of comparisons: O(Pi · P ) +O(Pi · A)
3. Narrative chart generation ⇒ # of comparisons: O((P + Pi) · A)
4. Computation of histogram, area chart and authors collaboration counters ⇒
# of comparisons: O((P + Pi) · A)
Considering a bibliography of P = 100 papers and A = 100 authors and Pi = 50, the
total execution time, for all the three operations 2, 3 and 4, results less than 400ms on an
i5-8250@1.6GHz processor; the duration of operation 1 depends on many factors (such
as server and network load); but the user can reduce the response providing, i.e., in the
author search, both name and surname or a unique identifier. The values considered in
this example are compatible with the intended use cases of the application: the interactive
creation, refinement and visual analysis of small bibliographies.
2.7.8 Local modules
VisualBib also has a simple mechanism, activable by clicking on the Save on local
button (see Figure 2.1) to save a bibliography into the localstorage of the browser: it
is a permanent (preserved in different sessions), erasable but nor shareable space, useful
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for frequent savings. The Author matching and the Import/Export in BibTeX format
wizard, whose functions have been introduced in Section 2.2.
2.7.9 Cloud services
In order to store and retrieve the visual bibliographies, VisualBib includes some server side
modules, equipped with a MySQL database server and a PHP interpreter. User diagrams
are described by title, content represented in JSON format, email address related to the
owner, last saving date and two unique urls: every time a new bibliography is saved
clicking on the Save on cloud button (see Figure 2.1), the user is asked to specify an
e-mail address; the system saves the bibliography in a MySql database and generates
a couple of unique urls for future accesses and/or for sharing with other users in both
read-write and read-only mode. At the same time a HTML embed code is generated to
allow users to incorporate the narrative diagram into a personal Web page. Users may
also require, clicking on the Email my bibliog. button (see Figure 2.1), to receive the
list of their saved bibliographies.
2.8 User evaluation
We have carried out two different studies in order to evaluate the impact of our approach.
In both studies, in addition to VisualBib, we have considered the Scopus Web plat-
form [23] for bibliographic searches in order to evaluate some usability aspects of our
visual approach compared to a traditional one. The choice of Scopus as the second plat-
form on which to conduct the tests is motivated by the advanced search features that it
makes available and the possibility to evaluate both platforms with a common dataset.
The first study, described in [46, 55], was a between-subject qualitative study in which
the participants were divided in two groups in order to evaluate separately some usabil-
ity aspects of VisualBib and Scopus Web platforms. The second study involved a larger
group of participants who faced with a series of bibliographic analysis tasks on both plat-
forms: we also collected quantitative data about the execution times of each task as well
as some feedback on their user experience. In this case, in order to collect more aware
opinions and ratings, we chose a within-subject approach involving each participant in
the evaluation of both platforms to inform them about the distinguishing features and
let them experiment the two alternative approaches before evaluating each one.
It is important to clarify that the tasks performed by the participants involved only
a subset of the features of the two platforms; for this reason, the usability results apply
only to the considered aspects. In particular, being the platforms rather different, we
concentrated in evaluating common features like the effectiveness in performing simple
analysis tasks on bibliographic data and some usability aspects. Both studies were carried
out on VisualBib 2.0 version which did not include the histogram, the area chart and the
counters of the collaborations of the single authors, introduced in version 2.1.
2.8.1 Study aims
The main questions to try to give answer are:
• Is the VisualBib application effective to deal with some specific bibliographic
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analysis tasks? We made a comparison with the time employed for the same oper-
ations in the Scopus Web platform;
• Is there a significant difference in usability between VisualBib and Scopus, com-
puted by a standard questionnaire such as SUS?
• Is the novel VisualBib interface appreciated by users and considered innovative?
• How important are considered by the users some general features and how much
are they perceived present in VisualBib and in Scopus?
2.8.2 Study design and data analysis
Participants The participants were recruited on a voluntary basis among undergradu-
ate students, students of the last year of high school participating to university orientation
programs, and librarians of University of Udine: altogether they were 93, aged between
18 and 56 years with a mean value of 24.8 and standard deviation of 8.6. The average
level of experience in the use of search engines for scientific literature on a scale from 1
to 5, self-assessed by the participants, was 2.4 with a standard deviation of 1.1.
Apparatus and procedures For the evaluation of the platforms, the participants
were free to use their favourite browser among those compatible with VisualBib. The
application currently has some known incompatibilities with Microsoft Explorer, Safari
and old versions of Mozilla Firefox (version<50). VisualBib detectes the browser in use
and informs user in case of incompatibility. The browsers chosen by the participants
during the evaluation were Google Chrome (90%), Mozilla Firefox (9%) and Opera (1%).
Being the application independent from the operating system, participants were free to
use any OS on a personal computer with a screen size of at least 15 inches.
Before starting the experiment we organized a live presentation lasting about 45 min-
utes in order to illustrate both the Web interfaces of Scopus and VisualBib and to demon-
strate some use cases to the participants; then we asked them to perform a series of train-
ing activities (the same for both applications), consisting of simple bibliographic analysis
tasks, similar to those included in the study described below.
Project and results As mentioned before, the within-subject comparative study in-
cluded two factors (Scopus and VisualBib platforms) and analyzed 19 variables: the time
to perform 5 common analysis tasks (T1, . . . , T5) on a bibliography, the perceived us-
ability of the platform measured by a SUS−01 standard questionnaire, 6 variables on user
experience (U1, . . . , U4) and aspects of graphical layout (G1 and G2), and, finally, 7
variables (F1, . . . , F7) on specific features of the applications.
The questionnaire was organized in two main sections, the first dedicated to VisualBib
and the second to Scopus.
In order to get comparable data, the tasks T1 . . . T5 were exactly the same in Visu-
alBib and Scopus, except for the provided input data, while, since we consider the tasks
T4 and T5 possibly complex to carry out on the Scopus platform, the participantscould
leave the answers empty.
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Five quantitative analysis tasks The five tasks regarding specific searches required
the filling, on a Web form, of a numerical answer. Before performing each task, users were
asked to read and understand the question; then to insert the start time (hour, minutes
and seconds), find the solution of the task using VisualBib, insert the answer, and finally
report the time at the end of the activity. In order to acquire effective times, the form
did not accept wrong or empty answers, forcing the user to find the correct value. The
proposed tasks consisted in the following search problems, where the notation Ai indicates
a generic author described by name, surname, Scopus Id, affiliation and subject-area.
T1 Most productive year : consider the publications of the author A1. In which year did
he/she write the highest number of papers?
T2 Number of publications in collaboration: consider again the publications of the author
A1 in a specified time interval. How many of them were written in collaboration
with author A2?
T3 Self citations of a paper : consider the paper P1 of the author A1, published in a
specified year. How many times has it been self-cited in other papers by A1?
T4 Textual search in a set of authors : consider, besides the previous author A1, the
author A2 and the papers written by them, independently or in collaboration, in a
specified time interval: how many of them contain a given word in the title?
T5 Typology of papers for a set of authors : consider again the authors A1 and A2: how
many papers of type Book did they write, in collaboration or independently, in a
specified time interval?
Since we consider the tasks T4 and T5 possibly complex to carry out on the Scopus
platform, the participants could leave the answers empty: in this case we discarded the
time measurements related to both platforms. Figure 2.17 shows the distributions of
the execution times of the five tasks for the two platforms, discarding the higher outlier
data to improve readability of the graphs. The boxes represent the interval between
Figure 2.17: The distributions of the execution times of the five tasks for the two plat-
forms.
1st and 3rd quartiles, the black line is the median of the distribution while the circles
represents outliers. Having verified that the distributions of the time difference were not
normally distributed, we applied the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to verify
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if the difference of execution times on the two platforms were significant for each task.
Table 2.7 summarizes the results: considering a 95% confidence interval, we can conclude
that the execution times for each task performed on Scopus were significantly higher to









1 93 18.3s 2631 0.0002168 0.05 rejected
2 93 4.3s 2334 0.03789 0.05 rejected
3 93 26.7s 2700 0.002174 0.05 rejected
4 83 36.1s 2380 0.0003554 0.05 rejected
5 84 52.2s 2290 0.0002627 0.05 rejected
* Empty answers on tasks T4 and T5 (optional for Scopus) were discarded
Table 2.7: The results of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test applied to task execution times on
VisualBib (tvb) and Scopus (tsc) on the null-hypothesis H0 : tvb ≥ tsc
Nine qualitative items related to SUS−01 The perceived usability level of the ap-
plication using a simplified version of the well-known SUS (System Usability Scale) ques-
tionnaire [40]. We discarded the first item of the standard SUS, “I think I would like to
use this system frequently”, to avoid a distortion of the scores in case the system under
study is one that would only be used infrequently, and we used the remaining 9 items of
the questionnaire with five response options for respondents. Lewis and Sauro [78] stud-
ied the effects of dropping an item from the standard SUS questionnaire: specifically,
when leaving out the first question, they measured a mean difference from the score the
full SUS survey of -0.66 points, considering a 95% confidence interval.
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where A1, A2, . . . , A9 are the answers to SUS−01 items in the scale 1 (strongly dis-
agree). . . 5 (strongly agree); the odd items refer to negative tone questions, even ones
to positive tone questions. The distributions, for the two platforms, are summarized in
Figure 2.18. In order to compare the results we applied a hypothesis t-test for the dif-
Metrics/Platforms VisualBib Scopus
Min 33.00 0.00
1st Qu. 58.00 33.00
Median 67.00 42.00
Mean 67.8 43.11
Std. dev. 16.04 15.52
3rd Qu. 81.00 53.00
Max 100.00 83.00
Figure 2.18: The parameters of the SUS−01 distributions (left) and their comparison
(right).
ference between the means µv and µs (the VisualBib and Scopus SUS−01 means), fixing
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Figure 2.19: SUS−01: the comparative distributions of answers to the odd items, negative
tone (left), and to the even items, positive tone (right).
the null hypothesis H0 : µs ≥ µv. We have previously verified the normal distribution
of the two samples using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test obtaining the W test statis-
tics Wscopus ≃ 0.987 and Wvisualbib ≃ 0.972 that are within the 99% acceptance interval
[0.9631, 1.0000] of the normal distribution hypothesis.
The test statistic t ≃ 10.8 corresponding to a p-value≃ 10−5 which is less than the
chosen significance level α = 0.01 leading us to reject H0 in favor of the alternative
hypothesis H1 : µs < µv. Regarding the absolute values of SUS−01 means, their relatively
low values probably reflect the difficulty of a part of the participants in dealing with
bibliographic search tasks. Figure 2.19 shows the comparative distribution of the answers
to single SUS−01 odd and even items.
Figure 2.20: The comparative distributions of answers to the U1, . . . , U4 (left), and to
G1 and G2 (right).
Six specific qualitative items The items are described in Figure 2.20; four of them
focused on the user experience (U1, U2, U3, U4 and the last two on the aesthetic and
the innovative aspects of the graphical layout (G1, G2). The same Figure 2.20 shows the
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distributions of the answers for the U1, U3 (positive tone); U2, U4 (negative tone); and
G1 and G2.
Seven features The participants were asked to attribute a value to seven general
features (F1, . . . , F7) and then to quantify the perceived level of each feature’s presence
in the two platforms. The seven features taken in consideration are present in Figure 2.21,
Figure 2.21: The distributions of attributed values to features and of the perceived level
of presence in both platforms.
which also summarizes the given answers with regard to the level of importance and of
presence attributed by the users to the 7 identified features. For the value attributed
to features, the 5 level descriptors come from 1=not important at all to 5=absolutely
important, while, for the level of presence in each application, from 1=not present at all
to 5=predominant.
2.9 System advances: VisualBib, version 3.0
In this section, we present the version 3.0 of VisualBib, which introduces new features
for the management and the visual analysis of bibliographies:
• support in the quantitative analysis of bibliographic data;
• visualization of detailed metadata for papers and authors;
• a visual analysis tool for the comparison of metrics associated with papers and
authors;
• a mechanism for selecting papers according to different criteria, for exploring the
co-occurrences of metadata, for analyzing the aggregate data of groups of pa-
pers/authors and for the semantic tagging of papers.
As shown in the workflow, outlined in Figure 2.15, the date of publication for this new
version has been October 2, 2019.
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Next Subsection 2.9.1 presents the new version whose user interface is organized in
sections called environments ; they group and provide easy access to the new analysis
tools and full control on the views.
Subsection 2.9.2 presents a user evaluation study to measure the perceived usability
of the renewed platform and collect user opinions about new feature and procedures. We
will show how all the new features introduced in the last version, while greatly improving
the analysis capabilities, do not significantly degrade the level of usability of the platform.
Finally, Subsection 2.9.3 illustrates a data analysis carried out on the zz-bibliography
introduced in Section 1.4 using the last version of VisualBib.
2.9.1 The environments
Figure 2.22 presents the new layout of the user interface which is organized in five envi-
ronments:
Figure 2.22: The user interface of the version 3.0 of VisualBib. The sections containing
the new environments are highlighted in red.
1. The Search and commands pane groups a series of buttons both to carry out
searches on the supported bibliographic indexes and to execute specific functions
like seek metadata, match authors, save and import/export operations.
2. The Analysis Control Environment (ACE) enables user to explore the lists
of the items (papers, authors, subject areas, keywords, tags), to change the sort-
ing criteria, to activate/deactivate the supported views, to display the frequency
distributions of the elements, to select/deselect papers and to apply/remove tags
to/from papers.
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3. The Bibliography Exploration Environment (BEE) includes the main nar-
rative view and, on request, the citation network and the wordclouds related to
subject areas, keywords and tags.
4. The Bibliographic Metadata Environment (BME) collects all available data
about authors and papers.
5. The Bibliographic Analysys Environment (BAE) shows two radar charts:
the first related to papers and the second to authors. Each radar includes a series
of metrics, which may be visualized considering single papers/authors, the current
selection of papers, or the overall bibliography.
Each environment handles a variety of user interactions, potentially propagating their
effects to the others environments, in order to maintain then synchronized; for example,
a selection of papers in the ACE leads to visual changes and appropriate highlights in
the BEE, BME and BAE environments.
In the following we briefly present the main features of the new environments, starting
with the ACE : Figure 2.23 shows its various sections, each accessible through the “Show”
selection box (on the top-left corner), by clicking on “subject areas”, “keywords” or
“tags”; or by clicking on the corresponding counter box on the top-left corner of the
BEE, shown in Figure 2.22.
Figure 2.23: The various sections of the ACE environment. From left to right: the panel
for the activation/deactivation of the views and the panels with the list of papers, authors,
subject areas and tags. The components on the bottom of each section enable users to
select/deselect all the papers, to undo the last selections, to apply/remove tags to/from
the selected papers and delete them from bibliography.
By selecting the “papers” section (Figure 2.23-second column), a list of all the papers
in the bibliography is displayed enabling user to:
• change the sorting criteria (year, title, number of citations, number of authors and
type);
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• inspect the detailed metadata of a paper on the BME by clicking the “i” icon, visible
in the environment ACE by moving the mouse over a specific paper. In Figure
2.23, it appears on the right of the paper ”2014 - Beyond projection: Using...”; in
alternative user can click the “i” icon placed in the popup window of each paper in
the BEE;
• add each paper to the current selection by clicking on it; alternatively, in the BEE,
user can check the selection box included in the detail popup window of each paper.
The others sections visualize respectively: the list of authors, subject areas, keywords
(both author and system attributed) and tags.
Each section has its own list of sorting criteria and displays a bar chart representing the
absolute frequencies of each element (author, subject area, keyword or tag) in the current
bibliography. The bars are marked with a clickable “+” icon in order to let user adding
all the papers related to the current item in the current selection. Figure 2.24 shows some
details of the ACE panel.
Figure 2.24: A partial view (left) of the author list after the selection of the papers of
“Bresciani Sabrina”, in the example. Other authors appear partially selected and the
number of papers, written in collaboration with her, are reported. Changing the view to
“Keywords” (center), the items associated to the selected papers are highlighted and the
number of matching papers is shown. On the top-right we see the sliders for the filtering
of the keywords; on bottom-right the buttons to select/unselect all papers, to undo last
selection, to apply and remove tags and to delete all the selected papers.
A change in the set of selected papers affects the way in which the bars are displayed:
the magenta part of the bars reflects the number of selected papers that are in relation
with the current item (author, subject area, keyword or tag). This behaviour enables
users to analyze the co-occurrences of items: for example, after selecting all the papers of
an author, by clicking on the corresponding “+” icon, the numbers of papers in common
with other authors in the bibliography are immediately revealed by the magenta bars.
A “subtraction” operation is also available: by clicking on the “-” icon visible on the
magenta section of a bar, it is possible to deselect all the papers related to the current
item. In the previous example, we could select the papers of an author excluding and then
deselect the ones of a second author in order to highlight the collaborations of the first
author with the rest the community excluding the papers co-authored with the second
author. The same mechanism is available for subject areas, keywords and tag and can
also be used for cross-analysis of different entities: for example selecting the papers of an
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author it is possible to analyze the co-occurrences of subject areas, keywords and tags.
For these entities a filtering section is also provided in order to restrict the number of
keyword visualized in the list below and in the corresponding wordcloud in the BEE.
The filter can be regulated by means of two sliders: the first one to limit the extracted
subject areas / keywords / tags to the first n attributed to each paper, usually the most
significant ones. The second slider permits to restrict the list those items appearing at
least in n papers in order to hide the less frequent ones.
Below the lists of items, there is a small panel to apply/remove tags to/from the
selected papers. This offers a way to semantically group papers according to different
criteria: for example, user can specify a “rule” for some paper in the bibliography (e.g.
related work, reference to a theory / method / tool, etc.) and/or to mark a status (in
evaluation or confirmed paper, in trash icon, etc.) and or a relevance (highly significant
paper or secondary reference, etc.).
The mechanism of selection of group of papers by clicking on authors, subject areas, key-
words or tags facilitates the visual analysis all the connections in the BEE are highlighted
and the aggregated metrics are displayed in the BAE, as we illustrate below.
The BEE environment reflects the main section of the version 2.2 with some improve-
ments.
• new summary counters; they are visible in the top-left corner and now act as se-
lectors of views; they also show, together with the totals, the number of elements
related to the set of selected papers;
• the main view is zoomable and horizontally scrollable;
• any long list of authors is truncated and a new scroll control mechanism is provided;
• the publication year labels are now clickable to easily add the related papers to the
current selection;
• the area chart has been completed, on the left, with a clickable histogram which
shows the total number of documents for each type. By clicking the “+” and “-”
icons on the bars, user can add/subtract corresponding papers to/from the set of
selected ones, using the same mechanism adopted in the ACE;
• the ability to display subject areas, keywords or tags wordclouds above the timeline
by activating the corresponding views. The font size of each term is proportional
to the number of papers related to it; the number of terms in the wordclouds can
be adjusted acting on the two filter slider in the ACE. Each term in the wordcloud
is connected with all the related papers by a path whose color depends from the
active view: green for subject areas, blue for keywords and violet for tags. The
single paths can be highlighted, together with the involved papers icons, by moving
the mouse over the wordcloud (or over the corresponding item in the ACE).
Figure 2.25 shows a partial view of the BME where users find the detailed metadata
sheets of papers and authors in the bibliography. For a direct access to the metadata
of a specific author, user can click his/her name in the BEE and then on the “i” icon
appearing above it. It is worth noting that the titles and the authors in the BME are
links to external pages related to the source of the data, while the author icons, close
to the names, allows to open the corresponding metadata page on the second tab of the
BME.
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Figure 2.25: A partial view of a metadata detail sheet in the BME related to a paper
and an author (“Bresciani Sabrina” in the example). Among the author metadata, the
frequency distribution of subject areas, the source where he/she published papers and
the affiliation history are visualized.
The amount of metadata available depends on the data provided through a BibTeX
archive during an import operation and on those retrieved from bibliographic indexes. In
particular Scopus generally provides rich metadata for the indexed papers and authors
through the seek metadata command.
The seek metadata operation can be applied to a single paper and related authors (by
clicking the “torch” icon in the popup window or importing a new paper from citations
or author search forms), to a group of papers (importing a series of papers of an author
or a BibTeX archive) or to the entire bibliography (by clicking the “torch” icon on the
command pane). In order to avoid bulk and repeated requests to Scopus API, VisualBib
implements a cache mechanism to prevent the updating of papers and authors metadata
already retrieved in the last 30 days. Another feature added in the last version is the
possibility to annotate the single papers by compiling the “User’s notes” field in the paper
sheet.
The last environment we present is the Bibliographic Analysys Environment, visible in
Figure 2.26, which contains two radar charts, the first displaying six paper metrics and
the second one seven author metrics. In particular the papers metrics, associated to the
six axes of the radar chart, are:
1. # of authors of a paper;
2. year of publication of a paper;
3. # of citations of a paper, represented on a log10 scale;
4. type of the paper, with possible values “Conference”, “Journal”, “Book” or “Other”;
5. # of pages, namely the length of the paper, if available;
6. authors’ h-index which is calculated as the median of the h-indexes of all the authors
of a paper.
The first radar chart includes a path for each paper in the bibliography (gray lines) and a
path representing the median values of the metrics for the overall bibliography (in green).
If user selects some papers of the bibliography, the radar presents also the aggregate path
(in magenta) based on the medians, for each metric, of the selected papers metadata.
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Figure 2.26: The radar chart related to the papers (left) and to the authors (right) of the
bibliography.
If the number of selected papers is exactly 2, for the purpose of facilitating their compari-
son, the radar displays also two additional paths related to the selected papers, highlighted
respectively in orange and azure colors. In order to highlight the path of a specific paper
and visualize the values of its metrics, user can move the mouse over the corresponding
item in the ACE or over the its paper icon in the BEE. It is also possible to interact with
the legend or directly with the chart, moving the mouse over the single paths: in this
case the path are highlighted in black and the metric values are displayed. This features
enable users to easily point out papers with particular values for a metric: the title of
the paper appears in the legend and the corresponding icon in the BEE is highlighted.
The BAE panel can also be resized for a better resolution by dragging the handle pro-
vided or it can be unpinned to easily move it on the webpage.
The second radar includes the following author related metrics:
1. # of papers i.e. the total number of publications of an author, not limited to the
papers in the current bibliography;
2. # of citations of an author, on a log10 scale, related to all his/her publications (not
limited to the papers in the current bibliography);
3. cited by # docs i.e. the number of documents that cite an author, on a log10 scale
(not limited to the papers in the current bibliography). This value is always lower
than the previous one because a document can cite more than one paper of a same
author;
4. years i.e. the interval of years in which an author has published; both the median
value and a representation of the interval are shown;
5. # subjects i.e. the number of different subject areas associated to all the papers of
an author. A detailed list complete of frequency distribution is visible in the BME;
6. #co-authors i.e. the total number of collaborations in the scientific production of
an author;
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7. h-index of an author.
The radar charts report the data retrieved from Scopus by the seek metadata function
or those provided by users in a BibTeX archive. Possible errors in the data retrieved
from Scopus can be corrected by exporting the enriched version of the bibliography, then
modifying the BibTeX archive and finally re-importing it.
2.9.2 User evaluation
In order to evaluate the new 3.0 version of the VisualBib platform, we carried out a user
study with the aim of trying to answer to the following questions:
1. How difficult is for users without a specific training on the platform to carry out
some analysis tasks on a bibliography ?
2. Is there a significant difference in usability between the 2.0 and 3.0 version, com-
puted by a standard questionnaire such as SUS?
3. How effective users find the various sections of the application in performing simple
analysis tasks?
Participants We recruited 25 participants on a voluntary basis among undergraduate
students, professors and librarians of University of Udine, 16 males and 9 females, aged
between 20 and 57 years with a mean value of 29.5 and standard deviation of 11.8. The
average level of experience in bibliographic research of scientific literature, self-assessed
by the participants on a scale from 1 to 5, was 2.4 with a standard deviation of 1.0.
Apparatus and procedures For the evaluation the participants were free to use their
favourite browser among those compatible with VisualBib. The browsers chosen by the
participants during the evaluation were Google Chrome (84%), Mozilla Firefox (12%)
and Microsoft Edge (4%). Being the application independent from the operating system,
participants were free to use any OS on a personal computer with a screen size of at least
15 inches.
Before starting the experiment we organized a live presentation to illustrate the various
sections of the Web interface and to show and test a use case scenario consisting in:
• importing a BibTeX archive containing 18 bibliographic references with limited
metadata (see Appendix A.1);
• enriching the metadata of the bibliography, by using the ‘seek metadata’ feature,
and analysing the results and possible issues with duplicate or misspelled author
names;
• matching the author names, using the‘match authors’ feature, in order to detect
and merge duplicated author entries and correct misspelled names;
• integrating the bibliography with additional papers looking through the scientific
production of one of the authors or exploring and importing cited and citing papers
of one of the paper in the bibliography;
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• exporting the enriched bibliography in BibTeX format: in the output archive,
listed in the Appendix A.2, all the available metadata about papers are reported
in the appropriate fields, together with further non-standard fields necessary to
reconstruct, in VisualBib, the correct authors/papers relationships and the citation
network;
• analyzing the final bibliography, extracting some metrics such as the number of
papers, the number of papers with specified subject area or keywords, their co-
occurrences, the number of citations of the authors and their h-index, the most
productive author, the most cited paper, the distributions of paper types, etc.
After the training activities we provided participants with a shared bibliography4 on which
to carry out a series of analysis tasks and ask them to fill an anonymous questionnaire.
Project and results We planned the questionnaire in order to measure the difficulty
in carrying out some analysis tasks on a bibliography using VisualBib 3.0 and to collect
data about the usability and the effectiveness of the procedures offered by the platform.
It was organized in four sections:
1. collection of personal data (gender, age, level of experience in bibliographic research)
and about the browser used in the test;
2. proposal of 8 tasks for the analysis of the bibliography and the collection of the
related answers;
3. collection of the answers to the 9 questions of the simplified SUS−01 test;
4. collection of users opinions on the effectiveness of the various features and proce-
dures of the platform like importing, enriching, normalizing, integrating and ana-
lyzing a bibliography.
The set of tasks relating to point 2, consisted in finding the answers to the following
questions:
T1 the number of authors in the bibliography;
T2 the maximum number of authors per paper;
T3 the most frequent subject area of the papers;
T4 the most frequent keyword among the first attributed to papers;
T5 the author with the highest impact index (h-index) among those in the bibliography;
T6 the average h-index of the authors of a specific paper;
T7 the number of authors of conference papers;
T8 the number of papers associated with 2 specific subject areas.
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Figure 2.27: The rate of the correct answers to the tasks T1, . . . , T8.
Figure 2.27 shows the percentage rate of correct answers to the tasks T1, . . . , T8. The
tasks T1, T2, T3 and T5 resulted easy to carry out (correct answers≥96%); the T4 task
involved the use of one of the filtering sliders in the ACE keyword section and scored
76% of correct answers. The remaining tasks implied the finding of second-level metrics
that required 2 or more operations to be performed: T6 needed to read one of the radar
chart metrics after selecting the right paper (60% of correct answers), T7 involved the
selection of specific paper type by clicking on the related bar on the left of the top area
chart and then read the author counters (52% of correct answers) and finally, T8 implied
the selection of a subject area and the reading of co-occurrences with a second subject
area on the bar chart. The rates of correct answers reveal the difficulties for user to carry
out non-trivial tasks without a specific training: users participating to the study had less
than an hour to experiment the platform before try the test. Figure 2.28 illustrates the
distributions of the SUS−01 for the two version of the platform. We applied a hypothesis
t-test for the difference between the means µv2.0 and µv3.0 (the SUS−01 means of the
VisualBib 2.0 and 3.0 versions). The test statistic t ≃ 0.73 corresponds to a p-value≃ .23
Metrics/Platforms VisualBib 2.0 VisualBib 3.0
Sample size 93 25
Min 33.0 28.0
1st Qu. 58.0 58.0
Median 67.0 64.0
Mean 67.8 65.0
Std. dev. 16.0 19.1
3rd Qu. 81.0 78.0
Max 100.0 100.0
Figure 2.28: VisualBib 2.0 and 3.0 SUS−01 test results: the parameters of the distribu-
tions (left) and their boxplot comparison (right).
which is greater than the chosen significance level α = 0.01 leading us to state the not
significance of the difference between µv2.0 and µv3.0. We can state that integrating all
the new features of the VisualBib 3.0 expands the analysis capabilities of the platform
without significantly decrease its perceived usability.
Figure 2.29 shows the distribution of the answers of the single SUS−01 questions,
grouped by positive and negative tone. Most positive results regarded the Q5: lack of
inconsistencies in the application (92% of the sample agree or strongly agree), Q4: the
well-integration of the various functions (84% of positive answers). The answer with most
negative responses was Q3: I think that I would need the support of a technical person to
4The bibliography used in the evaluation can be accessed at http://bit.ly/vb3-evBib
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Figure 2.29: The distribution of the answers to the single SUS−01 negative-tone questions
(top) and positive-tone questions (bottom).
be able to use this application that got only 40% of positive feedback (strongly disagree
/ disagree responses). This is probably due to the difficulty in approaching bibliographic
analysis tasks, a rather uncommon task for part of the participants.
The last part of the questionnaire collected the users opinions, on a 5-levels scale, on
the effectiveness of the sections and procedures of the platform and its overall apprecia-
tion, in particular about:
A1 the use of narrative diagrams for the representation of bibliographies;
A2 the procedure for importing and enriching a bibliography;
A3 the procedure for resolving authors’ duplications in a bibliography (Match Authors);
A4 the procedures for integrating the bibliography with further papers by an author
and cited/citing papers;
A5 the bibliography Analysis Controller Environment (ACE - left section);
A6 the Bibliography Analysis Environment section (BAE - right section related to
graphs) for the comparative visualization of the metrics of papers and authors;
A7 the degree of overall appreciation of the platform.
Figure 2.30 shows the collected data on the 7 questions: all aspects were positively
assessed gaining at least 72% of positive scores (levels 4 or 5 of the scale); the most
positive evaluation was about the overall platform (84% of positive scores); the least
positive evaluation (72% of positive scores) was about the radar section of the application,
probably not so easy to interact with for a part of the participants.
2.9.3 Case-study: the zz-structure bibliography
In this subsection, we present a use case scenario consisting in the visual analysis of a
bibliography, specifically the collection of references on zz-structures research, presented
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Figure 2.30: The distribution of perceived effectiveness of sections and procedures of the
applications. A7 refers to the overall appreciation of the platform.
in Section 1.4. After importing the references in the VisualBib 3.0 platform by means of
a BibTeX archive, we provided to enrich it by the seek metadata function and to merge
duplicates authors names by the match authors function.
Figure 2.31 shows the generated narrative-view of the bibliography, limited to the author
dimension. Figure 2.32 presents the citation network of the bibliography that is built
Figure 2.31: The main narrative view of the zz-bibliobgraphy limited to the author
dimension.
on the basis of the citation data for each individual paper provided by Scopus. In order
to semantically group the papers in the bibliography, we defined some tags and applied
them to subsets of the papers: application (or applitude), documentation, formalization,
implementation, state of art, secondary reference, vision.
Figure 2.33 shows a partial view of the wordclouds related to subject area, keywords
and tags generated by the system when the corresponding views are activated. In total
the bibliography includes 28 subject areas and 233 different keywords but they can be
filtered by means of the two sliders described in Subsection 2.9.1 in order to improve the
readability of the diagram.
Table 2.8 describes 14 of the possible analysis tasks that can be carried out in Visu-
alBib 3.0. For each of them the result in the context of the considered bibliography is
reported together with the necessary user interactions to get the data and the involved
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Figure 2.32: An overview of the citation network built on the basis of the citation data
for each individual paper provided by Scopus. At the bottom the view of references and
citations of the two most frequently cited papers in the bibliography, obtained moving
the mouse over them.
Figure 2.33: A partial view of the filtered wordclouds related to subject area (top),
keywords (middle) and tags (bottom); on the right are visible the first part of the lists
of the most frequent items as provided by ACE. Long terms result truncated but can be
viewed entirely by moving the mouse over them or over the related papers.
environments.
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The analysis tasks from 1 to 8 are carried out by interacting in a simple way with a
single environment; the tasks from 9 to 12 use a single environment but need multiple
user interactions in order to be completed; the last two tasks need multiple operations
on multiple environments. It is worth noting how the mechanism for selecting papers
through different criteria (paper type, year, author, subject area, keyword or tag) en-
ables users to easily perform cross analyses on heterogeneous keys: for example, selecting
one author’s papers, the system provides the number of co-authored papers with all the
others authors, the distribution of frequencies of all the subject areas, keywords, etc. It is
then possible to exclude some papers from the selection on the basis of a second criterion,
to add new ones by a further criterion and so on. In this way it is possible to obtain
information on the distribution of all the items in the system (authors, paper types, years,
subject areas, keywords and tags) on the basis of complex selections. Furthermore the
radar charts enable to compare single and aggregate data about papers and authors.
# Analysis task Value(s) Interaction(s) Environment
1 # of papers and authors 60, 51 check counters values BEE
2
# of subject areas
and keywords
23, 139 check counters values BEE
3 most productive year 2004, 9 papers
check bars on the
stacked area chart
BEE
4 # of papers/type
12 journal, 8 book,
26 conference,
14 unknown/other






1. select a type
2. check bars on the
stacked area chart
BEE






7 most cited paper
Xanalogical structure. . . ,
65 citations
sort papers by # of cit. ACE
8 most represented author Dattolo, 21 papers
sort authors by








1. click on year 2001
2. display the tags list
3. check longer magenta bar
ACE
10
paper of the most
influential group
of authors
Linking method for. . . ,
median authors’ h-ind. 22
1. consider the paper radar





for the author Nelson
Zigzag, 6
1. select the author,







1. select the vision tag
2. display the authors list
3. sort by # of papers in bib.
ACE
13
median of the citations
of the papers tagged
as vision
33
1. select the vision tag
2. check the # of cit. of the






higher median values in
all metrics compared to
all authors as a whole
1. select the formalization tag
2. compare red path with
green path in the
author radar
ACE, BAE
Table 2.8: A list of analysis tasks carried out on the zz-structure bibliography in the
VisualBib v.3.0.
2.10 Conclusions and future work
In this chapter, we presented VisualBib, a Web application which offers some original
features to support the researchers in creating, saving and sharing their bibliography,
starting from a set of papers and authors. After introducing the basic functionalities of
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the version 2.2 of the application, we analyzed the services offered by a set of bibliographic
indexes for real-time retrieval of metadata and proposed a model based on zz-structure
for scientific bibliographies and their representation. Then we illustrated a use case
scenario to demonstrate how the platform supports some typical user tasks, followed by
a description of the system architecture and the various modules that are part of the
application. Two user evaluations carried out and presented in this work and in [46]
highlights the positive impact of our visual model and the usability of the narrative
views. Finally we presented all the new features included in the latest version 3.0 of
VisualBib which offers a whole series of tools for the visual analysis of bibliographies. A
user study carried out on this version showed how the integration of the new features do
not significantly decrease the perceived usability of the application. Finally we presented
a case-study which illustrated the potentials of the platform in carrying out a series of
analysis task on a sample bibliography.
The VisualBib platform represents an original contribution of this thesis, it intro-
duces novel representations of scientific bibliographies by means of original zz-views and
offers users some tools for integrating, enriching, connecting and analyzing the collected
metadata.
The limitation of the model mainly concerns its scalability: as the size of the bibliogra-
phies increases, the complexity of the views makes VisualBib less effective in exploring
metadata and their connections and the system shows some slowdowns in the data visu-
alization and comparison.
Future work will concern the improvement of the system’s robustness, the interfacing
with additional citation indexes, the management and representation of tagging asso-
ciated to citations, the integrations of new views and semantic zoom mechanisms and,
finally, the improvement of the system evaluation through further studies to collect data
and analyze different categories of users (for example librarians, researchers, reviewers,
students).
3
AppInventory: a multimedia catalog of
resources for active learning approaches
A rapid transformation of methods, roles and practices is currently affecting all school
grades. There are many factors contributing to this momentous change: a crisis in tradi-
tional teaching methods; the availability of low cost mobile technology and easy access to
global knowledge; the strong influence of new technologies on society and communication
media and, not least, the desire of educators to find new ways to engage and motivate
students.
An increasing number of teachers begins to experiment active learning scenarios and
approaches, consistent with proficiency and skills development outcomes as stated, for
example, in recent Italian School Reforms and in the European Digital Competence
Framework for Citizens [8].
A recent investigation [49], that we carried out involving our target teachers, 178 from
high school (K9-K13 grades), middle school (K6-K8), and primary school (K1-K5), high-
lighted the importance attributed to the design of activities compared to contents design,
a marked interest in the role that technology could play in education processes, the impor-
tance of diversifying the learning activities and the need for a more extensive knowledge
about applications to support the creative work and communication. Above all, the im-
portance of adopting active methodologies emerged.
Nowadays, for implementing their Teaching and Learning Activities (TLAs), teachers
have available a huge amount of contents and learning objects on the Web but also
hundreds of Web 2.0 and mobile applications, which can support them in creating and
sharing digital artifacts, aggregating, remixing and collecting heterogeneous materials
and communicating within working groups. These applications represent a challeng-
ing opportunity for teachers who would like to experiment and adopt student-centred
methodologies and use them into daily TLAs: they can improve the collaborative, cogni-
tive and creative work of the students, enhancing and redefining traditional educational
practices. Nevertheless, although these applications are generally easy to find and use,
it is often difficult, for a teacher, to find the right one for a specific task, and to have a
general awareness on their availability and their potential in an educational setting.
Our work is located in this context and is part of a wider project, called LDInven-
tory [48], which intends to model and realize a novel lightweight Web-based tool for
Learning Design (LD). An LD system is a computer based tool which supports teachers
in the delicate task of designing, organizing and sharing TLAs with students and col-
leagues. On such a platform, a teacher can arrange the activities, attach appropriate
contents and be guided in choosing relevant tools for the students’ tasks. A meaningful
module of this project is represented by AppInventory, which this chapter will address.
AppInventory is a digital catalog of (at the moment, 281) Web 2.0 and mobile appli-
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cations, whose main aim is to support teachers during the design and the implementation
of TLAs.
The major novelty of AppInventory, respect other existing apps’ catalogs, is the graph-
ical modality to visualize the catalog, associated to a semantic mechanism for browsing
through it:
• graphical layout : the catalog is shown using a unique holistic view, displayed using
a multi-resolution circle packing diagram, which starts from a general view of the
applications, organized using a taxonomy, and, applying different zooming levels,
gets up to the details of the single application;
• semantic browsing mechanism: each application is a cognitive unit, semantically
connected to the others, by specific, and upgradeable contextual dimensions, such
as the complexity and/or Bloom level, the presence of advertising, the typology, the
language, and so on. The user can dynamically select the semantic filter to apply on
the catalog in order to browse through it following their expectations. We applied
semantic structures, called zz-structures [89, 60, 59], and browsing mechanisms
based on zz-dimensions and zz-views.
A first prototype of AppInventory has been discussed in [49]; the online AppInventory
platform was presented in [47] where we updated the data and created video-tutorials;
introduced statistics about data and taxonomies; implemented an app’s rating schema
for collecting the opinions of the users, their comments, and suggestions; implemented
a new contextual navigation mechanism between categories and applications, which is
based on zz-structure; performed a qualitative and comparative evaluation.
The AppInventory digital catalog of applications represents an original contribution of
this thesis both for the underlying semantic model based on zz-structure, which formally
introduces a new zz-view for the visualization of the taxonomy, and for solutions adopted
for the contextual navigation and interaction with metadata.
The rest of this chapter is organized as such: Section 3.1 discusses related work;
Section 3.2 describes our proposal, the cataloging scheme, the purpose-based taxonomy,
some statistics on the dataset; Section 3.3 proposes the architecture model and its imple-
mentation details; Section 3.4 presents the guidelines followed for the development of the
Web platform, the new rating scheme and the semantic browsing; Section 3.5 introduces
the zz-structure-based data model of AppInventory and the zz-view for the main user
interface of the catalog; Section 3.6 describes some data analysis tools recently developed
while Section 3.7 illustrates the interactive guided tour of VisualBib, included in the cur-
rent online version and modeled through a dedicated zz-structure; Section 3.8 shows the
results of two studies to evaluate the usability and the users’ opinions on four specific
aspects. Conclusions and future work end the chapter.
3.1 Related work
Several repositories exist which index applications, proposing classification [44] and eval-
uation [45, 76, 68] schemes; in this section, our analysis is restricted to classifications that
support teachers in identifying applications for specific purposes, excluding repositories
deemed too general, such as App Store, Google Play, Chrome Web Store, Appszoom, or
repositories which share learning objects and didactic resources and not tools, such OER
Commons.
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A positive example is EdShelf [11], a rich discovery engine of websites, mobile apps, desk-
top programs, and electronic products for teaching and learning. A user can filter the
tools by price, platform, subject, age, category and keywords. Unfortunately, subject and
category are two long flat lists of keywords. Interesting is the opportunity for users to
rate and review the apps, and to create and share a shelf of apps. Essediquadro [14] is a
service of documentation and orientation on the teaching software and on other resources
for the learning process. The tools can be searched by subject of study (Mathematics,
Italian, etc.) and by specific subject matter, but the category of the tools is not consid-
ered. Similar search fields are proposed by Apps4edu [2]. It is possible to list all the
apps in it, but the result is a flat, unusable, paged-list of tools. CSE (Common sense
education) [4] introduces the interesting, abstract concept of purpose, but it is used more
as teaching context of use more than real purpose.
A comprehensive review of existing application classification systems is provided in
[44]; it confirms that a good classification model needs to consider the purpose of the
teachers and proposes a classification divided on skill-based, content-based and function-
based applications, which implicates respectively the “Remembering and Understanding”,
“Applying and Analysing”, and “Evaluating and Creating” levels of the Bloom’s Taxon-
omy [36]. From our viewpoint, by the term “purpose” we mean the concrete objective of
the teacher (or of a generic user), such as realize an infographic, or create a timeline, or
plan a quiz. On this basis, we propose, in next Subsection 3.2.3, our original taxonomy.
Related work highlights some open challenges and weaknesses, which represent the
start points in the modelling of AppInventory:
• the navigation and searching of tools do not offer a general overview, but long lists
of applications, often difficult to read;
• there is a complete lack of graphic views which could offer users a visual, holistic
idea of the existing tools;
• the concept of category is often thought of as a subject of study, or context of use
and not as purpose for teachers. The existing taxonomies are not purpose-based;
• the semantic relations among the tools are not highlighted, and the degree of be-
longing of a tool to a cluster in the taxonomies is not clear;
• the interaction with the user, except for EdShelf, is limited to the search box.
Our contribution focused on these objectives and proposes a model and a Web plat-
form which offer graphic and holistic views of the whole catalog, organize the applications
in a purpose-based taxonomy, facilitate a semantic navigation among items for the users,
and enable users to interact with the platform, rating and reviewing an app, leaving a
comment or suggesting a new app.
3.2 Our proposal: AppInventory
AppInventory is an online platform, freely available for research and teaching, not for
commercial purposes, at http://appinventory.uniud.it. It contains a visual multi-
media catalog of 281 applications; it has been developed with the aim of supporting
teachers in identifying the best tools to carry out specific tasks, improving the digital
skills of teachers and students. In particular, AppInventory has been modelled for:
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• providing detailed and multilingual information about each app, including an illus-
trated review, a video presentation and references to external documentation;
• cataloging the apps by means of an original taxonomy and semantic connections;
• offering intuitive and contextual navigation mechanisms;
• generating visual representations and holistic views of the catalog;
• proposing users some semantic paths through the catalog in order to help users
discover new tools;
• inviting users to contribute with evaluation data, reviews, feedbacks, comments and
use cases about the presented tools.
The AppInventory project is consistent with the objectives of the European Digital Com-
petences Framework for Citizens 2.1 (DigiComp) [8]: in particular, it can contribute to the
development of ten of the twenty-one competence dimensions stated in the DigiComp’s
conceptual reference model.
3.2.1 Creating the repository
The initial effort has been dedicated to build the App metadata repository, a database
containing the multimedia catalog of the applications. The cataloging work has been
carried out in two stages: in the first stage, we considered a first set of 111 applications
and proposed a classification model; in the second stage we extended the analysis to other
160 new applications.
The selection of widespread and heterogeneous Web 2.0 and mobile applications has been
carried out by analyzing several sources, from educational sites and dedicated blogs, such
as [16, 12, 11, 67], to thematic link collections and search engines. From the examina-
tion of the first group of apps, we have identified common features and purposes of the
applications in order to propose an original purpose-based taxonomy and establish a set
of features for defining the cataloging scheme.
Subsequently each application has been analyzed and documented through a cooperative
work involving a large group of higher education students, 112 for both stages. All the
working documents and the coordination sheets have been hosted on a cloud platform,
making possible the collaborative editing of documents, their subsequent refinements,
the peer reviews of materials and the coordination of the project. A general check was
performed from another group of 12 students to assure an homogeneous categorization
criteria and the correctness of the collected information. An original video-presentation
of each app has been recorded and another group of 5 students looked after their post-
production in order to cut the inappropriate parts, add credits, titles, descriptions and
tags and publish them on the dedicated play list of the project, accessible from Sasweb
Lab’s AppInventory project page - https://goo.gl/25DN6v, shown in Figure 3.1.
Finally, a group of 8 students contributed to the creation of English subtitles for the
videos and translated all the documents in English. The coordination of all these large
groups has been possible thanks to the extensive use of a cloud platform. Due to the high
number of people involved and the amount of documentation produced, the overall project
has required a great and continuous organizational effort. A detailed documentation of
the project workflow can be found on the dedicated page http://appinventory.uniud.
it/development/.
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Figure 3.1: The Web page of the project, the applications’ logos, and the Youtube playlist.
3.2.2 The cataloging scheme
We propose an open classification scheme which accepts user contributed use cases, since
each application could have several uses also distant from those planned by its creators.
attributes links dimensions
Title Application name Categories
Abstract Video-presentation Tags
Public catalog availability Video-tutorial Typology
App presentation and screenshots Documentation Complexity (1-10)
Free plan limits Plans & pricing Bloom’s levels
Artifacts’ access policy Product examples Registration policy
Registration notes Presence of advertising
Specific subjects Italian language interface
Statistics and evaluation data User comments and contributions
Table 3.1: The cataloging scheme: some attributes are links to external resources, others
are dimensions which semantically connect the apps in the underlying zz-structure model.
Bold indicates multi-valued attributes.
The initial items of the cataloging scheme are listed in Table 3.1 and are visible in
the cards of each application (see also the specific card proposed in Figure 3.8). App
data include simple and multi-value attributes, external links and dimensions which link
together the apps according to different criteria, as discussed in the zz-structure-based
data model (Section 3.5). The considered attributes for the applications are title and
abstract respectively a short (one line) and extended (some lines) descriptions of the app,
the application name which also represent a link to the related website, an attribution
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to a list of categories in the taxonomy presented in Subsection 3.2.3, a link to a video-
presentation created specifically for the AppInventory project, a link to a video-tutorial
in English and Italian language, a list of descriptive tags associated to the app, a flag to
indicate the availability of a public catalog of artifact on the app website, the list of the app
typologies, e.g. Webapp, Android app, IOS app,. . . , an extended textual app presentation
integrated with a series of figures illustrating the app pages, a list of links to external
documentation (Web resources documenting the app, such as support pages, presentation
slides, Q&A collections, manual pages, blogs,. . . ), an estimate of the complexity of use of
the app in a 1-10 range, a description of the limits of the free plan offered by the app, a link
to any plans & pricing webpage of the app (generally a comparative chart of the offered
features by free and commercial plans), a list of attributions to Bloom’s taxonomy levels
supported by the app, a flag to indicate the access and registration policies of the app
together with registration notes describing the various sign-up methods accepted by the
app, a list of links to product examples created using the app, a list of any specific subject
supported by the app, flags to signal the presence of advertising and the availability ot
Italian language interfaces. Finally a series of statistics and user evaluation data and
user contributions like comments and specific use-case, as illustrated in Subsection 3.4.2.
3.2.3 The purpose-based taxonomy
Having observed recurrent purposes, we mapped the applications into 3 macro-categories,
as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Our purpose-based taxonomy.
• Interacting & Organizing includes applications to manage groups, to collaborate on
the same documents online, to support users in planning projects and activities, to
interact in real-time on a virtual board or to collect data by surveys and quizzes.
• Creating includes applications that support users in building up digital artifacts,
belonging to various typologies. Generally, after an initial registration, these appli-
cations offer users a personal dashboard to manage their digital products and an
editing environment where to build and modify them. It is generally possible to
share the artifacts by a specific url, an embed code or by directly publishing them
on social platforms.
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• Aggregating contains the applications which support users in collecting homoge-
neous or heterogeneous materials (for example links, images, videos, documents,
maps, events) in order to semantically connect them, to keep notes about inter-
ests, to create stories, to distribute and share the resulting collections in a simple
manner.
The macro-categories are structured in relative categories: 13 for the ‘Creating’, 7 for
‘Interacting & Organizing’, 4 for ‘Aggregating’, plus an additional generic ‘Others’ to
capture unforeseen features. Each application often integrates various distinct features:
for this reason, we have adopted a weighted attribution on 3 levels (1/3, 2/3, 1) of an
application to single categories in order to highlight the primary purpose compared to
secondary ones.
3.2.4 Statistics on the dataset
The distribution of the 281 apps into the taxonomy is shown in Figure 3.3. The total
number of the apps is greater than 281 since each application can be assigned to more than
one category. Figure 3.4 shows the distributions of the apps in the dataset according to
Figure 3.3: Distributions of the 281 apps into the categories and macro-categories. The
lengths of the blue bars are proportional to the weighted number of applications obtained
by summing the attributed weight of each application to the category. In azure are
indicated the absolute numbers of applications for each category.
some of the considered features: typologies, registration policy, public catalog availability,
complexity of use in a range from 1=straightforward to 10=very complex, Bloom’s levels
attributions, and presence of advertising. We observe a relatively uniform distribution
of the applications over the six levels of Bloom’s taxonomy. This in part reflects the
versatility of the analyzed tools: for example, an application to create online presentation
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Figure 3.4: The distributions of the apps in the dataset according to some of the consid-
ered attributes.
can be used by teachers to support their students in the memorization and understanding
of concepts but it also represents a tool to develop the analysis and the creativity skills
when used by students to summarize a topic and create an effective presentation.
The app typology field describes the various forms in which an application is made
available: due to the multiform nature of many applications, a multiple attribution to
the various typologies is possible. Most of the analyzed apps are available as Webapps
based on modern Web standards like HTML5, SVG, CSS3, ECMAscript, etc., and they
are generally responsive and portable. A minority still adopts proprietary solutions like
Flash that limit their portability to desktop devices, but there is a general tendency
to progressively migrate towards Web standards: many applications provide both Flash
and HTML5 versions and encourage users to choose the last one for the new creations.
About 81% of the applications analyzed are app for mobile devices or are Webapps that
also offer an optimized version for mobile device. Another significant aspect we took
in consideration concerns the need for authentication in order to create artefacts or in
general to access its functions. A large part of the analyzed applications (about the
65%) require users to register and authenticate before using them, about 20% of the
applications can be used anonymously with limited features (for example without save or
share functions), the remaining 15% of the analyzed apps do not provide registration and
authentication procedures mainly because they offer simple services, like the generation
of visual representations (e.g. wordclouds, qr-codes, etc.), the conversion of file formats
or the editing of images with the direct download of the products and without the use
of permanent remote resources. Regarding the complexity of use, an average value of 4.3
reflects a relative ease of use of the applications considered, thanks also to the continuous
evolution of the user interfaces in the direction of usability.
3.3 The Web platform and its architecture
AppInventory has been implemented as a Web application based on HTML5, SVG and
CSS3 W3C standard languages and the D3js [32] framework. D3 provides a powerful
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DOM selection mechanism, based on declarative CSS patterns; a rich library of methods
to create complex graphical representations and to act, with the same syntax, both on
single DOM elements and on sets. The idea behind D3 is to strictly tie data to HTML or
SVG elements realizing a so-called data-driven approach to DOM manipulation without
hiding the document structure with opaque software layers. We recently experimented the
D3’s versatility in realizing the application VisualBib [50]. AppInventory adopts AJAX
techniques to improve a user experience by avoiding full page reloads during navigation,
by dynamically loading or sending on demand only small chunks of data from/to the
server.
The client-server architecture of AppInventory is schematically represented in Fig-
ure 3.5 and the main components are discussed below.
Figure 3.5: The architecture of the AppInventory framework.
The SAX parser is a Java component (Figure 3.5-left) which support the system
administrators during the process of adding new data to the YouTube AppInventory
playlist and to the DBMS (DataBase Management System), parsing the new documents
that become available in the cloud platform, used in the cataloging phase, as described
in Subsection 3.2.1. For each new documented application, the SAX parser extracts and
validates all the significant metadata from the XML versions and generates appropriate
SQL statements in order to add new records into the database and to establish the
opportune data relationships.
The server node (Figure 3.5-center) contains the DBMS, where the data are modeled
in a relational scheme implemented in a MySql server; it represents the App metadata
repository of AppInventory. The Web server provides the static contents (html pages,
images, scripts and stylesheets) to Web clients and manages, through the Data model
component, the asynchronous requests for data retrieval/update, received on its REST
API endpoint from the client side components of AppInventory.
The client node (Figure 3.5-right) becomes active during the application running on
the browser of each user. It contains two main components, zz-structure data model and
graphic engine, which manage respectively the semantic browsing mechanisms and the
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graphical layout of the catalog.
The zz-structure data model uses a conceptual semantic model for structuring the data,
the so-called zz-structures [89, 54, 60, 59, 57]. It defines and manages the zz-dimensions,
described in Subsection 3.5, which semantically connect applications, categories, exter-
nal items and metadata. This component manages both the static zz-dimensions, which
model the pre-established relationships between items, and dynamic zz-dimensions which
are created on the fly, as a result of user actions. For example, a new zz-dimension is
generated during a search session to semantically connect all the found apps. Another
case occurs when user composes multiple zz-ranks by an AND / OR operator, using the
semantic browsing mechanism, presented in Section 3.4. This component also maintains
and synchronizes with the server the dynamic data generated during the user navigation,
for example, when new ratings for apps are added, new user comments are inserted or
the visit and use counters associated to the apps are updated.
The graphic engine generates the holistic, visual, and interactive representations of the
domain data and supports the semantic zoom behaviour during the navigation, reveal-
ing/hiding contextual information. It implements specific zz-views to show and connect
the elements of the catalog and manages users’ interaction during the exploration, offer-
ing navigation mechanism like the current rank navigation window (Figure 3.14-right)
and the contextual rank selection and composition window (Figure 3.14-center). It also
generates the views of the app information cards, the link to external resources associated
to each app and implements some protection mechanisms, based on cookies and invisible
recaptcha techniques, to avoid multiple ratings of an item by the same user and to block
spam attacks.
3.4 Modelling the graphical layout
We defined the following main guidelines for the graphical layout of the AppInventory
catalog, with the aim to provide innovative and usable modalities of navigation, in ac-
cording to the Shneiderman’s mantra [92] - “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-
on-demand”:
• present an initial comprehensive view of the entire repository, without exposing
details of the apps;
• offer a continue zoom mechanism in order to minimize users’ disorientation and let
them choose the appropriate level of visualization;
• propose a semantic zoom mechanism: each item becomes visible at an appropriate
zoom level in order to enhance the understanding and minimize the cognitive load;
• users can freely navigate in multiple directions, using next-previous contextual move
mechanisms.
For the implementation, we evaluated alternative interactive visual representations of
the data in order to offer attractive solutions to user navigation and to highlight specific
data relationships. The literature on visual interfaces and languages is rich of propos-
als [51]; a graphical review on visual languages from 1995 to 2014 is discussed in [52],
where the authors gathered and analyzed the employed visual techniques (graph-based
visualization such as collaboration, co-citation, and co-word networks) and adopted geo-
graphical views, alluvial diagrams, and timelined charts. An interactive visual browser is
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Figure 3.6: The holistic view of the catalog.
presented in [73], where the authors collected 430 different text visualization techniques.
The catalog displays a card for each entry. The Web page also addresses a set of other
surveys on some projects, such as BioVis [71] and SentimentVis [74] propose visual guide
for data visualization techniques, in the fields of biology and sentiment analysis, respec-
tively. Many live examples of interactive visual representations of complex data can be
found in D3.js [32, 38] and Echarts [79] frameworks.
In order to represent our purpose-based taxonomy with multiple and weighted at-
tribution of application to categories, we analyzed various solutions and finally chose
to implement a multi-level version of a circle packing diagram, which we enriched with
semantic zoom and browsing mechanisms. The formal description of such view in the
context of zz-structures is introduced in the Subsection 3.5.1 after the definition of the
zz-structure model of the catalog (see Subsection 3.5).
Figure 3.6 shows the initial holistic view of the AppInventory catalog; at the first
zoom level the macro-categories are represented by separate circles, which contain the 24
categories. The size of each circle is proportional to its populousness. Zooming in, taking
the focus on the category ‘Mind maps’, a new view (Figure 3.7-left) reveals the logos
of the applications which populate this category. The size of each circle is proportional
to the weighted attribution of an application in a single category and the gray color
identifies apps that are no longer active. The next level of zooming (Figure 3.7-center)
enables users to visualize, in addition to logos, the names of the apps as well as a title.
In Figure 3.7-right, we zoomed on the Mindmeister app by clicking on its name: further
navigation elements appear to enable navigation towards similar applications in the same
category (left and right arrows) and the other categories to which the app belongs (the
four buttons visible on the bottom). In addition, two buttons appear on the top: the
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Figure 3.7: Zooming in the view, the apps’ logos appear (left); additional zooming in
makes visible names and titles (center); clicking on an app, appear new details (right).
Figure 3.8: A partial view of the application’s card.
“compass” button opens the contextual rank selection window, discussed in Section 3.5,
while the “i” button opens the detailed information card of the app, partially visible in
Figure 3.8, where, on the top-right, there are six icons to:
• open the comment section of the app, discussed in next Subsection 3.4.2;
• open the rating section of the app, discussed in next Subsection 3.4.2;
• visualize if the app is known and used by the user;
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• activate the guided tour related to this window;
• enlarge the window;
• close the window.
Next to the subtitle, the number of the visits and the number of users who declared to
know and use the app, are visible. These counters are increased at most once per user’s
session. The information card visualizes all the fields proposed in the cataloging scheme
(see Figure 3.2.2), and among the others:
• a short description of the main purpose of the app;
• an original video presentation of the app, recorded by students of the work group;
most of videos are accompanied by English subtitles: the translation work is still
ongoing;
• a list of fields to describe the app according to the different taxonomies;
• a third-party video-tutorial in the currently selected language (Italian or English);
• a review of the app that describes its main features through text and images in
order to give the user the opportunity to evaluate the adequacy of the app with
respect to his/her goals.
3.4.1 Basic and advanced searches
AppInventory provide a basic and advanced search (see Figure 3.9). The simple search
Figure 3.9: The basic search bar (left) and advanced search form (right).
enables users to find applications specifying part of the name or some keywords. While
typing, users receive real-time suggestions; this is achieved through Ajax calls to the
server which generate opportune hints by matching app names and tags using Leven-
shtein string distances in the matching algorithm. Figure 3.9 (right) shows all the search
criteria accepted by the advanced search form. As discussed in Section 3.5 the result of a
research can be explored and composed with other zz-dimensions of the catalog in order
to refine the result and restrict the navigation set. After a search, the main view of the
catalog highlights the position of all the found apps in the categories, offering an overall
representation of the distribution of the results.
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3.4.2 The rating scheme
In this new version of the catalog, we introduced the opportunity for the users to interact
with the platform, enabling them to rate the applications, leave personal comments,
annotate them as known and used, suggest new use cases or new applications to add to
AppInventory. Figure 3.10 visualizes the possible ratings; each user can rate four features
Figure 3.10: Rates, comments, suggestions.
of any app, and express a general opinion in a 5-Likert scale:
• functionality : versatility of the app or the richness of the features provided;
• applicability : adaptability of the app to multiple contexts and tasks;
• ease to use: usability and the intuitiveness of the user interface;
• originality is referred to the features provided and/or the technical adopted solu-
tions;
• overall opinion is the overall degree of appreciation of the app.
For each features, the user can see the rating and its distributions on the 5-Likert scale.
In addition to ratings, users can leave five different types of comments in two contexts:
• local to a single app: comments to the app, suggestions of original use cases or
reports of inaccuracies / proposals of changes in the description card;
• global: comments about AppInventory or suggestions of new apps to add in the
catalog.
3.5 The zz-structure-based data model and the se-
mantic browsing
The data model uses a conceptual semantic model for structuring the data, the so-called
zz-structure [89, 54, 60, 59] introduced in Chapter 1.
A multimedia catalog of applications can be thought as a multigraph where vertices
are app items, categories, comments, evaluation sheets, ... connected to each other along
multiple dimensions to model the semantic relations between them. In order to formally
introduce the zz-structure model of AppInventory we propose a definition of a catalog of
applications.
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Definition 3.5.1. The AppInventory multimedia catalog of applications - The
multimedia catalog of applications AppInventory is as a zz-structure, where
• the set of vertices V = {A, C, MC, DE, EV, COM, TYP, BL, TAG} is composed
by:
– the set A of n applications ;
– a set C of 25 categories and a set MC of 3 macro-categories ;
– n detail cells DE and evaluation data cells EV associated to each application;
– a set COM of user comments and contributions;
– a set TYP of 12 app typologies ;
– a set BL of 6 labels related to the Bloom’s taxonomy levels;
– a set TAG of m tags words.
The composite vertices in DE contain, for each app, the data listed in the first two
columns of the cataloging scheme of Table 3.1 except statistic and evaluation data.
These last are collected in the EV composite vertices where, for each of five features
in the rating scheme, the number of votes for each level in the 5-Likert scale are
stored, together with the views and the uses counters related to the app.
• D = {d.c1, . . . , d.c25, d.mc1, . . . , d.mc3, d.mc, d.typ1, . . . , d.typ12, d.bl1, . . . , d.bl6,
d.tag1, . . . , d.tagm, d.complexity, d.adv, d.ita, d.comments, d.details, d.evaluations,
d.app-l, d.pp-l, d.videop-l, d.videot-l, d.samples-l, d.docs-l}
where:
– d.c1, . . . , d.c25 identify the dimensions which connect the applications to cate-
gories. The name of the category is the maincell of the corresponding dimen-
sion; the attribution of each application to a category dimension is multiple
and weighted on 3 levels: 1/3, 2/3, 1;
– d.mc1, . . . , d.mc3 identify the dimensions which connect the categories belong-
ing to the three macro-categories mc1, . . .mc3 whose complete name is the
maincell of the corresponding dimension;
– d.mc identifies the dimension which connects the three macro-categories inMC
and the category others ;
– d.typ1, . . . , d.typ12 identify the dimensions which connect the applications of
typology typ1, . . . typ12; the complete name of the typology is the maincell of
the corresponding dimension. Examples of typologies are Webapp, Android
app, IOS app, . . . ;
– d.bl1, . . . , d.bl6 identify the dimensions which connect the applications associ-
ated to the 6 bloom levels bl1, . . . bl6. The name of each level is the maincell
of the corresponding dimension;
– d.tag1, . . . , d.tagm identify the dimensions which connect the applications re-
spectively tagged with tag1, . . . tagm; each tag is the maincell of the corre-
sponding dimension;
– d.complexity identifies the dimension which connects the applications having
in common the same level of complexity of use. This dimension groups apps
in 10 ranks (1, . . . , 10), marked with the respective numeric value;
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– d.adv identifies the dimension which connects the applications having in com-
mon the presence/absence of advertising in their interfaces; it groups applica-
tions in two ranks marked with the ‘yes/no’ labels;
– d.ita dimension connects the applications making available user interfaces
translated in Italian language; it groups applications in two ranks marked
with the ‘yes/no’ labels;
– d.comments dimension connects each application with the list of related user
comments and use-case contributions;
– d.details dimension, constituted by parallel ranks, connects each application
to a composite cell in the DE set containing information details about the
applications and links to external information;
– d.evaluations dimension, constituted by parallel ranks, connects each applica-
tion to a composite cell in the EV set containing all the user evaluation data
and statistics;
– d.app-l, d.pp−l, d.videop-l, d.videot-l, d.samples-l, d.docs-l identify the dimen-
sions, constituted by parallel ranks, connecting external resources, specifically:
∗ d.app-l links the website of the app;
∗ d.pp-l links the page of the app website related to the plans & pricing
description page of the app, if any;
∗ d.videop-l links the presentation video(s) of each app hosted in the
Youtube channel of Sasweb laboratory;
∗ d.videot-l links the tutorial video, if any, hosted on Youtube or Vimeo
cloud platforms;
∗ d.samples-l links to multiple external Web resources representing exam-
ples of products / artifacts created with the app;
∗ d.docs-l links to multiple external Web resources documenting the app;
– d.found is a dimension which connects all the application found after a sim-
ple or advanced search. It represents a dynamic dimension since its rank is
redetermined as a result of user actions.
Figure 3.11 shows a representation of a small part of the zz-structure model in the
form of edge-coloured multigraph including:
• three applications a1 (classmill), a2 (issuu), and a3 (dropr);
• six categories c1, . . . , c6, respectively Collaboration and Communication, Presenta-
tions, Ebooks & Flipbooks, Content Collectors, and Storytelling;
• three macro-categories mc1,mc2,mc3,respectively Interacting & organizing, Creat-
ing, and Aggregating;
• one typology typ1 (Webapp);
• four Bloom levels bl1, bl2, bl4, bl6, respectively Remember, Understand, Analyze, and
Create;
• three tags tag1 (Lesson), tag2 (Book), tag3 (Collect);
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Figure 3.11: A representation of a small part of the zz-structure model adopted in Ap-
pInventory.
• one detail cell de3 for the application a3;
• one evaluation data cell ev3 for the same application a3.
The lines of different colors and styles highlight part of the defined ranks in the involved
dimensions.
By combining these dimensions through AND and OR operators is possible to dy-
namically generate new dimensions for the contextual exploration of the neighborhood of
a certain app.
3.5.1 Zz-views in AppInventory
The model of the main view of AppInventory is illustrated in Figure 3.12 and consists of
a 3-level nested bubble-view applied respectively to the dimensions
d.mc; d.mc1, . . . , d.mc3, c6, and {ci}, i 6= 6. Consistently with the adopted taxonomy,
the cell c6, corresponding to the category others, is placed at the same level of the
macro-categories d.mc1, . . . , d.mc3. In order to simplify the view, the maincell mc0 of the
dimension d.mc, representing the root node of the taxonomy, is omitted in the actual view,
visible in Figure 3.6. According to the bubble-views model, described in Subsection 1.3.6,
application cells belonging to more than one category are duplicated in the view in order
to avoid overlapping of the category bubbles. As illustrated in Section 3.4 the view is
zoomable and draggable and a semantic zoom mechanism provides to progressively expose
details, such as application icons and titles, at the opportune zoom levels. When an
application is focused by clicking on it, some additional elements become visible in order
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Figure 3.12: The 3-level nested bubble-view model adopted for the main zz-view of the
catalog. The portion of the zz-structure (left) is rendered through a chart (right) where
the macro-categories are displayed by light-blue circles, the categories by blue circles and
applications by green squares.
to semantically connect the item to the others in the system. For example, Figure 3.7
(right) shows a left and right cursor to move along current rank (e.g. current category
dimension), an “i” icon to access the app information card (Figure 3.8) through the
d.details dimension, a small “compass” icon for contextual exploration and a list of
the headcells along the involved ci dimensions (for Mindmeister the five categories of
this application: Mind maps, Collaboration & Communication, Designing & Planning,
and Presentations). Further information about the app can be accessed in the view of
Figure 3.8 where all details are presented and the exploration of the connected ranks
can be activated by clicking on Web links marked with the headcell of corresponding
dimension (e.g. a category, a tag, . . . ) or with an opportune label.
Another important zz-view of AppInventory is generated when clicking on the “com-
pass” button, located on the top-left of the main page of the catalog. It consists of
a simple list-view of the current navigation set of applications, typically one of the ci
dimensions corresponding to the last visited category in the catalog. This rank is re-
determined when user clicks on another category, performs a search or change criteria
during contextual navigation, as we discuss below. Figure 3.13 shows three instances of
list-views with different sorting criteria and dimensions selected: the first two refer to
the same dimension and different item orders, the third show the navigation in the set of
found apps, after a search operation. Changing the sorting criteria, specific information
appear at the left of each app name like the number of visits or uses, the app complexity
or the mean score for the selected evaluation features. The color of the list depends
on the currently selected dimension: white is associated with the categories dimensions,
red with the d.found dimension, green with d.complexity dimension, different shades of
purple with the d.bl1, . . . , d.bl6 dimensions, light blue with the d.ita dimension, orange
with the d.adv dimension. The yellow color is used to indicate a composition of multi-
ple dimensions by and/or operators, as discussed below. The listed colors are also used
to outline the application items in the bubble-view in order to remind users about the
current selected dimension.
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Figure 3.13: Three instances of list-views: the first two (left and center) are related to the
same dimension (category “Mind maps”) but with different sorting criteria applied and
the third (right) showing the result of a search of “notes” which redefines the dynamic
dimension d.found colored in red. On the top are visible: the cardinality of the current
navigation rank, the active dimension or combination of them, the list of available sorting
criteria and the list of apps with additional information related to the chosen sorting
criterion.
The navigation dimension can be changed by clicking on the “compass” button, lo-
cated on the top-right of each application (as shown in Figure 3.7-right): a partial list of
the dimensions involving the selected application will appear, as shown in Figure 3.14-
left. In the specific example, the user initially searched for the keyword “notes” and
Figure 3.14: The rank selection window of the app Mindmeister after searching the
keyword “notes” (left). Defining of a new dynamic rank by composing in AND three
ranks (center). The navigation set of the dynamic rank (right).
the result is a set of 19 applications connected along the d.found dynamic dimension.
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Users can change the navigation dimension in order to find similar apps according to a
certain criterion or compose multiple dimensions: in the example of Figure 3.14-center,
“Current category”, “Found apps”, and “No advertising” dimensions are composed in
AND obtaining a rank of 14 apps. The user can browse the obtained dynamic rank in
the usual way, using the arrows or the generated list-view, shown in Figure 3.14-right.
All the views are managed by the graphic engine module which interacts with the
App metadata repository through an intermediate data representation level, called data
model, as discussed in previous Section 3.3.
3.6 Data analysis tools
In order to analyze and compare data about applications and categories, AppInventory
provides some data analysis tools in the form of interactive graphical charts. The charts
panel is generated by clicking the “Radar” icon visible in Figure 3.15 (left) and includes
two radar charts (app data and categories) and a bar chart app distributions, described
in the following subsections. Radar charts were chosen for the compactness in the vi-
sualization of multiple series of multidimensional data and a particular care has been
devoted to integration in the catalog to ensure the propagation of user interactions be-
tween charts and the bubble/list views of AppInventory. All the charts are generated by
specific functions implemented over the D3 framework [32] and SVG standard.
3.6.1 Radar chart of the applications
This radar, visible in Figure 3.15 (left), summarizes 16 features of the apps, grouped in
four sectors:
1. App attributes
• sign-up describes the registration policy of an app with 3 possible values: none,
optional, compulsory ;
• complexity of the app, attributed in a range 1-10;
2. Bloom’s levels describe the attributions of an app to the six Bloom’s taxonomy
levels;
3. The mean values, in a range 1-5, of the scores attributed by users on five evaluation
features:
• originality




4. Users’ counters :
• # of visits
• # of votes
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Figure 3.15: The interactive radar chart of the applications: metrics are grouped in four
sectors: “app attributes”,“Bloom’s levels”,“scores attributed by users”, “counters”. User
can interact with the radar and highlight the data of a specific app (right).
• # of uses
The radar chart displays a curve for each application of the catalog (in gray) and two
summary curves: the mean values calculated on the overall catalog (in blue) and the
mean values calculated on the apps in the current navigation set (in green). Users can
interact with the charts in many ways:
• by moving the mouse over a specific curve: the other application curves are tem-
porarily hidden and the values, for each of the 16 features, are visualized;
• by moving the mouse over the items of the two legends: the corresponding curve
or sector are highlighted;
• by moving the mouse over the labels of the axes: the scale relative to the feature
and the corresponding grid become visible. The range of the scale can be fixed or
dynamic, e.g. the maximum number of visits, votes,. . . ;
• by clicking on a specific app curve: the corresponding application in the catalog is
selected.
Furthermore, if the list-view of the catalog is visible, any interaction (mouse over and
click) on the list of items highlights the corresponding curve in the chart. The radar chart
of the applications helps user to find answers to the following questions:
• What are the values of the metrics for a certain app?
• For each metric, what position does an app occupy compared with all the apps in
the catalog?
• For each metric, what position does an app occupy compared with a specific subset
of apps in the catalog?
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Figure 3.16: The interactive radar chart of the categories: the 3 curves shows, for each
category, respectively the mean membership levels of the apps of the catalog (blue path),
the mean membership levels of the apps of the current navigation set (green path) and
the membership levels of the selected app (Scratch in the example) to the categories.
3.6.2 Radar chart of the categories
Figure 3.16 shows the radar chart relative to the categories. It contains three curves
describing respectively:
1. the mean membership levels of the apps of the catalog to each category (blue curve);
2. the mean membership levels of the apps of the current navigation set to each cate-
gory (green curve);
3. the levels of attribution, in a range 1-3, of the selected app to each category (red
curve).
This chart does not give information on the number of applications belonging to
each category but on the characterization of the various categories: high values for a
category (e.g. value 3 for wordclouds relative to all the apps of the catalog) indicate a
strong characterization of its applications (all apps in the wordclouds category have the
maximum membership level). Lower values (e.g. 1.5 for Animations) indicate an average
weak attribution of the apps of that category.
3.6.3 Distribution of apps in the categories
The chart in Figure 3.17 is generated by clicking the link labeled “app distribution”
placed below the radar chart of Figure 3.16. The bar chart shows:
• the names of the macro-categories with the number of categories (top-left, top-
right);
• the list of the 25 categories of the catalog grouped by macro-category and for each
of them:
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Figure 3.17: The bar chart showing respectively the distribution of the apps of the entire
catalog into the various categories (blue bars) and the apps of current navigation set
(green bars, related to Storytelling category in this example). The lighter bars indicate
the absolute numbers of apps while the darker indicate the normalized ones, taking in
account the membership levels.
– a light-blue bar of length proportional to the number of applications in that
category; the numeric value is reported in the denominator of the fractions on
the right;
– a blue bar of length proportional to the weighted number of applications in
that category; it is calculated adding the membership levels of all the apps,
normalized in a range 0-1; the numeric value is reported in the numerator of
the fraction appearing when moving the mouse over the bar;
– a light green bar of length proportional to the number of applications of the
current navigation set in that category; the numeric value is reported in the
numerator of the fraction on the right;
– a green bar of length proportional to the weighted number of applications of the
current navigation set in that category; it is calculated adding the membership
levels of all apps, normalized in a range 0-1; the numeric value is reported in
the numerator of the fraction appearing when moving the mouse over the bar.
3.7 The guided tour of AppInventory
In order to support users in discovering the features of the AppInventory platform, we
realized a guided tour which presents, in the selected language (English or Italian), the
single elements of the application. The tour can be started by clicking on the “?” icon
and is currently organized in 64 steps: a small contextual window appears near the
interface element to be described. Users can go forward or backward in the tour by
clicking the next/prev. buttons: this causes zooming and panning of the view and the
possible opening of the application panels to be described (e.g. the advanced search
panel, the radar panel, . . . ). In order to access the part of the tour dedicated to specific
features, the a “?” icon has been included in some of the panels provided by the platform
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Figure 3.18: The guided tour is started by clicking the “?” icon visible on the left. A
contextual window appears containing a description of the current element and prev./next
buttons to move backward/forward in the tour, eventually zooming and panning the view
and possibly opening of appropriate application windows (e.g. the advanced search panel,
. . . ).
(the list-view, the information cards of the apps, the radar charts panel, the advanced
search panel) enabling user to start a contextual guided tour of a specific feature of
AppInventory. Formally the guided tour can be modeled as a zz-structure built on the
top of zz-views elements of the user interface. Figure 3.19 illustrates such zz-structure
Figure 3.19: The zz-structure to model the guided tour of AppInventory. The items of
views vik are the elements that form the user interface. Each of them is documented by
the description items dik connected to vik along the d.desc dimension. The tour is the
rank along the d.tour dimension linking all the cells vik. It can be traversed from the
beginning or from some fixed position corresponding to specific application panels.
consisting of a set of vertices V={V I,DI}
• a set V I of elements of the user interface (views-items) vik;
• a set DI of description items containing the explanatory text in English (diek cells)
and Italian language (diik cells) of the corresponding vik items;
and dimensions D = {d.desc, d.tour}
• d.desc links each view-item to the corresponding description cells thus defining a
set of |V I| parallel ranks;
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• d.tour links in the appropriate sequence all the |V I| view-items.
The guided tour is therefore the rank along the d.tour dimension which links, in the
right sequence, all the cells vik. The tour can be visited starting from the beginning or
from some fixed position corresponding to specific application features: the list-view, the
information cards of the apps, the radar charts panel, the advanced search panel.
3.8 System evaluation
In order to evaluate the impact of our visual catalog and state that the new graphical
layout and semantic browsing mechanism are usable and appreciated by users, we car-
ried out two studies: a preliminary qualitative evaluation of the AppInventory platform,
discussed in next Subsections 3.8.1-3.8.3, and a comparative evaluation with two sim-
ilar tools, discussed in Subsection 3.8.4. Both the studies was carried out before the
development of the data analysis tool described in Section 3.6.
3.8.1 The preliminary qualitative study
Participants The first study involved a sample of 53 persons (31 F, 22 M) who partic-
ipated on a voluntary basis to a seminar for the presentation of the new platform and to
the next workshop session. The age of the participants was distributed between 20 and
70 years, with a mean of 47.8 and a standard deviation of 13.7, the declared profession
was teacher/researcher (70%), student (17%) or other (13%). Among teachers, 20.5%
were from primary school, 72% from high school, 5% from universities and 2.5% from
other schools.
Procedures and apparatus During the workshop and before the study, in order
to become familiar with AppInventory and its features, the participants were asked to
perform:
• a list of 9 activities organized in:
* 4 tasks - the navigation through categories, using the cursors to move between
apps and the “compass” button to change navigation criteria;
* 1 task - the access to the information of some app;
* 1 task - the use of the simple and the advanced search;
* 1 task - the marking of known/used applications;
* 1 task - the access to the rating section of the well known apps for inserting
personal scores on the five evaluation criteria;
* 1 task - the access to the comment section of the app in order to enter any
comments on the application, to report inaccuracies in the information or to
share a use case of the app;
• a set of 5 search operations and validate the results.
All participants were provided with a PC of the same type and were free to choose the
browser to use for the test: the chosen browsers were Google Chrome (89%), Mozilla
Firefox (9%), Microsoft Edge (2%).
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Project The study was organized as single factor qualitative study; in addition to some
initial data, participants were asked to fill:
• a SUS (System Usability Scale) questionnaire [40] in order to evaluate the perceived
usability level of the application; the results are described in next Subsection 3.8.2;
• a questionnaire of 21 questions on four aspects of the platform: user layout, semantic
structure, navigation and research mechanisms and user contribution features; the
results are described in next Subsection 3.8.3.
3.8.2 Usability evaluation
In order to evaluate the general perceived usability of the application we ask the sample












where Ai is the value (from 1 to 5) of the answer to the Qi question.
Figure 3.20: The SUS distribution (left), boxplot representation (center), and frequencies
on the range 50...100 (right).
The distribution of SUS is summarized in Figure 3.20, while Figure 3.21, reports the
distribution of the answers to each SUS question:
Q1 I think that I would like to use this system frequently;
Q2 I found the system unnecessarily complex;
Q3 I thought the system was easy to use;
Q4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
system;
Q5 I found the various functions in this system were well integrated;
Q6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system;
Q7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly;
Q8 I found the system very awkward to use;
Q9 I felt very confident using the system;
Q10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
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Figure 3.21: The distributions of the answers to the odd, positive tone, SUS questions
(top) and to the even, negative tone, ones (bottom). In the second plot, the color scale
has been reversed to map, as in the first plot, positive values to azure/sky colors.
In order to minimize acquiescence response biases the questions have an alternate tone:
positive for the odd ones and negative tone for the even ones. Despite the particularity
and novelty of the visual and navigation adopted solutions, the perceived usability, being
SUS mean = 79.2 and median = 82 (see Figure 3.20), is between 73 = good, and 85 =
excellent [40]. This first result is satisfying.
3.8.3 Analysis of specific aspects
Besides the general usability we gathered the users’ opinions about four specific aspects
of the platform, through a set of 21 questions, declined in positive and negative tones:
• user layout (UL1-UL5 questions);
• semantic structure (SS1-SS5 questions);
• navigation and research mechanism (NR1-NR4 questions);
• user contributions (UC1-UC7 questions).
User layout. The first group of 5 questions was about the user interface:
UL1 I appreciate the presence of an overview of the catalog;
UL2 I find distracting to zoom and drag for exploring the catalog;
UL3 I think that the AppInventory graphic layout offers innovative elements;
UL4 I consider the adopted graphical layout less effective than a traditional one;
UL5 Overall, I appreciated the graphical layout of AppInventory.
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Figure 3.22: The distributions of the answers to positive tone (top) and negative tone
(bottom) questions relative to the User Layout (UL) aspects. In the second plot, the
color scale has been reversed to map, as in the first plot, positive values to azure/sky
colors.
Figure 3.22 provides the distribution of the answers to each positive tone question (top)
and negative tone question (bottom). It emerges an almost complete appreciation of
the adopted interface - question L1 (92% positive, 8% neutral, 0% negative responses)
and of the presence of the catalog overview - question L5 (91% positive, 9% neutral, 0%
negative responses). With respect to the use of the zoom and drag for the navigation
and the effectiveness of the adopted graphical layout compared to more traditional ones
(questions UL2, UL4), we gathered slightly lower, but largely positive, values (on average
85% positive, 6.5% neutral, 8.5% negative).
Semantic structure. With reference to the semantic structure of AppInventory, we
asked the sample to answer the following questions:
Figure 3.23: The distributions of the answers to positive tone (top) and negative tone
(bottom) questions relative to the Semantic Structure (SS) aspects. In the second plot,
the color scale has been reversed to map, as in the first plot, positive values to azure/sky
colors.
SS1 I think appropriate the categories used in AppInventory;
SS2 I do not consider useful to assign an application to multiple categories;
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SS3 I believe that the weighted attribution of an application in a category is an appro-
priate choice;
SS4 I found the information card of the app sufficiently complete and detailed;
SS5 The presence of a video presentation for each app is, for me, of secondary impor-
tance.
Figure 3.23 shows the distribution of the answers to the subset of positive tone question
(top) and negative tone questions (bottom). Some aspects emerge: an almost complete
(92% positive, 8% neutral, 0% of negative responses) appreciation of the completeness
of the data provided in the apps’ information cards (question SS4); a general agreement
about the choice of categories and the introduction of multiple and weighted attribution
of the app to them (questions SS1-SS3, on average: 82% positive, 12% neutral and 6%
negative responses); a primary importance attributed to video presentations (SS5: 68%
positive, 23% neutral, 9% negative responses).
Navigation and search mechanisms. The next four questions investigated about
the effectiveness of the navigation and search mechanisms:
Figure 3.24: The distributions of the answers to positive tone (top) and negative tone
(bottom) questions relative to the Navigation and Research (NR) features. In the second
plot, the color scale has been reversed to map, as in the first plot, positive values to
azure/sky colors.
NR1 I found understandable and functional the basic and advanced search mechanism;
NR2 I do not consider effective the forward / backward navigation mechanism between
apps;
NR3 I consider important to visualize the contextual list of apps through the general
“compass” button, located at the top-left of the graphical layout;
NR4 I think it is of little use to select a new “navigation criterion” through the “com-
pass” icon located at the top right of each application.
Figure 3.24 shows the distribution of the answers to each positive tone (top) and negative
tone (bottom) questions. The appreciation appears generally high for the search section,
for the presence of a contextual list of the apps and of the forward / backward navigation
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cursors (questions NR1-NR3; on average: 83.5% positive, 12.5% neutral and 4% negative
responses). The effectiveness of the navigation mechanism for the single app gathered
slightly lower appreciation (question NR4: 74% positive, 19% neutral and 8% negative)
probably due to its particularity and the uncommon feature it offers.
User contributions. The last seven questions investigated about the quality of the
features, introduced for giving a score to each app, and the importance to leave comments,
highlight inaccuracies and share use cases:
Figure 3.25: The distributions of the answers to positive tone (top) and negative tone
(bottom) questions relative to the User Contribution (UC) features. In the second plot,
the color scale has been reversed to map, as in the first plot, positive values to azure/blue
colors.
UC1 I consider useful for users to evaluate applications;
UC2 I find clear and understandable the five evaluation items (functionality, ease to use,
applicability, originality, overall opinion);
UC3 I would have expected other evaluation parameters or changed existing ones;
UC4 I find useful for users to comment on applications;
UC5 I find important to have the opportunity to suggest changes and communicate
inaccuracies in the information cards;
UC6 I consider significant to be able to share use cases of the application;
UC7 I would have preferred to login on the platform to post comments.
Figure 3.25 shows the distribution of the answers to positive tone (top) and negative tone
(bottom) questions. The possibility of evaluating the apps has been generally considered
useful and the evaluation items understandable (questions UC1, UC2: 86% positive, 13%
neutral and 1% negative) while there is a considerable uncertainty about the choice of such
evaluation parameters (question UC3: 55% positive, 40% neutral, 6% negative). Also, the
possibility to comment the apps, suggest changes, suggest inaccuracies and share use cases
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(questions UC4-UC6) are valued positively from about 90% of the sample. Anonymous
comments are approved from 53% of the sample (question UC7) with a significant part
of users neutral about this choice.
Overall, the results of the user evaluation encourage us to continue experimenting with
and improving the model in addition to explore new approaches.
3.8.4 The comparative study
A second study was organized as a multi-factor within-subject study in order to collect
comparative user opinions about AppInventory and two other Web catalog of applications:
Edshelf [11] and Essediquadro [14]. In addition to the SUS related to the three considered
platforms, the study acquired 22 questions on four aspects of the platform: user layout,
semantic structure, navigation/research mechanisms and user contribution features plus
an additional question about the overall system.
Participants The study involved 31 persons (28 F, 3 M) of age between 20 and 49
years, with a mean age of 24.9 and deviation standard 5.3; most of them were students
(84%) attending a course of Web technologies in University of Udine.
Procedure and results Before conducting the studio, the three platforms were pre-
sented to the participants, illustrating in details the specific features and proposing some
tasks to familiarize with them: follow the guided tour, where available; explore some of
the available categories; analyze the information cards of some applications and the re-
lated comment / evaluation sections; carry out a simple and advanced search and browse
the results; apply different sorting criteria. The questionnaire was organized in sections in
order to collect user opinions about the four aspects already considered in the preliminary
study: User layout (UL), Semantic structure (SS), Navigation and search features (NR)
and user contributions (UC). Next a SUS questionnaire was proposed for each platform
and finally users were asked to assign an overall score to each platform.
Metrics AppInventory Edshelf Essediquadro
Sample size 31 31 31
Min 48.00 15.00 12.00
1st Qu. 72.00 41.00 32.00
Median 80.00 58.00 42.00
Mean 79.29 57.52 43.39
Std. dev. 13.16 20.04 17.95
3rd Qu. 89.00 73.50 58.50
Max 100.00 90.00 72.00
Table 3.2: The SUS distributions of the three platforms.
Table 3.2 and Figure 3.26 describe the distribution of the SUS for each platform. The
results confirm very similar values of SUS for AppInventory in this and previous study
(the differences between mean, median, 1st and 3rd quartile of the two distributions are
lower than 2 units). In order to compare the results we applied a hypothesis test for
the difference between ma and me (the AppInventory and Edshelf SUS medians) and me
and ms (the Edshelf and Essediquadro SUS medians), fixing the null hypotheses H0ae :
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Figure 3.26: The comparison of the SUS distributions of the three platforms (left) and
the absolute frequencies on 5-units intervals.
ma = me and H0es: me = ms. Applying a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test we get Wae = 39
and Wes = 41.5 which are below the respective critical values 120 and 92 for p < .01,
leading us to reject both H0ae and H0es and assert the significance of the differences of
medians. Figure 3.27 shows the comparison of the answers to the single questions of the
SUS questionnaire.
In order to investigate the four aspects (UL, SS, NR, UC) considered in the first study,
we reformulated the questions in a more general form to make them applicable to the all
considered platforms. About the User Layout (UL) we asked users how much do they
agree with each of the following statements:
UL1-c I believe that the user interface adopted for the main page of the catalog is
innovative and intuitive;
UL2-c I find that the main page provides an effective overview of the catalog;
UL3-c I find that the graphic elements (icons, titles, sections, ...) are understandable;
UL4-c I find it easy to identify the number of applications in the category;
UL5-c I believe that the platform offers effective tools to learn using it (eg. Quick start
guides, guided tours, contextual help, FAQ and support pages, ...).
The Figure 3.28 summarizes the results: the positive responses vary from 87% and 97%
for AppInventory, from 19% to 48% for Edshelf and from 3% and 26% for Essediquadro.
About the Semantic Structure the six sentences we asked users to evaluate for the
three platforms were:
SS1-c I think the proposed classification helps me to orient myself between the apps;
SS2-c I think the number of categories provided is excessive or insufficient;
SS3-c I consider the information cards of the single applications complete and well de-
tailed also for the presence of multimedia contents;
SS4-c I think that the information card does not contain important information regard-
ing the application;
SS5-c Looking at the card, I can get a general and complete idea about the application;
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Figure 3.27: The distributions of the answers to the odd, positive tone, SUS questions
(top) and to the even, negative tone, ones (bottom) for the 3 platforms. In the second
plot, the color scale has been reversed to map, as in the first plot, positive values to
azure/sky colors.
SS6-c I believe that the card of an app provides me with comprehensive information
on the classification of the application (eg. if the app is present in more than
one category and with what degree, the associated tags, additional classification
taxonomies, etc.).
The results are presented in Figure 3.29, separately for the positive and negative tone
questions. For this set of questions AppInventory collected positive answers in a percent-
age between 84% and 97%, Edshelf between 35% and 71%, Essediquadro between 13%
and 58%.
The Navigation and Research mechanisms were investigated through the following six
questions:
NR1-c I think the search functions are easily identifiable and usable;
NR2-c I found the basic and advanced search understandable and functional;
NR3-c I find incomplete the search filters;
NR4-c I consider appropriate and complete the sorting criteria of the app;
NR5-c The platform helps me find similar apps by letting me choose the similarity
criteria;
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Figure 3.28: The distributions of the answers to (all positive tone) questions relative to
the User Layout (UL) aspects for the three platforms.
Figure 3.29: The distributions of the answers to positive tone (top) and negative tone
(bottom) questions relative to the Semantic Structure (SS) aspects for the three platforms.
In the second plot, the color scale has been reversed to map, as in the first plot, positive
values to azure/sky colors.
NR6-c The platform supports me in finding applications for a certain goal.
The results, illustrated in Figure 3.30, show a percentage of positive answers for AppIn-
ventory between 87% and 100%, for EdShelf between 35% and 65% while for Essediquadro
between 16% and 32%.
The last investigated aspect was about User Contributions features:
UC1-c I believe that user contributions are important in a catalog of applications;
UC2-c I believe that the platform provides good support for users to add comments on
applications;
UC3-c I would have expected more evaluation parameters or change existing ones;
UC4-c I believe that the platform provides users with good support for suggesting inte-
grations and reporting inaccuracies in the descriptions;
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Figure 3.30: The distributions of the answers to positive tone (top) and negative tone
(bottom) questions relative to the Navigation and Research mechanisms (NR) aspects
for the three platforms. In the second plot, the color scale has been reversed to map, as
in the first plot, positive values to azure/sky colors.
UC5-c I believe that the platform provides users with good support for sharing educa-
tional use-cases of the applications.
Figure 3.31: The distributions of the answers to positive tone (top) and negative tone
(bottom) questions relative to the User Contributions (UC) features for the three plat-
forms. In the second plot, the color scale has been reversed to map, as in the first plot,
positive values to azure/sky colors.
The first question was general and not referred to any platform, the questions UC2-c and
UC3-c apply only to AppInventory and Edshelf since Essediquadro does not accept user
comments and ratings. The results are presented in Figure 3.31.
In the last question (G1-c) we asked users to formulate an overall rating, in a scale from
1=very bad to 5=very good of the three platforms. Figure 3.32 shows the results which
are very positive for AppInventory (94% of sample attributed a score greater or equals
to 4), Edshelf is positively evaluated by the 32% of the sample with a large percentage
of neutral scores while Essediquadro gets only 3% of positive scores.
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Figure 3.32: The distributions of the user overall ratings for the three platforms.
A comparison between the SUS medians (Table 3.3) of the three platforms and the
weighted average of the overall ratings normalized on a scale from 1 to 100 shows how
the differences in the perceived usability, already revealed by the SUS, are more marked
when we consider the overall features of the three platforms.
Metrics AppInventory Edshelf Essediquadro
SUS Median 80.00 58.00 42.00
Overall rating 85.48 51.61 24.19
Table 3.3: The comparison between the SUS medians and the normalized overall ratings
of the three platforms.
3.9 Conclusion and future work
In this chapter we presented AppInventory, a Web platform designed to allow teachers
to browse a repository of applications, organized in a purpose-based taxonomy, using a
visual approach. It offers a novel modality for representing and exploring the catalog.
Two usability evaluation were performed applying qualitative and comparative tests.
They were largely discussed in Section 3.8: the results are encouraging and highlighted
the positive impact of our visual model, with respect to the general platform and also
specifically to the four considered features. The final comparative study shows that
AppInventory totals at least 30% more positive reviews by users than those of Edshelf
and Essediquadro, on all analyzed aspects.
The AppInventory platform represents an original contribution of this thesis both for
the semantic model based on the zz-structures, the newly zz-view proposed and imple-
mented, the navigation solutions introduced, based on semantic zoom and contextual
browsing of the applications, the collecting of user contributioons and, finally, the visual
comparison of app metadata.
The limitations of the proposed approach mainly regards the fruition of the catalog
from mobile devices: although possible, the navigation is rather slowed down due to
the size of the DOM and the use of SVG elements that require significant resources for
their processing also disabling some animations, active in the desktop version. A possible
approach totally based on HTML5 standard will be investigated in order to get a better
user experience on mobile devices, improving the responsiveness of the platform.
Future work will also involve the constant updating of the information published in
the catalog; the development of new views and features and the experimentation of a
recommender system based on zz-structures.
Conclusions
In this thesis, we investigated possible visual approaches for the representation of the
zz-structures. Starting from its formal description and model, we proposed new zz-views
and applied them in the context of two different case studies where we combined holistic
views with a contextual and multilevel exploration mechanism. We also presented some
guidelines for the design of visualization systems, some classifications of visual represen-
tations of knowledge and possible technologies / frameworks for their implementation in
the context of Web applications.
Before analyzing, modeling and developing the two case studies, we implemented a
first prototype for experimenting the effectiveness of the newly introduced proposals of
deep and narrative zz-views, dedicated to the representation of a scientific bibliography.
The aim was to realize a Web application for exploring, in a visual and original way, the
whole collection of scientific researches about zz-structures. The narrative-view, enriched
by the user interactions management, appeared to be an interesting solution for the rep-
resentation of: the relationships between authors and papers, the collaboration network,
and the temporal collocations of the papers. At the same time, the deep-view enables
users to display an overlay with the citation network of a given paper.
From this first prototype, we conceived the idea of applying this approach to any
bibliography. We started investigating the possibility of obtaining, in real-time, metadata
of papers and authors by querying one or more bibliographic indexes, such as Scopus, Web
of Science, etc. From a detailed analysis of the exposed metadata and the API services
offered by a series of bibliographic indexes, we started to implement a Web application,
we called VisualBib, for supporting researchers in the progressive building, enriching and
sharing scientific bibliographies. VisualBib evolved over time from version 1.0 released
on February 2018, characterized by a data retrieval limited to two sources (Scopus and
OpenCitations) and a basic metadata management, to version 2.0, released in September
of the same year, which introduced some new features: import/export from/to BibTeX
archives, new sources of metadata (CrossRef and Orcid), merge of duplicated author
names, bibliography sharing, and others.
The evaluation studies carried out on this version highlighted the positive impact of
our visual model and encouraged us to improve it and develop further visual analysis
features we incorporated in the version 3.0 of the application, released in October 2019.
This last version introduced several new features, like the retrieval and management
of extended metadata for papers and authors, an extension of the narrative views to
subject areas, keywords and tags and a completely renovated interface which enables
effective visual and quantitative analysis of bibliographies. A user study stated a good
appreciation of the various new features (from 72% to 84% of positive scores) and no
significant decrease of usability, compared to the version 2.0.
VisualBib, whose name has been registered by University of Udine, is currently a
“live system”, available online for research and personal purposes (not commercial ones)
and represents one of the few solutions of visual analysis environment for bibliographies
working on real-time data and not on static datasets.
The system is open to future improvements, such as interfacing with further bibli-
ographic indexes, enhancing of the scalability of the system and incorporating of new
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features.
The second case study concerned the modeling and development of a multimedia
catalog of Web and mobile applications. We analyzed and documented 281 applications,
preparing for each of them a detailed multilingual card and a video-presentation, organiz-
ing all the material in an original purpose-based taxonomy, visually represented through
a browsable holistic view. The catalog, we called AppInventory, offers an innovative
approach for its exploration, both through a continuous semantic zoom to progressively
discover details initially hidden and a contextual exploration mechanisms based on zz-
structures. AppInventory is available online since November 2018 and has been recently
improved by adding new features such as a visual analysis tools for the comparison of
the applications data and an interactive guided tour of the platform. AppInventory also
collects user contributions and evaluations about the apps that can help users to select
them.
The results of two user studies carried out on groups of teachers and students shown
a very positive impact of our proposal in term of graphical layout, semantic structure,
navigation mechanisms and usability, also in comparison with two similar catalogs.
In summary, the original contributions of this thesis are:
1. the extending of the existing models of zz-views with three new proposals: deep-
views, narrative-views and bubble-views ;
2. the publication of an interactive visual representation of a comprehensive bibliog-
raphy about zz-structures, accessible at http://zzstructure.uniud.it;
3. the modeling and realization of the VisualBib Web platform for supporting re-
searchers in the building, refining, representing, analyzing and sharing of scientific
bibliographies, accessible at http://visualbib.uniud.it;
4. the modeling and realization of AppInventory, a multimedia catalog of 281 Web
2.0 and mobile applications, accessible at http://appinventory.uniud.it, based
on an original purpose-based taxonomy, for supporting teachers and students in
selecting best apps for learning activities.
One of my personal goals during this Ph.D. course was to be able to reconcile re-
search with the concrete development of free tools that could be useful to teachers and
researchers; I hope I did, at least in part.
A
Appendices
A.1 Sample bibliography for evaluation
Sample bibliography in BibTeX format used in the evaluation of VisualBib 3.0 platform
discussed in Subsection 2.9.2 and in the use case scenario of Section 2.6.1. This bibli-
ography1, imported in the system, will be automatically enriched through the seeking
metadata function. For this reason most of the references contains only basic metadata:
title, year and a univocal identificator (doi or scopusid). The presence of this identifier
enables VisualBib to retrieve extended metadata from Scopus APIs including the list of
authors, the source, the publisher, the subject area, the keywords, the abstract, etc.
Appendix A.2 lists the enriched version of this bibliography after the merging of dupli-
cated authors and the integration of additional three papers.
@inproceedings{Dattolo2009ASA,




















author={Chen, C. and Ibek San Juan, F. and Hou, J.},

















title = {Citeology: Visualizing Paper Genealogy},
















title={Combining Computational Analyses and Interactive Visualization for





















author={Dattolo, Antonina and Corbatto, Marco},





author={Dattolo, Antonina and Corbatto, Marco},




A.2 BibTeX of the enriched bibliography for evalu-
ation
Below is the sample bibliography of Appendix A.1 after the application of seek metadata
and author matching functions, the addition of three new papers and the exporting in
BibTeX format, as discussed in the use case scenario in Subsection 2.9.2. In addition
to several metadata fields, the output archive contains further fields, needed to recon-
struct, in a next importing into VisualBib, the exact authors/papers relationships and
the citation network:
• authordata which uniquely indexes the authors of each paper by Orcid or Scopus
author id;
• references which indexes the cited papers inside the bibliography;
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• keywords and author keywords : respectively the list of keywords attributed by the
system (Scopus) and those attributed by the authors.
A direct reference to this bibliography is: http://bit.ly/vb3-evBib.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Bibtex Exported from VisualBib
% http://visualBib.uniud.it/
%
% Created on: Oct 22, 2019
%
% Project_Title: Evaluation VisualBib - example
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
@inproceedings{84891551906,
author={Dattolo Antonina and Luccio F.},


















author={Dattolo Antonina and Luccio F.},

















author={Bergström P. and Atkinson D.},
title={Augmenting the exploration of digital libraries with web-based visualizations},
authordata={S:57196791745,S:7202372426},
















author={Van Eck N. and Waltman L.},













author_keywords={Bibliometric mapping;Journal co-citation analysis;
Science mapping;Visualization;VOS;VOSviewer},
keywords={},





author={Chen C. and Ibekwe-SanJuan F. and Hou J.},
title={The structure and dynamics of cocitation clusters: A multiple-perspective
cocitation analysis},
authordata={O:0000-0001-8584-1041|S:7501950297,S:56192063200,S:56648784400},










keywords={Analysis method;Author cocitation analysis;Cluster labeling;Co-citation networks;
Cocitation;Generic method;Integrating networks;Interpretability;Sense making;
Spectral clustering;Structure and dynamics;Text summarization},
topics={Software;Information Systems;Human-Computer Interaction;





author={Costagliola G. and Fuccella V.},
title={CyBiS: A novel interface for searching scientific documents},
authordata={O:0000-0003-3816-7765|S:7003667801,S:9640308300},










author_keywords={3D;CyBiS;Cylindrical Biplot System;paper search;visualization},
keywords={3D;Collection of documents;CyBiS;Cylindrical Biplot System;
Scientific documents;Scientific papers;Visualization tools},





author={Dörk M. and Henry-Riche N. and Ramos G. and Dumais S.},
title={Pivot paths: Strolling through faceted information spaces},
authordata={S:23134745400,S:35754698000,S:55993680200,S:7003862762},
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issn={10772626},
citedby={98},
author_keywords={animation;exploratory search;information seeking;Information visualization;
interactivity;node-link diagrams},
keywords={Exploratory search;Information seeking;Information visualization;
Interactivity;Node-link diagrams},
topics={Software;Signal Processing;Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition;





author={Matejka J. and Grossman T. and Fitzmaurice G.},
title={Citeology: Visualizing paper genealogy},
authordata={S:10044259500,S:7003520062,S:7005241818},































author={Görg C. and Liu Z. and Kihm J. and Choo J. and Park H. and Staško J.},
title={Combining computational analyses and interactive visualization for
document exploration and sensemaking in jigsaw},
authordata={S:56124473700,S:55714445500,S:36727682900,S:24512223400,S:7601569954,
S:7006755495},









author_keywords={document analysis;exploratory search;information seeking;
information visualization;sensemaking;Visual analytics},
keywords={Document analysis;Exploratory search;Information seeking;
Information visualization;Sensemaking;Visual analytics},
topics={Software;Signal Processing;Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition;





author={Van Eck N. and Waltman L.},

















Research fields;Research topics;Scientific publications;Scientometrics;
Technical details;Citnetexplorer},





author={Kucher K. and Kerren A.},
title={Text visualization techniques: Taxonomy, visual survey, and community insights},
authordata={O:0000-0002-1907-7820|S:56647973300,O:0000-0002-0519-2537|S:6508221631},













keywords={Community analysis;Gaining insights;Information visualization;interaction;
Research trends;Text visualization;Visual metaphor;Web-based system},






author={Federico P. and Heimerl F. and Koch S. and Miksch S.},
title={A Survey on Visual Approaches for Analyzing Scientific Literature and Patents},
authordata={O:0000-0002-1830-0330|S:52563493000,S:12781821100,S:24070759300,S:7003690425},



















keywords={Application scenario;Documents;Efficient analysis;Interactive analysis;
Patents;Scientific articles;Scientific literature;Scientific progress;
Bottom up approach;documents;patents},
topics={Software;Signal Processing;Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition;
Computer Graphics and Computer-Aided Design},
year={2016},




author={Corbatto Marco and Dattolo Antonina},
title={A Web Application for Creating and Sharing Visual Bibliographies},
authordata={O:0000-0003-0723-8241|S:6507516644,O:0000-0002-8511-524X|S:6602802183},
booktitle={Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial















author_keywords={Graphic organizer;Holistic view;Human computer interaction (HCI);
Information visualization;Visual bibliography;Visualization design and evaluation methods},
keywords={Graphic organizers;Holistic view;Human Computer Interaction (HCI);
Information visualization;Visualization designs},





author={Dattolo Antonina and Corbatto Marco},
title={VisualBib: Narrative views for customized bibliographies},
authordata={O:0000-0002-8511-524X|S:6602802183,O:0000-0003-0723-8241|S:6507516644},
booktitle={Information Visualisation - Biomedical Visualization,














author_keywords={Graphic organizer;Holistic view;Narrative view;Visual bibliography},
keywords={Citation indexes;Explicit representation;Graphic organizers;Holistic view;
Narrative view;Scientific literature;Visual representations;WEB application},
topics={Computer Graphics and Computer-Aided Design;Information Systems;





author={Kucher K. and Skeppstedt M. and Kerren A.},
title={Application of interactive computer-assisted argument
extraction to opinionated social media texts},
authordata={O:0000-0002-1907-7820|S:56647973300,S:55605433600,
O:0000-0002-0519-2537|S:6508221631},












Sentiment visualization;Stance analysis;Stance visualization;Text visualization;
Topic modeling;Visualization},
keywords={Annotation;Interaction;Stance analysis;Text visualization;Topic Modeling},
topics={Software;Human-Computer Interaction;Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition;





author={Heimerl F. and Han Q. and Koch S. and Ertl T.},
title={CiteRivers: Visual Analytics of Citation Patterns},
authordata={S:12781821100,S:56437203600,S:24070759300,S:7004765655},











author_keywords={Color;Data mining;Joining processes;Market research;Metadata;
Tag clouds;Visualization},
keywords={Document metadatas;Interactive analysis;Interactive visualizations;Joining process;
Long-term development;Market researches;Scientific literature;Tag clouds},
topics={Software;Signal Processing;Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition;





author={Dattolo Antonina and Corbatto Marco},
title={VisualBib: A novel Web app for supporting researchers in the creation, visualization















author_keywords={Bibliographic indexes;Citation networks;Narrative views;
Visual bibliographies;Visual organizers;Visualization;Zz-structures},
keywords={Bibliographic indexes;Citation networks;Evaluation study;Hierarchical data;
Narrative views;Real time;Visual organizers;WEB application},
topics={Software;Management Information Systems;
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